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CALVERT CITY, Ky. (AP) —
A citizen group opposing a proposed bingo hall in Calvert City
was denied its right to inspect
the permit application, the attorney general says.
The city clerk said the application was not a public document because the City Council had not acted on it. That
violated the Kentucky Open
Records Act, according to an
attorney general's opinion made
public this week.
"Applications for a license are
generally not exempt from public inspection," Assistant Attorney General James M. Ringo
said in the opinion.
Martin Johnson, an attorney
in Benton representing Marshall County Citizens Against
Gambling Expansion, sought the
opinion. The dispute pitted the
group against the city and Clerk
Troy Truitt.
The city since has agreed
not to take action on the application until members of the
anti-gambling group can inspect
it and make comments, Johnson said in a telephone interview Wednesday.
Gary Hovekamp, a former
McCracken County judge-executive, applied for the entertainment permit with J.T.
Carneal, a Paducah businessman.

Chief plans to
deny request
MIDDLESBORO, Ky. (AP)
— Middlesboro Police Chief
Jeff Sharpe plans to deny a
request by the Ku Klux Klan
to march through the city.
But leaders of the white
supremacist group said they
would go to court to hold the
Dec. 18 rally if necessary.
Sharpe said he learned earlier this week of the Klan's
planned demonstration and has
talked with Mayor Ben Hickman and other city leaders
about stopping the rally.
"We are going to do everything in our power to stop it,"
Sharpe said. "I find it very
insulting."
Hickman could not be
reached for comment.
The Church of the American Knights of the KKK planned
the rally in Middlesboro because
of the Oct. 16 shooting death
of a 7-year-old white boy
allegedly by a black man and
the beating of a white man by
a black teen-ager in the fall
of 1998.
VNif E AT- IA Ii i
Tonight. Partly cloudy. Low
around 35 Light southwest
wind.
cloudy
Saturday. .Partly
High 60 to 65.
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me about it, and in turn I've talked
By CHARLES WOLFE
to other people," Rose said in a
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A telephone interview.
Rose is a member of the Eduformer school superintendent now
Professional Standards
at Murray State University appar- cation
ently is among those who would Board, which certifies and discilike to succeed Education Com- plines teachers. Before joining Murray State, he was superintendent
missioner Bill Cody.
Jack D. Rose, dean of the col- of Calloway County schools with
lege of education at Murray State, a reputation for political astuteness.
said he has made inquiries.
Rose said he was "interested
"I've had some people talk to

in seeing what critena are created for the job" of education commissioner. "I would think it would
be a little too early for anybody
to get too interested," he said.
Cody, who was Kentucky's second appointed commissioner, has
resigned, effective Dec. 31. The
Kentucky Board of Education will
hire his successor. A four-person
search committee voted last week
to use an executive search firm

United Way continues fund drive
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The United Way is inching
ever closer to its annual fundraising goal of $300,000, but community support is still vital to
success, according to United Way
of Murray-Calloway County
Director Peggy Billington.
"I do think we've got to mindful that we still have not reached
it yet," said Billington. "Right
now, there's still a lot of places
that we haven't heard (totals)
from. We feel that he the middle of next month, we should
start getting those in."
Signs measuring the support
the campaign has received have
been posted at various locations
around Murray. Billington said
funds for the campaign will be
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
accepted into next year as well.
Murray tracking the progress
around
placed
been
In fact, one of the campaign's Signs have
year's goal is $300,000.
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Way
chief fund-raising events will be of the United
when
2000,
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happening Feb.
agreed to do the American Red Cross. Billington
country music singer Earl Thomas that Conley has
estimated the United Way reachfor
free.
concert
Conley will perform a benefit
es over 33,000 people each year.
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including
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and the • See Page 2
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Judge sentences man
to five years in prison
•

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A Mississippi man will serve a
five-year sentence for taking items
from a Hazel antiques store two
years ago and for being a persistent felon.
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust sentenced Michael Gatewood,
43, on two counts each of felony
and misdemeanor theft and firstdegree persistent felony offender.
The judge also ordered Gatewood
to pay $550 in fees.
Monday's sentencing came less
than two weeks after sheriff's
deputies served warrants on gatewood in Little Rock, Ark., charging him with failing to appear in
court for sentencing on the theft
counts in September.
In August 1997, Gatewood ran
from a clerk at Tooter's Antiques
v..ho had asked him about bulges

in his clothes, according to court
records. The store later listed as
missing a man's gold watch, rings,
bracelets, a figurine and some silver dollars.
The clerk and bystanders, who
reported seeing Gatewood throwing down items as he ran, eventually cornered him and held him
until authorities arrived.
In other cases. Foust also reinstated five-year prison sentences
for three men for violating the
terms of their respective - probations.
Gary Mitchell Allen Jr., 20, of
Dexter, failed to, report. pay a
supervisor fee and to attend a
mental health evaluation and used
alcohol and/or other drugs. He had
been sentenced in April for defrauding a creditor, marijuana possession and obscuring the identity of
a machine.

The judge also reinstated a July
1998 coke-and-marijuana-possession sentence for Terrance J. Hollowell, 24. of Hopkinsville. for
testing positive for marijuana in
October.
Following a hearing. Foust
revoked probation for Kevin Glenn
Pinner, 23, of Paducah, who failed
to get court-ordered treatment and
tested positive for marijuana use
in June. lie was sentenced in
November 1996 for robbery.
Other rulings on Monday includ-ed, the dismissal without prejudice
of felony theft charges against
Heidi Brantley. 39, of Ridgewood
Drive, on a motion from Calloway
District Judge Leslie Furches,
according to court records.
Robert Tears of Texaco. Ill.,
had filed a complaint against Brant-

MI See Page 2

Analysts expect
sales to jump
during holiday
NEW YORK (AP) — In •a bid
to get shoppers to buy rather than
browse, merchants started the holiday season today by cutting prices.
and many shoppers showed up
before dawn — sometimes even
before midnight.
As stores and malls dangled
discounts on the official kickoff
of the holiday shopping season,
Internet merchants also courted
shoppers by offering deals to those
who visit their Web sites.
The crowds were so big early
today at the Ames discount store
in Revere, Mass., that all the shopping carts were taken by 7:15 a.m.
Bargain prices lured shoppers
to a Wal-Mart stores nationwide.
In Bowie, Md.. lines began to
form around 10:30 p.m. Thursday
night, hours before the store's 6
a.m. opening, while hundreds of
cars filled a Wal-Mart parking lot
in Lynn, Mass., at 5 a.m.
"I didn't want to be here, but
you can't beat the prices," said
Charles Chisholm, who had already
picked out two $99 19-inch TVs
and $69 VCRs by 6:15 a.m. at
the Lynn`store.

It's been a blockbuster year for
retailers — both traditional and
online — but a lot is riding on
the next five weeks, when most
store owners tally a significant
portion of their annual sales. Last
year, merchants rang up more than
$170 billion in sales during the
holiday period.
"Shoppers won't just be at the
mall this weekend, but they will
checking things out online," said
Britt Beemer, chairman of the consulting firm America's Research
Group in Charleston. S.C. "Where
they find the better deal is where
they might actually make the purchase."
With consumer confidence
remaining strong. unemployment
levels at 30-year lows and stock
prices continuing to climb, expectations are high for this year. Estimates are that Americans will
spend at least an average of $500
per family.
Analysts project sales at traditional stores will rise 5 percent
to 6 percent from last year, while

III See Page 2

Farmers anxious about
burley market opening
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Having overcome a quota drop followed by a drought, tobacco farmers face new uncertainties when
burley markets open Monday against the backdrop of a cigarette industry' losing customers and under siege in courtrooms.
Farmers and tobacco warehouse operators are unsure of the .tobacco companies' buying mood for a burley crop that endured a prolonged dry spell that hurt development in summer and hampered curing this fall.
But anxiety goes beyond this auction season, which starts a week
later than usual and continues to late February', with an extended
Christmas break.
"The farmers are deeply concerned more about the future of this
business than they are about this crop." said Bob Ammerman, who
with his son grows tobacco and owns and operates tobacco warehouses in Cynthiana and Paris.
Ammerman said unrelenting pressures on tobacco companies have
dampened the enthusiasm that once accompanied the opening of Ken-

• See Page 2

Petition
drive
opposes
bottle bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - An
opponent of a proposal to require
deposits on drink containers in Kentucky says hundreds of thousands
of people have signed petitions
against the measure.
But Rep. Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, the proposal's sponsor,
said the petition misrepresents the
facts.
The petition claims deposits
would drive up the cost of groceries and describes bottle deposits
as a tax. Stumbo countered that
the deposits would be refundable,
unlike a tax.
"That's just a damn lie,- Stumbo, the House majority floor leader,
said of the petition. "They're try-.
ing to scare people."
The soft-drink bottlers collect-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
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cation. She said on Monday she
to screen applicants.
Jane Adams Venters, a Somer- intended to pursue the appointset attorney who heads the board's ment.
Adams-Rogers is director of the
committee, said she had "some
created Center for School
newly
vague recollection" of hearing Rose
based at Eastern Kentucky
Safety,
commisa
potential
as
suggested
sioner. Any names will be turned University. She is a former superover to the search firm, she said. intendent of Jessamine County
The list presumably would schools.
A current superintendent, Leon
include Lois Adams-Rogers, a former deputy commissioner and chief
of staff of the Department of Edu- • See Page 2
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ley for allegedly failing to bring
a Tennessee walking horse from
Mississippi to him in April 1997
after paying her to do so.
Tears claimed Brantley told him
the animal's leg was broken and
had to he put down, but she would
not give him the name of the local
veterinarian or the person who
buried the horse.
In other cases, the judge:
• Scheduled a June 15 trial for
Jeremiah Rayburn, 23, of Van
Cleave Road, who is accused of
first-degree cocaine trafficking, a
Class C felony, and misdemeanor
possession of marijuana, Valium
and drug paraphernalia, as well as
disregarding a stop sign. City police
found two baggies each of marijuana and cocaine and 12 pills on
him and a pipe in his backpack
during a May 30 traffic stop.
• Scheduled an Oct. 19-20 trial for
Bradley A. Jackson. 27. of Peggy Ann
Drive, who is charged with seconddegree trafficking in anabolic steroids
and trafficking in a controlled substance (Diazepem) within 1.000 yards
of a school. both Class D felonies.
and misdemeanor possession of drug
paraphernalia. State police allegedly
found steroids, syringes and pills in
a package sent to Jackson's home and
vials, syringes and scales in his home
Feb. 15.

• Scheduled a June 15 trial for
Michael W. Gertsch. 48, of New Concord, who is charged with third-degree
assault, a Class D felony, and misdemeanor resisting arrest, terroristic
threatening and disorderly conduct. He

allegedly tried to kick and hit, then
threatened to kill, sheriff's deputies
who found him in an Agnes Boulevard yard May 2.
• Scheduled a June 22 trial for
Linda Skaggs, 21, of South Cherry
Street, who is charged with three
counts each of third-degree burglary
and felony theft for allegedly using a
copy of the safe key at Baskin-Robbins, where she worked, to take money
in March and May.
• Ordered five years probation for
Carl Campbell, 37, formerly of Paducah. after sentencing him to five

online sales are expected to at
least double from December 1998.
But retailers have learned that
bold forecasts aren't always on
target. With shoppers more fickle
today than ever before, anything
— from a downturn in the stock
market to unusual weather — can
keep them home.
"We had a great start to this
year, but we've seen spending slow
down a little bit and no one is
sure what that will mean for this
holiday season," said Michael
Niemira. a retail analyst at Bank
of Toyko-Mitsubishi in New York.
In addition, shop owners also
are coming under pressure from
the growth in popularity of the Internet. While e-retailers only tally a
fraction of all holiday sales, traditional merchants don't want to
lose too much business to their
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EVERY FRIDAY EVENING 5 P.M. -9 P.M.

FE/TURING
Inside Round Beef. Southern Fried Chicken' Lake Catfish
Fried Shrimp. New England Fried Clams - Stuffed Crab
Fried Oysters - Cajun Style Crawfish. Smoked Salmon
VEGETABLES
New England Boiled Potatoes - Cob Corn - Ky. Style Green Beans
And A Variety Of Home Cooked Favorites

years in prison for flagrant non-support after failing to pay $18,812 in tucky burley markets.
child support between November 1991
"We just hate to see all these
and this past August.
lawsuits against these tobacco com• Ordered five years probation for panies," he said. "I think we're
Jerome L. Warren. 24, of Riley Court. being picked on. It's just the nature
who was sentenced to a five-year term of our business, I guess."
A 29 percent quota cut this
for first-degree trafficking in cocaine
and trafficking in marijuana within year, and fears of another big drop
1,000 yards of a school. He was also next year, have some farmers worordered to pay $400 in fees.and to ried whether they can afford to
get a substance abuse evaluation and/or keep raising tobacco, said Ammertreatment. City police found packaged man, who grows 80 acres of burcrack cocaine and marijuana in his ley in Harrison and Pendleton
car at Eirst and Ash streets in July. counties. Quotas are the amount
of tobacco that farmers can sell
each year.
"We have some who don't want
to get out, but they feel like they
are going to be forced out finan,
cially," he said.
Web rivals.
Uncertainties about the burley
Last year, the $3 billion in
crop's. overall quality also raised
online holiday sales accounted for
questions about the prices farmers
less than 2 percent of all retail
will get for their tobacco.
aCtivity. But -Internet 'businesses
"Given the growing and curing
are spending hundreds of millions season, there's a lot of concern
in advertising this season to lure about the quality of the crop. this
shoppers to their sites. year," said Will Snell, a UniverPaul Misiur braved the crowds sity of Kentucky agricultural econ.
— and the rain — this morning omist. "And as a result, I think
at the Toys R Us in Elizabeth, we'll see a pretty wide variation
N.J.,-where he was first on a line
of 100 people waiting for the
store's 6 a.m. opening.
The first. 500 customers at all
Toys R Us stores got a free Pokemon giri that ties in with, the popular animated children's television ing the signatures, however, argue
show, trading cards and a newly that some consumers wouldn't
released movie.
redeem their containers because of
But Misiur still plans to do inconvenience, so the deposits
much of its holiday buying online. would result in higher costs for
"It's a lot easier than doing them.
what we're doing here this morn"We believe the deposit is a
ing," Misiur said.
form of a tax," said Mike Brown,
Regardless of where they set vice president and general manup shop, retailers are hoping to ager of Pepsi-Cola General Botget shoppers buying early this sea- tlers in Louisville. He said the
son. In recent years, more con- statewide petition drive has colsumers have browsed during the lected more than 250,000 signaThanksgiving weekend and deferred tures.
most of their gift-buying until sales
Stumbo plans to sponsor a bill
closer to Christmas.
that would place deposits of 5 or
Last year, about 46 percent of 10 cents — depending on the size
Americans did their holiday buy- — on plastic, aluminum, glass and
metal drink containers.
ing in the 10 days before ChristStumbo is working out the final
mas, while just 9 percent bought
gifts during Thanksgiving week- details of the bill but said this
week the deposits would apply to
end, according to the International Council of Shopping Centers, items such as soft drinks, beer
a New York-based trade group.
and sports drinks, but not milk,juice
Many stores also hope an early
and food in plastic containers, such
start to Hanukkah, which begins
as margarine.
Dec. 3 this year. will prompt some
Natural Resources Secretary
shoppers to buy sooner.
James Bickford has put forth an
The Internet merchants are also
alternate idea for a 1-cent tax on
running promotions to drive trafdrink containers. He and Stumbo
fic to their sites. Unlike traditional
have said they'll work to see if
retailers, online stores are expectthey can iron out a joint proposed to do the bulk of their sales
al.
in early December.
Under Stumbo's bill, consumers
could redeem the deposits at recycling centers operated by the county or at state-run centers if the
• Ready To
county declined to open one.

Say Goodbye
To Your Old Car?

SOUPS (Soups will alternate weekly)
Homemade Clam Chowder - Seafood Gumbo - Seafood Chowders
A Variety of Prepared Salads and Fresh Tossed Salad with
Sixteen Condiments, Rolls and Butter
DESSERT TABLE
An assortment of Cobblers, Cakes, Pies and Pudding
ADULTS at 3.95.Tax & Tip CHILDREN 10 &
,
ti veraw.

uNorri

$5.95• Tax & Tip
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EVERY SATURDAY EVENING 5 P.M. - 9 P.M.
Carving Inside Round of Beef- Baked Sugar Cured Ham
Barbecue Beef Short Ribs. Barbecue Pork Spare Ribs
Polish Sausage. Barbecue Pork Shoulder - BBQ Chicken
VEGETABLES
An assortment of Ky. Style Vegetables including
Barbecue Baked Beans, Cut Corn,Fried Okra and many others.
S_QUP
As usual we will have homemade soups.
DESSERT TANI.fi
An assortment of Cobblers, Cakes, Cookies, Pies and Puddings
ADULTS 59.55• Tax & Tip CHILDREN 10 & UNDER $4.95.Tax & Tip
il:Severages
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STATE RESORT PARK
'Oxigiar New Maria/moment^
On Bectutrful Kentucky Luk,

Aurora, Ky.• Hwy.84'• 474-2211

Don't sell it or trade it,
donate it to the
National Kidney
Foundation of Kentucky's

Your donation can help save lives

Mooneyhan of Shelby County, is
being privately touted by some.
Mooneyhan said he had been
"encouraged" to apply but was
noncommittal-.
Adams-Rogers applied for the
commissioner's job in 1995, when
the state board hired Cody. She
said she did not campaign for the
appointment then. "and I don't

in prices."
Last year, burley sold for an average price of $1.90 per pound. With
638.6 million pounds sold in the
eight-state burley belt, the leaf
brought in $1.2 billion. Kentucky,
the leading burley producer, grew
475 million pounds.
This year, farmers are expected to deliver between 500 million
to 550 million pounds to auction
warehouses across the growing
region. But demand by tobacco
companies may be in the 400 million to 450 million pound range,
meaning a large amount may go
into the grower-owned.cooperative
surplus pool.
Snell said prices may not reach
last year's average.
"I think the safe bet, given the
anticipated quality of this year's
crop, is it will be very difficult
to achieve the $1.90 per pound average that we observed last year,"
Snell said.
Snell said the highest-quality
tobacco could fetch $2 per pound.
But lower-quality leaf may not
even attract the price-support price
and could wind up in the surplus
pool, he said.

"I think there's no doubt that
good quality tobacco will sell well
in this year's market," Snell said.
"But the question the (tobacco)
companies have is how much of
that good type tobacco do we have
out there."
Ben Crain, a tobacco warehouse
operator in Lexington, said some
much-needed rainfall and accompanying humidity in October aided
burley curing, and allowed much
of the crop to gain the darker
color desired by tobacco companies.

Grocery stores in other bottlebill states redeem containers for customers, but that would not be
required under Stumbo's bill.
Ten states and the city of Columbia, Mo., have some form of a
bottle bill that places deposits on
beverage containers. No state has
added such a law in more than a
decade, however, in part because
of intense opposition and lobbying by bottlers and grocers.
The issue got new wind in 1998
in Kentucky because Stumbo. one
of the state's most powerful legislators, sponsored a deposit bill.
It didn't pass, but Stumbo has
been laying the groundwork for
another run for two years.
Bottlers, grocers and convenience stores oppose the bill because
they fear that the deposits would
increase costs and cut sales —
especially in border areas where
shoppers might buy drinks across
the state line to avoid the deposits
— and cause fraudulent redemptions.
In a study commissioned this
year by state grocers, the Center
for Business and Economic
Research at the University of Kentucky estimated that bottle deposits
would cost retailers more than
$225 million in sales the first year.
An economist at the Legislative Research Commission questioned that estimate, however, saying among other things that the

CBER study did not consider factors that would offset the cost of
the bottle bill.
Bottlers also argue the measure unfairly singles out their industry.
"For some reason, Mr. Stumbo
has singled out our industry as
some sort of culprit," Brown said.
"It's not fair."
Supporters of the bottle bill argue
it will reduce roadside litter —
because people would redeem the
containers instead of throwing them
out — and litter cleanup costs, boost
tourism and improve recycling
rates.
"I believe that a containerdeposit bill will make an impact
on the litter stream. I think it will
reduce it," said Mary Shinkle,
solid-waste coordinator in Grant
County and chair of the Solid
Waste Coordinators of Kentucky.
Stumbo said the concerns raised
by opponents of the bottle bill
have not materialized in other states.

Crain predicted a "buyer's market" this auction season, but said
there remains a great deal of anticipation about the opening of burley markets, despite the many problems hanging over the industry.

touch just about everybody's life
in one way or another."
Billington said many of the contributions to the fund-raiser will
come from businesses whose
employees are participating in payroll deduction programs. Funds are
also collected through letter-writing campaigns, business-to-business
solicitation and donations from indiintend to do it with this one."
"If you try to tweak the polit- viduals in the community.
One advantage of the fund-raisical structure, I think that's the
according to Billington, is that
er,
wrong approach," she said.
The chairwoman of the state 99 percent of the money collectboard, Helen Mountjoy of Utica, ed will stay in Calloway County
said all candidates would be judged and will not have to be funneled
through a larger organization.
by experience and ability.
"I think a lot of people give
"I'd be extraordinarily surprised
and never know where it's
away
if this board were swayed one
Billington said. "With this,
way or another by a campaign,"
people will know that their dolshe said.
lars will be put to work in their
own community."

FREE Tow
We do all the paperwork
and you may qualify for
a tax deduction.*

1-800-488-CARS

"This crop is turning out to be
better from a quality standpoint than
what we all thought it was going
to be in early October," he said.
Crain said burley deliveries to
his two warehouses had picked up
in recent days, but said the tobacco was still coming in later than
normal, reflecting the difficult curing conditions this fall.

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
3-5-7
Pick 4:
5-4-6-4

EVENING
Pick 3:
8-5-5
Pick 4:
9-7-1-2
Cash 5:
4-7-29-32-33

Billington also praised the efforts
of those who have contributed time
and money to the campaign so
far.
"We've had lots of people to
help," she said. "We here at United Way have been very appreciative of everyone's efforts."
The United Way of MurrayCalloway County is located at 607
Poplar St. and can be reached by
phone at 753-0317.
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judges who decide their cases. It
can create the impression that
money buys influence with judges,
critics say.
"I don't want to go into court
and worry,about whether my opponent donated to the judges," said
Circuit Judge John Adams said Richard Beliles, chairman of Comhis decision to reinstate the law- mon Cause of Kentucky.
suit wasn't influenced by attorney
Peters brought a suit contestFred Peters' contribution since he
ing the decision of an 85-year-old
vowed not to see the names of
woman_ who died in 1985_ leaving
those vTho contribitted. Besides, nearly all of her estate to BirmPeters was an old friend.
ingham-Southern College. He
"We've been friends for more argued on behalf of her two
than 20 years. I knew he'd prob- nephews that she was not fit to
ably be supporting me," Adams make the decision.
said.
Adams dismissed the case in
But critics say this case illus- June, saying Peters hadn't proven
trates problems in Kentucky's judi- his case.
cial campaign system — a sysPeters requested that Adams
tem where lawyers may legally view new evidence in July.
contribute to the re-election of
Then Peters gave Adams two
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Fayette circuit judge reinstated part
of a $28 million lawsuit just days
after the lawyer who brought the
suit gave him $1,000 in campaign
contributions.

The Murray Post Office is offering a new time-saving service called
"Stamps By Fax."
_
Stamps may now be ordered
by faxing your order to. 759-9045.
To request an order form call 7538777.
"This program is designed to
aid business customers, but anyone who has a fax machine can
use this service," according to
Postmaster Mark Kennedy.
According to Kennedy, cus-

Palmore suggested one solution:
A state commission that accepts
donations for judicial candidates
and then passes them along without disclosing donors' names.
"But if we did that, no one
would contribute to judicial races.
Ninety-eight percent of all contributions are made because they
want to gain someone's favor,"
Palmore said.

tomers may call the post office
and an order form will be sent to
them.
-"Once they have the order form
all they have to do is fax the
information before 3 p.m. daily to
759-9045 and their carrier will bring
the stamp order to thern the next
business day," Kennedy said.
He also wants to remind customers about Stamps-By-Phone and
Stamps-By-Mail programs.
"Customers who want to order

by phone can call 1-800-STAMP24 and pay by credit card with
an additional $3 service charge,"
he said. "Customers can also call
753-8777 and we will send them
a Stamps-By-Mail form that will
enable them to order their stamps
and pay by check with--no additional service charge.
The phone ordering system will
take three to four days for delivery of stamps, but the mail order
system has the same provision as

The Murray Post Office is Kennedy, "We know this is a hec- ed hours for the holiday will be
expancling window service hours tic time of the year for most peo- from Dec. 6-20. Here is the schedto better serve the needs of postal pie and hope that our extended
customers in Calloway County dur- hours will help take some of the
• Monday-Friday 8:45 a.m. to
ing the upcoming holiday season. .stress out of the holiday season." 6 p.m.
• Saturday -10 am. to 4 p.m.
According to Postmaster Mark
Kennedy said that the extend-

and I will keep finding new things
to try."
Jenkins returned to Kentucky
from California on Tuesday and
spent Thanksgiving with family
and friends at her aunt's home in
Paducah.
"All of my family lives close
to each other, and I'm really looking forward to seeing them," she
said. "I've grown up a lot since

the shooting. I look at Thanksgiving, and really everything else,
differently. I'm more grown up now.
I've learned that time you can
spend with others close to you is
so precious, because it could be
taken away., Jenkins said she can't wait to
see the reaction of her classmates
and teachers as she takes the slow
but miraculous steps into school

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Diuguid Drive man reniained
in jail Wednesday afternoon on a
variety of charges after leading
law enforcement officers on a lowspeed chase into northeastern Calloway County.
A sheriff's deputy eventually
stopped Aaron R. Wilkinson, 25,
near the Graves County line just
after noon Tuesday:
_
He was charged with two counts
of first-degree wanton endangerment and fleeing or evading police,
both felonies, and misdemeanor
counts of disregarding a stop sign,
speeding, reckless driving, criminal mischief and having expired
Kentucky registration.

the fax program and will be delivered the following day.
Kennedy explained that these
programs will help reduce the traffic and congestion at the Chestnut Street location.
"We hope that our customers
will familiarize themselves with
these methods of purchasing
stamps. Each of these programs
is designed to take the hassle out
of conducting business with the
Postal Service," Kennedy stated.
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The sheriff 's department also
served warrants on him, as did
the Benton Police Department, a
Murray police press release said.
It was a report from Benton
police sent local police after Wilkinson, who allegedly almost hit someone after driving away from a
Marshall County store without paying for gas, the press release said.
Wilkinson apparently saw Murray_ _police as he drove intaCal-__
loway County on 1: S. 641 North.
turned around and vent back'north,
the release said.
He later turned onto West Fork
Road and eventually wound his
way toward Kirksey, driving about
45 mph and apparently ignoring
the pursuing officers.

Store damaged by fire

Kennedy also said that the post
office will be open Sunday afternoons near Christmas to help those
who are busy at their own businesses because of the season.
"We will be open from 1-4
p.m. Dec. 12 and 19," he said.

on Monday.
"I am really excited," she said.
"I want everyone to see me walk
back into school There are tons
of people I haven't seen."

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Charlie's Antique Mall, 303
Main St., Hazel, received smoke
damage from a fire of undetermined origin over the Thanksgiving holiday, according a Calloway
County—Sheriff's -.Department
spokesman.
The fire, which was reported
at 11:58 p.m. Thursday night,
caused an unspecified amount of
smoke and fire damage to the back
wall and ceiling of the store, the
spokesman said.

The state fire marshal was called
and an investigation into the cause
of the fire is being conducted.
Eleven firefighters and five
trucks from Calloway County Fire
Rescue responded to the fire. The
Hazel Fire Department assisted.
and firefighters were on the scene
for approximately two-and-a-half
hours, the spokesman said.
CCFR was aided by the Cairnes
Iris Helmet, a thermal imaging
helmet used to detect hot spot,.
which was donated by the Murray Woman's Club.

Ease Your Holiday Shopping
This Year By.Wearing...
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mende 1n-1.99i-thatjudieial-sam— -paigns be publicly funded to fix
the perceived problem. But it died
after the state Supreme Court_
declined to enact new rules.
Lambert said he doesn't know
if the state Supreme Court will
take up the issue of lowering campaign limits.
Adams said he doesn't like that
judges have to raise money to be
elected, but doesn't see any immediate change in the system.
"I don't know that there is-any
real solution," he said. "I personally feel like under the current structure, I did it the right way not
knowing who was giving."

Murray man arrested
after low-speed chase

Jenkins to wall to class f'or first time in two years
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — On
Monday, Missy Jenkins will do
something doctors told her two
years ago that she most likely
never would do.
Jenkins, one of five students
wounded in the Dec. 1,. 1997,
Heath High School shootings, will
shed her 'wheelchair and walk into
school to resume her senior year.
She'll be aided by a walker and
special leg braces, but Says she is
determined to someday walk without aid.
Three students were killed when
Michael Carneal opened fire on a
prayer group meeting in the school's
lobby. Jenkins was the most seriously injured but months of intense
rehabilitation in Los Angeles have
given her new hope.
"Before this, I thought nothing
could ever happen to me or one
of my family members. But it can
happen, I know now," Jenkins said.
"I want to be that person I was
before the shooting, when I could
walk, not the person in the wheelchair. I really want to walk again.

alternatives

Prohibiting lawyers from contributing would violate their free
speech rights, Barker said. Restricting lawyers from giving to judges
who hear their cases gives challengers in smaller judicial districts
an advantage, Barker said."
"And I've never liked the idea
of appointing judges and hoping
that if they screw up, someone
will be strongenough to get them
out of office," Barker said. "It's
hard to get rid of a bad federal
judge" because they're appointed
for life.
A judicial committee recom-

Post office to expand window service hours

Mailed in Calloway Co Benton. Hardin,
Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky By
mail to other destinations. pnce is $85 00
per year

CD

Former Kentucky Chief Justice
John Palmore said he believes that
anytime a judge accepts a contribution from those with cases before
that judge, it violates a professional canon that prohibits bringing disrepute on the bar.

ethical concerns but
also have problems.

State Supreme Court Chief Justice Joseph Lambert refused to
discuss Adams case. But Lambert
said he's concerned about the
appearance of impropriety in the
present system. He would like to
see the $1,000 limit reduced.
"I would expect that most people wouldn't believe that $200 could
influence a judge or decision," Lambert said. "Now, where we set the
limit between $1,000 and $200, I
don't know." - -.Currently, candidates for judicial races are barred from personally
raising money, but are allowed to
appoint committees to seek contributions on their behalf.
George Barker, a former chairman of the Legislative Ethics Commission and former Fayette circuit judge, said the current method
of funding judicial races raises

Murray Post Office offering time-saving service

Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance Home delivery 6 days a
week
1 month $6.5016 months $37.50
$75.00
3 months $18.7511 year

lore

campaign cOntributions totaling
$1,000 on Aug. 1 and 2. Adams
signed an order reopening the case
on Aug. 4.
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Believe it or not, NOW is
the time to start planning for
Christmas 2000. With a
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assures you'll have enough cash
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Club Account. So come this time
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DECATUR, ILLINOIS
. A NEW WORKER IN THE 504001.
CACETERIA IS SUSPECTED OC BEING A SPY OR THE
STUDENT 800Y

WASHINGTON (AP) — After
Congress declared victory and went
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
home until next year. President
Clinton had a message for the
Republicans in 2000: "Let's keep
a
working together." They ,seldom
.
WALTER MEARS
sounded as though they were this
year. and the accomplishment list
Associated Press Columnist
was a skimpy one.
a good job for the American peoAnd next year, amid the pres- that way anyhow.
Nothing was done about long- ple," Clinton said after the sesidential and congressional election
campaigns. bridging political sides term changes to ensure the future sion adjourned. "Let's keep workof Social Security when the cur- ing together."
will be even more difficult.
But that adjournment mood was
One 1999 achievement emerged rent surpluses evaporate under the
from impasse. The natiorial debt cost of increasing retirement ros- a sometime thing. Two weeks earwill be pruned by up to $150 bil- ters in the 21st century. That's lier, the president had said histolion because Republicans couldn't been put off, almost certainly until rians would applaud him for standget their tax cut past Clinton's atter the 2000 elections.
ing up against the "severe, bitter,
The same may be so for other partisan onslaught" he said Repubveto — they didn't even try —
but could block some of .his pro- politically charged subjects, as licans waged against him in
grams, even though spending is Republicans and Democrats press impeachment. The Senate tried and
going up more than $30 billion rival agendas, making issues of acquitted him before it began the
proposals they can't get enacted. year's regular business.
from the 1999 level.
The
Republicans can pass bills
"So, we got the best of all
The partisan feelings were mutulike the tax cuts that will be back al. Sen. Trent
worlds," Clinton said.
Lott, leader of the
By the time they got done. the in 2000. And Clinton can block Republican majority, said at
$390 billion budget bill negotiat- them with vetoes.
adjournment that Clinton was the
Both sides have a stake in
ed by the White House and Repubmost partisan president he'd ever
lican leaders was billed as an approving legislation to protect seen.
achievement. It was necessary patients' rights in managed health
With those mixed messages.
because of deadlocks on five of care, a major issue in voter opinCongress
recessed for two months,
the annual appropriations bills, forc- ion polls. But the Republicans
to
reconvene
on Jan. 24. That also
ing a bargained budget. something haven't been able to settle their
is the day ,of the first contest in
own
differences
on
how
tough
it
the Republicans had said earlier
the 2000 presidential election camthey would not permit again this should be.
The Senate passed a dollar paigns, the Iowa precinct caucusyear.
After the budget was passed increase in the minimum wage es.
The coincidence underlines the
seven weeks late so that Congress over three years. a year longer
two
tracks the White House and
could adjourn last Friday, the GOP than Democrats want, and tied it
Congress
will be on in 2000, as
called it a success because the to a tax cut that invites a veto.
president was held to $6 billion The House will deal with that next Democrats try to hold the presiin added spending. compared with year. That, too, is an issue as well dency and Republicans defend their
congressional majorities. In the
the 521 billion he ---vort in the as a bill.
1998 budget deal.
Clinton said he also will want House, Democrats could take conThey also boasted of barring "common sense gun safety legis- trol away with a net gain of only
the use of Social Security sur- lation- next year. He is more like- five seats. Clinton's influence will
pluses to cover other government ly, to get a gun control debate that be waning as the focus turns to
spending, although that took some will carry into the campaign. So, the candidates competing to sucfancy bookkeeping and the Con- too, in another round on campaign ceed him in 2001.
gressional Budget Office estimat- finance reform.
Those are not circumstances likeed about $17 billion will be spent
"To Congress, I say we've done ly to deliver legislative landmarks.

Nov. 16 - The Fresno (Calif.) Bee, on compromise on U.N. funding:
Faced with the prospect of an indefinite hold
on U.S. funds owed the United Nations and a further blow to U.S. credibility as a global leader,
President Clinton has agreed to compromise with
anti-abortion forces in the House. In doing so, he
has provoked the ire of family-planning groups
that accused him of "capitulation." In these circumstances, he has little choice.
Final details remain to be worked out, and those
need to be clarified before the White House agrees
to what is nothing less than extortion. As outlined
by both sides. Clinton would accept language banning U.S. aid to foreign family-planning groups
that promote abortion rights even with their own
money. But the law would "sunset" after one year.
Ordinarily: such a compromise with principle
should be rejected. But the negative effect on U.S.
foreign policy of three years of stonewalling on
this country's debt to the United Nations have
been severe, and continued failure to pay at substantial portion of the U.S. arrears by Dec. 31
will result in the loss of the U.S. vote in the U.N.
General Assembly. Even more critical is the further damage to this, country:s reputation as it presumes to lead the world while refusing to pay its
fair share.

on WTO meeting:
Economics and trade are usually yawners unless
somebody's ox is directly threatened. The agitated
debate over the North American Free Trade Agreement ... at least pretty much focused on substance.
But a major brouhaha is shaping up later this
month at Seattle, where the World Trade Organization is having a regular meeting...
There are the charges ... that the WTO is "evil."
... But they are on a par with the perennial charges
that the Council on Foreign Relations and the Trilateral Commission are secretly running the world
for their own ... purposes. ...
It is the dry-as-dust successor of the dry-asdust General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, or
GATT, and is simply the forum in which its 135
member nations negotiate trade regulations and settle disputes. It has been the most effective opener of world trade since the end of World War II,
benefiting nations large and small.
Yet a string of organizations is preparing to descend
on Seattle during the meeting, at which more than
5,000 official delegates from member nations and
guests will gather between Nov. 30 and Dec. 3
for nonstop demonstrations. ...
International trade hardly seems the kilt of
problem that would respond to street demonstrations or the shallow theater performances shaping
up in Seattle. Lobbying on trade policy should
begin at home.

WASHINGTON
(AP)
Although foreign policy seldom
dominates election years, several
simmering disputes with international consequences await Congress' return in January.
One pits House Democrats
against other House Democrats.
Republicans
Another, Senate
But with China, this preferenagainst Senate Republicans.
That's not exactly the usual par- tial tariff status must be renewed
tisan breakdown for congressional each year.
struggles.
The immediate battle among
But the fights are shaping up Republicans in the Senate — actually there are two battles — is a
as lively ones.
House Democrats find them- personal one, not a policy one.
selves divided on China's entry It's between friends of the leadinto the World Trade Organiza- ing presidential rivals, front-running
Texas Gov. George W. Bush and
tion.
While the deal the Clinton Arizona Sen. John McCain.
administration, negotiated generalMcCain supporters are suggestly is supported by Republicans in ing that some top Senate Repubboth chambers and Senate Democ- licans, including Majority Leader
rats, some top House Democrats Trent Lott of Mississippi and
oppose it — reflecting opposition Republican Whip Don Nickles of
from organized labor, long a cru- Oklahoma, have sought to undercial Democratic constituency.
mine McCain by talking about his
Labor sees lowering of trade fabled temper.
barriers with China as a threat to
"Their underlying message is
that John is nuts, and he shouldthe jobs of American workers.
Among high-powered opponents n't be around any kind of button
are Rep. David Bonior of Michi- that could lead to nuclear war."
gan, the House Democratic whip, Sen. Chuck Hagel, R-Neb., nationand Rep. Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., al co-chairman of McCain's camthe senior Democrat on the Appro- paign, said in an interview in The
priations foreign operations sub- New York Times.
committee.
McCain supporters. on the other
Congress does not get a direct hand, are privately raising quesvote on China's admission to the tions about Bush's foreign policy
Geneva-based WTO, which over- credentials.
sees international trade, sets rules
Sen. Dick Lugar, R-Ind., one
for liberalizing trade and mediates of the Senate's senior voices on
disputes.
foreign policy, threw his support
But Congress must decide to Bush last week, calling the
whether to end its annual battle Texan "credible and respected.over China's trade status.
Later that day. McCain camUnder WTO rules, the United paign aides were urging reporters
States can take advantage of mar- to look into a General Accountket-opening concessions China ing Office report they suggested
made to join the WTO only after was critical of a program Lugar
it permanently extends the same -had sponsored to help Russia reduce
privileges to China.
its nuclear arsenal.
The United States routinely
Actually, the report turned out
extends normal trade relations — to be generally noncommittal —
once called most-favored-nation sta- and two years old.
tus — to almost every trading
The dispute over McCain's tempartner in the world.
perament even found its way to

Nov. 15 - Der Tagesspiegel, Berlin, on Chechnya:
U.S. President Bill Clinton wants to make Chechnya a main topic of discussion at the OSCE summit in Istanbul this Thursday.
If Boris Yeltsin once again repeats Prime Minister Putin's big lie at the summit — that there
is no war against the whole people, just an antiterrorist operation — he will leave a pretty bad
impression.
Moscow is aware of this and is pushing its
troops to take Grozny before the summit.
Then Yeltsin and Putin would no longer play
deaf and could agree to meet the West's demands
by searching for a political solution.
It's a cynical game.
But all the West has left is betting on this
option. ... Prime Minister Putin's political future
depends on success in Chechnya. And the U.N. is
powerless.
The Security Council won't concern itself with
the Caucasus.
Moscow's veto lies in the way.
Nov. 17 - South China Morning Post of Hong
Kong, on Steve Forbes:
Two things can be said with certainty about
publisher Steve Forbes' expensive campaign to
become the next U.S. president: When the election season ends, Mr. Forbes will still be a billionaire, despite spending tens of millions to sway
voters, and he won't be in the White House.
Which is just as well for this part of the world,
given his thoughts about what China policy should
be.
Last week, Mr. Forbes ... promised there would
be 'no more business as usual' with Beijing.
At one level, none of this matters much. Mr.
Forbes is far behind more moderate Republicans
George W. Bush and John McCain in the nomination race.
But another of his misinformed views is relevant; he opposes China's accession to the World
Trade Organization.
And this echoes others who will try to prevent
Congress from passing laws needed to apply WTO
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the Pentagon on Tuesday.
Defense Secretary
William
Cohen, a former Republican senator from Maine, weighed in when
asked at a news conference if he
thought McCain was "irrational or
unbalanced?"
"He is a man of great passion
and conviction." Cohen said. "Very
balanced, very rational."
,But, Cohen was ,quick to add:
"In view of the fact that I am
remaining entirely neutral during
the course of this campaign, my
comments should not be construed
as an endorsement."
More seriously. Republicans in
the Senate are divided between
those like Lugar, Hagel and Senate Armed Services Committee
Chairman John Warner, R-Va., who
generally favor more international
engagement; and more conservative members, including Foreign
Relations Committee Chairman
Jesse Helms, R-N.C., whom
Democrats have portrayed as "isolationist."
Lugar, a former Foreign Relations chairman who now chairs
the Agriculture Committee, told
reporters last week. "I've made
no secret of the fact that, in due
course. I hope that I will have an
opportunity to serve again as chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee.He gave neither a timetable nor
Helms' views on the subject.
But he called the coming months
and years "a very constructive
period for foreign policy and for
the country."

terms.
Like Mr. Forbes, they will be noisy.
Fortunately. they are a minority, even in a Congress that has seldom shown much sophistication
in foreign affairs.
U.S. negotiators kept key legislators well-briefed
on the talks, and it seems likely the necessary
bills will pass early next year.
There are at least two reasons for this.
Over time, U.S. politics gravitate toward the
middle and extreme views seldom win.
And a careful consideration of the benefits ot
making China a member — plus the costs of not
doing so — will convince most Americans their
best interests lie in opening wide the WTO door.
Nov. 17 - The Mirror of London, on peace
in Northern Ireland:
It is too early to say the years of terror in
Northern Ireland are over forever.
But the steps announced yesterday were huge
and momentous.
Sinn Fein rejected violence and accepted that
arms must be handed in.
Ulster Unionist leader David Trimble agreed
that he could work in government with Republicans if the IRA appoints a middle-man to arrange
decommissioning.
Taken out of the context of Northern Ireland,
they seem so little to do for permanent peace.
But against the backdrop of violence, bigotry and
hatred stretching back for centuries, they show a
whole new situation developing.
The IRA must still start to give up its arms.
And the deal must still be accepted by a majority of Ulster Unionists.
But the further down the road of conciliation
and peace they go, the harder it is to put obstacles in the way.
Since the breakthrough of the Good Friday
agreement, the, peace process has stalled.
In a few days we will know if it is moving
again.
All the signs yesterday were that it is.
Toward a future of peace and a new spirit
among the people of Northern Ireland.

Letters•••

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071.,They
may also be faxed to (502)
753-1927 or e-mail them
to mit@murrayledger.com
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Mrs. Estelle Shelton

Mrs. Mayme On

Mrs. Estelle Shelton, 72, Murray, died Thursday, Nov. 25, 1999, at
3:22 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was married Sept. 2, 1944, to T.G. Shelton who died March
31, 1998. One son, Steve Shelton, two sisters, Thelma Hale and Mary
Wilma Swift, and one brother, Coy Hale, also preceded her in death.
Born Feb. 25, 1927, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Miley Hale and Flois Ellis Hale.
Mrs. Shelton was a member of Memorial Baptist Church and of
the Esther Sunday School class of the church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Rogers and husband,
Andy, Murray; two grandchildren, Gregg Rogers, Paducah, and Mrs.
Lori Mathis and husband, Trevor, Searcy, Ark.; two sisters, Mrs.
Pauline Jones and husband, Cantrell, and Mrs. LuneII Nixon, all of
Murray; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim Simmons will officiate. Entombment will follow in the mausoleum at the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).

Mrs. Mayme Orr, 89, Furches Trail, Murray, died today, Friday,
Nov. 26, 1999, at 1:30 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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J.C. Brandon, 81, Crossland Road, Murray, died Wednesday, Nov.
'24, 1999, at 9:20 a.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of World War II, he retired as a heavy equipment operator for the Kentucky Highway Department. He was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Born March 8, 1918, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Hubert Brandon and Dovie Taylor Brandon. Three sisters, Willie
Redden, Eva Arnett and Larue Cooper, and four brothers, Robbie,
Dennis, Hugh and James Brandon, -also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margie Wall Brandon, to whom
he was married on July 22, 1942; one son, Frankie Dale Brandon and
wife, Jackson, Buchanan, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Warren, Murray; one brother, Hubert Brandon -Jr. and wife, Dean. Aurora; four grandchildren, Eddie Brandon and Christina Brandon, both of
Murray, Timmy Brandon and wife, Teresa, Sacramento, Calif., and
Kenneth Dwayne Brandon, Athens, Ala.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Brandon, Ricky Brandon, Ronnie Cooper, Mike Brandon, Steve Brandon and Eddie Brandon. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today (Friday).

Dr. Darlene Brindley Colson
Dr. Darlene Brindley Colson, 56, South Ninth Street, Mayfield,
died Wednesday, Nov. 24, 1999, at 3 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired educator, she received her doctor of philosophy degree in
psycholpgy from the University of Honolulu.
Her husband, Aaron Colson, her father, Jessee Brindley, and grandparents, Lee and Danie Brindley and Alfred and Felma Jones, all preceded her in death.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Jane Brindley Sammons, Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs. Earlene Cool, Sharpe, Mrs. Barbara Davis,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Shirley Turner, Draffenville; three brothers, James
Brindley, Chicago, Ill., and Richard Brindley and Stanley Brindley,
both of Mayfield; 10 nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home of Mayfield. The Rev, C.C. Brasher of Benton and the
Rev. Odell Colson of Murray will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens in Murray.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Friday) and after 9 a.m. Saturday.

Flockhart does not
mind 'Ally' comparisons
n't mind if it's hard for some fans
to separate her from Ally.
"If people think that I am Ally
and we have identical personalities — which couldn't be further
from the truth — that is in some
way a tremendous compliment," she
said.
Flockhart is appearing in the
stage show "Bash, Latter Day
Plays" in Los Angeles, appearing
in monologues as a murderous
chain-smoker and a woman whose
boyfriend is a gay-basher.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Calista Flockhart says she's nothing
like her character Ally McBeal,
but she doesn't mind that some
people confuse her with the fancifully neurotic lawyer.
She said she reads it this way:
"I'm making this character so real
and believable that they think it's
a real person."
Now in her third season on the
hit Fox comedy, Flockhart says
she worries about being typecast
as the flighty character, but does-
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Stock Market
Report
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Habit forming
brain cells found

WASHINGTON (AP) — In a computer recorded the rate of sigfinding that could lead to new nal firing.
The rats then were taught to
treatments for Parkinson's disease,
run a T-shaped maze. They were
researchers
report
that
there's
a
James Mitchell Hart, 91, Hazel Park, Mich., formerly of Calloway
released at bottom of the T and
County, died Tuesday, Nov. 23, 1999, at Oakland General Hospital, dramatic change in the brain as
then ran toward the top. The objechabits
of
the
mind
learns
new
Madison Heights, Mich.
tive: find a food treat in either
behavior.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
As rats learned while running the right or left end of the T's
in a maze, there was a change in cross arm. An audible clue, with
the firing pattern of certain neu- one tone for left and one for right,
Billy Keith Bruce, 52, Tri City community, died Wednesday: Nov. rons in the brain — a new pat- was sounded as the rats ran through
24,1999, at 11:05, p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, May- tern that can mark the way habits the maze.
field.
The goal was for the rats to
are acquired, according to a study
He had retired from General Tire of Mayfield. His father, Proverbs appearing today in the journal Sci- follow the tonal cue and turn either
Bruce, preceded him in death.
left or right.
ence.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Doris Vaden Bruce; two daughGraybiel said that when the rats
"We have made one small step
ters, Mrs. Jean Pentrich, Mayfield, and Mrs. Laura Hamlin, South Ful- toward figuring out what the brain were just starting to learn the
ton, Tenn.; two sons, Gary Bruce and Kevin Bruce, and his mother, does when we develop a habit," maze, most of the neurons firing
Mrs. Nell Cagle Bruce, all of Tri City; one sister, Mrs. Diane Thorne, said Ann M. Graybiel, a brain in the brains occurred when the
Hazel; five grandchildren.
researcher at Massachusetts Insti- rats made their turn. But as the
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funer- tute of Technology and senior author rats became maze veterans, the
al Home, Mayfield. Burial will follow in Story's Chapel Cemetery.
pattern- shifted. Most of the neuof the study.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Buckhorn Children's
Graybiel said just tilow the brain rons were firing at the beginning
Center, 116 Buckhorn Ln., Buckhorn, KY 41721.
reacts as it acquires a habit of and at the end of the exercise.
"It was as if the animals learned
behavior is a complex process.
Discovering how that process how to anticipate" that if they just
Mrs. Elenor Pahlke, Gilbertsville, died Thursday, Nov. 25, 1999, at works, she said, may help ran the maze, they would get
1:30 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
researchers find new treatments for rewarded with food, said GraySurvivors include her husband, Lawrence Pahlke.
Parkinson's disease and for bad biel.
She said her research team now
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
habits that affect behavior.
is wiring other parts of the brain
Parkinson's disease is a degenerative neurological disorder that tei discover if thexe is--a network
destroys brain cells that produce of neuronal activity linked to exera chemical important for movement. cising a habit.
"The question is do we use a
Symptoms include muscle stiffening, tremors and difficulty mov- piece of brain to learn a habit and
then another part of the brain to
ing.
exercise
that habit,",.said Graybiel.
"Habits are hard to make and
AUGUSTA. Ga. (AP) — Hun- in his hometown of Augusta.
they are hard to break," Graybiel "There may be a whole network
dreds who couldn't afford to buy
More than 600 people stood in said. "The brain mechanisms
that and different parts of the network
Thanksgiving dinner turned out for line Wednesday — some for hours do this are special.
They are dif- may be more active after the habit
free turkeys and funky music cour- — to get a free turkey.
ferent from the brain mechanisms is learned."
tesy of "Godfather of Soul" James
As the Suwanee Quintet sang that let us learn a phone
Eventually, she said, what is
number.
Brown.
gospel tunes, Brown — decked We want to find out
what that learned about how the brain
It's the fifth straight year the out in a black leather jacket with
acquires habits may help science
special mechanism is."
soul singer known for the hits stars and stripes down the sleeves
In the study. Graybiel and her find drugs or other therapies for
"Papa's Got A Brand New Bag" — grabbed the microphone and
colleagues implanted sensors into disorders that affect areas of the
and "I Got You (I Feel Good)" added his signature screech to
rats' brains. The sensors were placed brain where habits are formed.
has sponsored the turkey giveaway applause from the crowd.
in the striatum, a part of the brain Such therapies could be useful in
involved in Parkinson's disease treating Parkinson's disease or in
and in the formation of habits in helping people control habits that
cause destructive behavior, she
people.
The sensors detected the rate said.
JERUSALEM (AP) — Yoko the Arab town of Umm el-Fahm of activity of brain neurons and
Ono invoked memories of her late in northern Israel.
sent signals to a computer. The
husband's most famous song for
The exhibits span works from sensors monitored thousands of I
SUBSCRIBE
a new exhibit.
four decades.
brain cells at the same time; the
Ono scribbled "Imagine," the
title John Lennon's best-known
solo work, on a white bookmark
and tied it to a branch of a wishing tree Thursday at the Israel Museum.
The tree is part of her multimedia exhibit, "Have You Seen
the Horizon Lately?," which opens
this weekend. Ono, 66, said she
hopes the tree will be covered
with wishes from visitors.
"My wish is for world peace.
'Imagine' ... is a song of world
peace," she said.
Ono is in Israel for several days
for the unveiling of her exhibit in
Jerusalem and a second exhibit in

1
4I

reland,
peace.
ry and
how a
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Bell ringers are still needed by The Salvation Army unit
here for the annual Christmas Kettle appeal for Murray and
Calloway County. The bell ringing has started at the entrances
to Wal-Mart.
Bell ringers are needed for Dec. 18 from 4 to 9 p.m., Dec.
20 to 24 from 4 to 9 p.m. and Dec. 24 from noon to 6 p.m.
All interested persons are asked to call Kerry Lambert, unit
chairman. at 753-7265.
Having been a bell ringer for the past few years, I can say
it is a wonderful experience. It can be a real blessing and the
money raised is used to buy the meat for the Christmas baskets given to families at Christmas time through the office of
the Murray-Calloway County Need Line.

MAGAZINE CLUB -Betty Lowry, right, presented a program
on "Last 100 Years" at a recent meeting of the Magazine
Club at Hickory Wood Retirement Center. Pictured are Betty
Hornsby, president, left, and Kathryn Carman, hostess, center.

Fruit cakes- now on sale here
The Claxton fruit cakes are now on sale at Storey's, D & T
Foods, Kroger and Owen's as a part of the fund-raising efforts of
the Civitan Club. Funds are used to help WATCH. Both one pound
and two pound cakes are available. For more information call John
and Rowena Emerson.

Military experience
Arlie Scott spoke to the Murray Kiwanis Club last week about
,ame of his military experiences.
The topic was appropriate for the
knonth in which we observe Veteran's Day.
Among Scott's early military
experiences was a parade for the
1941 inauguration of Franklin D.
Roosevelt. In 1942, Scott was
shipped overseas on the Queen
Mary.
-We took part in the invasion
of North Africa, just west of Oran,
and met little resistance," Scott said.
While on patrol near Tunis, Scott
V. as wounded and taken prisoner.
The first words by his captors
were. "For you, the war is finished."
Scott described being shipped
to Italy, where the prisoners were
paraded about on display as the
first American prisoners in Italy.
The Italians provided prisgners

copies of the New Testament. Scott
credited the Vatican with notifying his parents of his POW status.
Following capitulation of Italy,
Scott was shipped to a German
POW camp near the Polish border. There, the daily meal consisted of dehydrated rutabaga soup
and a slice of bread.
-I don't think I'd be here today
without the Red Cross," Scoff
said. "Those rations made the difference."
At war's end, the camp was
liberated by Russian troops. "To
a degree, the Russians lived off
the land," Scott said."They brought
us a cow and told us to slaughter it and eat it."
After being trucked to American lines, the men bathed and
were deloused. They were returned
to the States in 1945. In the two
years and four. and a half months
of imprisonment, Scott had lost
41 pounds.
TWsriiie the -wartime-diffi al
ties, Scott concluded that, "My
••••••••••••••
•
0 • life has been blessed in so many
•
• ways," as he mentioned his 55 years
.•
• of marriage to his wife, Maxine,
and the many rewards and friend•
Theatres•
•
• ships from the 35 years he taught
•
• in the MSU agriculture department.
,
1008 Chestnut St.
•
• Matinees Wed 111124) 8 Frt.-Sun.(11126-11,28)•
• Boxoffice Opens at 6.30 p.m. Thurs. Night •
•
•

•Toy Story 2
•
•G - 1:00 - 3:20 - 7:00 - 9:2 •
•End of Days
•
•
•
•R - 1:05 - 3:30 - 7:05 - 9:3(f •
•The World Is Not Enough •
•
•
•PG13 - 1:05 - 3:45 - 7:05 - 9:4- •
•
Sleepy Hollow
•
•
•
•R - 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:15 - 9:2" •
•
•
•The Messenger
•
•
•R - 9:15
•
•
•Pokemon
•
•G - 1:00 - 3:00 - 7:00 •
•
•
•
•The Bachelor
'
•PG13 - 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:25 - . :
•
•Bone Collector
•
•
.R - 1:20 - 3:45 - 7:20 - 9:4,-; •
••••••••••••• ito
• Program Information •
•
•
Call 753-3314
••••••••••••••

Red Cross classes scheduled

Shipp-Koenig vows to
be said on Jan. 8
Mr. and Mrs. W. Andrew Shipp of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Staci Irene Shipp.
to Stephen Clark Koenig, son of Mr. and Mrs. Vic Koenig of Carbondale, Ill.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mildred Hardy ot
Murray and the late Winfred Hardy of LaGrange, Ga., and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Day of Phenix City, Ala., and the late Louis Shipp of
.
LaGrange, Ga.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Ayres of Ellisville, Mo.
graduate of Murray State
Miss Shipp is a 1996 summa
University with a bachelor's degree in public relations. She is currently pursuing a master's degree in speech communication at Southern Illinois University in Carbond'ale.
Mr. Koenig is a 1988 graduate of Southern Illinois University with
a bachelor's degree in business administration. He is presently
employed as a sales manager at Vic Koenig Chevrolet in Carbondale.
The wedding will be Saturday, Jan. 8, 2000, at 6:30 p.m. at First
.
_
United Methodist Church, 503-Maple -St..-Muiray.
at
ceremony
following
the
immediately
held
A reception will be
Fifteenth & Olive Grille in Murray.
Invitations will be sent.

South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club met Nov. 10 at the
Calloway County Public Library.
Delyghte Humphreys presented
a lesson on "Crockpot Cookery."
She served some special dishes
she had prepared as a part of the

Paris Landing State Park
Convention Center

Bridal"
RegistrY

Saturday, Nov. 27, 1999
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 28, 1999

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to hal
Courtney Robinson
bride-elect of
Clint Moon
join our
bridal registry.

10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Come Out To See.
Favorite Vendors
New Vendors
Quality Crafts
Henry County High School
Madrigals
(_,reat Holiday Atmosphere
Fine Dining At The Inn

w
Liro

halt
Chestnut St Murray
753-1851

SCV meeting on Monday
The Ft. Heiman Camp #1834 Sons of Confederate Veterans will
Bar-B-Que at Mayfield on Monday at 6:30
meet at
This is for all members and their wives or guests. Lon Carter Barton will present the program. For more information about the SCV
call Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.

Democratic meeting Monday
Calloway County Democratic Party will meet Monday at 7 p.m.
in the meeting room Of the Calloway County Public Library. Dardanella

Hospital retirees will meet
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11:45 a.m. for lunch at Tom's Grille,
Highway 641 North. For more information call Louie Brandon at
_ _ __ •
-753-3517-or-Nancy-McClure at 492-8040.

MHS Girls of 1982 class will meet
The girls of the 1982 graduating class of Murray High School
will have its annual Christmas luncheon on Dec. 4 at 1 p.m. at
Nature's Bounty, Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut Street, Murray. For reservations and more information call 753-1890.

lesson.
The devotion from Philemon
1:3 was also given by Mrs.
Humphreys.
Reports of the trip to "Taste
of Home" School on Oct. 28 at
Dyersburg, Tenn.. were given by
the eight members attending.
Each member answered the roll
call with her favorite Thanksgiving dish.
The club voted to do its .special Christmas gift this year to
WATCH (work activities training
center for the handicapped)in memory of Stevie Taylor.
Other members present were
Melissa Bogard, Clovis Brown,
Clarkie Butterworth, Donna Jackson, Hilda. Miller, Clara Jean
Paschall, Sherrie Paschall. and Delpha Taylor.
The club will meet Dec. 2 at
9 a.m. at Fred's in the Bel-Air
Shopping Center, Murray, to go
for lunch at Patties in Grand
Rivers.

One-day school is planned
Alpha Delta Chi, a Christian sorority at Murray State University, will have a One-day Vacation Bible School on Dec. 4 from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church. Children from age 3
through the sixth grade are invited, while a nursery for children 3
and under will be provided. Parents are asked to RSVP the 'children by calling 762-4939 by Nov. 28.

West View schedules events
Special activities for the residents at West View Nursing Home
will include Music Hour at 10 a.m. and Crafts at 1:30 p.m. on
Saturday; Sunday School at 9:45 a.m., and Glendale and University Churches of Christ at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday; Gospel Hour at
10 a.m. and Bingo at 2 p.m. on Monday; and Coffee Hour at 10
a.m., Lunch Outing at 11 a.m. and Music Hour at 2 p.m. on Tuesday.

CCHS Class will meet
Calloway County High School Class of 1980 will meet Sunday
at 2 p.m. at Pagliai's to discuss plans for the upcoming reunion.
All class members are encouraged to attend. For more information
call Karon Johnson at 759-4053 or Sharon Furches at 753-8151.

Paschall retirement dinner Saturday
The Murray Fire Department will honor Capt. Jimmy D. Paschall
for nearly 25 years of service to the City of Murray with a dinner at Heartland House Restaurant, Murray, on Saturday at 6:30
p.m. This will be a Dutch treat meal. All family, friends and coworkers are invited to attend.
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The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
conduct Health and Safety classes in December, according to Jean
Masthay, director. Community First Aid & Safety which includes
certification in infant, child and adult CPR as well as first aid
training, will be Dec. and 13 from 6 to 10 p.m. A Community
CPR recertification class will be Dec. 9 from 6 to 10 p.m. Preregistration is required at the Red Cross office located on the third
floor of the Weaks Community Center. For more information call
753-1421.

Staci Shipp and Stephen ,Koenig
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Senior citizens list activities

Mr and Mrs. Grover Lovett of Murray will celebrate their 60th
anniversary with a reception on Sunday, Dec. 5, at Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Highway 80, east of Hardin.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the hours of
2 to 4 p.m. The couple requests that guests not bring gifts,
Mr. and Mrs. Lovett were married Dec. 2, 1939, by Justice of the
Peace "Pop" Bannes at the Marshall County courthouse. Their attendants were Mary Lynn Brown and Roy Lee.
Mrs. Lovett, the former Dortha Burkeen, is the daughter of the late
Chester and Alma Burkeen.
Mr. Lovett is the son of the late Oscar and Dollie Lovett. He
retired as chief of security from B.F. Goodrich.
Their children are Billy Joe Lovett and wife, Rita, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra Cope and husband,Jerry, Benton,and Bobby Dale Lovett, deceased.
Their five grandchildren are Tona Walker and husband, Barry, Draffenville, Tony Lovett and wife, Sarah, and Tina Cook and husband.
Timmy, all of Murray, and Jeff Cope and Denny Cope., both of Ben--ton.
Their three great-grandchildren are Cassie Walker, Draffenville, and
Corby Cook and Hannah Lovett, both of Murray.

and tea are the daily choices of
beverages.
Monday activities will be Armchair Aerobics at 9 a.m., Lifting
hand weights at 11 a.m. and Bingo
at 1 p.m. On the lunch menu will
be lasagna, tossed salad, garlic
bread, margarine and pear slice.
Missy Stokes with the Purchase
District Health Department will
talk about "Arthritis" on Tuesday
at 1 p.m. A local minister will
lead in a'devotion at 10 a.m. with
Armchair Aerobics to follow at
10:30 a.m. Tuesday.
On the Tuesday lunch menu
will be chicken fried steak with
gravy, stewed tomatoes, mashed
potatoes, roll, margarine and apple
crisp. ,

By TERI COBB
Activities Director
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens have announced activities and the menus for the Weaks
Community Center and Meals on
Wheels for the week of Nov. 29
to Dec. 3.
One of the special services of
the center is the telephone reassurance program by two volunteers, Lynn Tucker and Mabel
Lovell. They check on residents
throughout the county on a daily
basis to assure their well being
and to extend a kind word.
Tucker has been doing this volunteer calling for six years and
calls more than 20 people each
day. This random photo of Tucker was taken by Jo Burkeen at a
recent luncheon.
If you have a friend or family member that could benefit from
a daily telephone call just call the
office at 753-0929 and give us
the name and telephone number.
Another service of the center
is the free transportation offered
Monday through Friday, If you need
i ride to the doctor, grocery store,
bank or pharmacy call 753-0929
to schedule your time of service
needed.
Lunchis_served at 11:30_ a.m.,__
Monday through Friday, at the
center with a suggested donation
of $1 per person. Milk, coffee

Wednesday events will be Armchair Aerobics at 9 a.m. and
Pinochle Club at 12:30 p.m. Stuffed
green peppers, black-eyed peas, loaf
bread, margarine and banana are
on the lunch menu.
Our monthly Spelling Bee will
begin at 1 p.m. Thursday. Dominoes will be at 9 a.m. and Armchair Aerobics at 10:30 a.m. On
the menu will be corn beef and
cabbge, buttered potatoes, corn
bread-, margarine and ice cream.
Friday events will be Armchair
Aerobics at 9 a.m. and Bridge
Club at noon which is always
open to new players. BBQ chicken, slaw, baked beans, roll, margarine and sugar free gelatin will
be on the Friday menu.

SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE

women's shoes & accessories

wedding

will

Jean
ludes
t aid
unity
. Prethird
n call

BY PHONE
Dial us up anytime between
7:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.,
Monday - Friday

of equal or lesser value

(storewide)

270-753-1916

Begins Friday, Nov. 26 — Friday, Dec. 3 - 1 Week Only!

General Information &
Comments
Classified Advertising
Business Advertising Info

Southside Manor Shopping
605 South 12th Street
(270) 753-0300
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

BRAND NEW LOCATION
SAME EXCELLENT SpVJCE

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

The Essential' ff3, ,S
-Massage Therapy -Facials AVEDA
& OM • Aromatherapy • Sugaring

SAVE UP TO

1311 Johnson Blvd- - Mbar
wIngfaOns.
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Dream Ring 1999

One Carat''

1/2 Carat*

'399

5799

! H1
,
11th

We come to you

"Sabra" Bridal Set
One
acklai,10 r
a rat"'77 nwoth
Two Carat*

$2499
"Sandy
Platinurri& 18KGold
Greet all of your favorite people this holiday season with
this 4"silver-plated Christmas Tree Bell, available at
participating Hallsnark Gold Crown' Stores.

AiiniPersary
Wedding Band

$10 reT month

4 Carat* 1/2 Carat*

One Carat*
Hostess Gips
((make's
Hair Stylist

$999

inop EdiTtiix
One Carat"

Diamond
Stud Earring

"PirMitteOne Carat* Two Carat*

Caregivers
Party Favors'

11

$599 $999

Other
specials
Thanksgiving
Weekend
Only.

1/4 Carat*
••-li;

4/46i' • "Rolex Style"
41.4's
Tennis *Bracelet
DAT*'

Brilliant Cut & Baguette

Five Carat!*

)ne Carat*

Carat*

3 Carat*

s399 5599 s799
.01 ref rm)nth

,Ixtio.:*v•ii,

P.*
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray • 759-975S
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Murray-Calloway County
Church Directory

,
•

Attend the Church
of Your Choicer
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz., Pastor
Sunday School
10:10 a.m.
Worship 9.00 & 11:0(I a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Church Training
5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Sere
6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Worship
11:00 a.m. & 600 p m.
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.in.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship Services
10:45 a.m & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9.30 a.m.
Worship
10:45a.in
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
1045 a.m. & 6 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Morning Worship 1100 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun Schools
8. 9715 & 10.30 a m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7 p.rn.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6 30 p.m.
Sunday School
930 a.m.
i'hurch Training
5.30 p.m-.
Wednesday Worship
7.00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11.00 a.m.
Evening Service
5:30 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
630 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10100 a m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11.00 a in
Evening Worship
7.00 p m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2-00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10.50 a.m.
Evening Worship
,
600 p in
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30a in.
Worship
11.00 a m.
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 im
Evening Worship
6:00 p.in
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a in. & 7 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Preaching
11:00 a.m
Prayer Service
5 30 p.m
Church
600 p in

MU
RRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
200-206 East Main • 753-3361

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.
Murray
Michelin - Regul - BF Goodrich - Multi-Mile

753-1489

WAL*MART.

809 North
12th Street

S
-T-Ts

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
701 Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

WOODCZt/AFTWS
GALLERIES
Hwy.641 North

753-4522

Cain's
CHRYSLER•PLYMOL 1" DCDGE JEEP

.mmumn

HWY. 641 N.• MURRAY, KY.• 753-6448

S.

753-6656

804 Chestnut

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
- Cher 25 Years In Business formal Wry

iabpreti'f5

Formal Wear and Limousine
•VY'eddings • Proms .Banquets •Birthdays •Anniversan4.-

ammo

304 Main St. j4fmasss,
116 N. Market
Murray, KY 42071
Paris, TN 38242
(2701 753-1300
Book Limousine
(901)642-5300
12701759-4713
Services For
Toll Free
Toll Free
Your Wedding'
1-888-367-6757
1-888-958-9879

JCPenney

•

Www.jCpenney.corn
CHESTNUT HILLS
SALON HOURS759-1400
M-F 9-8; Sat. 9-6
M-S 10-9; Sun. 1-6
Sun. 1-5

206 E. Main

POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Wnrship 845 a in & 11 a in. & 7 p.m.

Street
753-8194

SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
715 pm

LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED

SER ALL

r.)Is

Arb

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10130 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m
Midnight on Weekends

........)

scorrs GROVE

TERMITE AND
PEST CONTROL

FREE INSPECTIONS Serving You Since 1963
Phone: 270-753-6433 • Toll Free: 1-800-264-1433
1604 SR 121 ByPass, Murray, KY.

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
Saturday
500 p.m.
Sunday
900 a m.
Holy Eve
7 00 p.m.
Holy Day
6.00 p.m.
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Mass
515 p.m
Sunday Masses
8 a m 11 a m di 6 p.m.

ASSEMBLIES or SOD

FITTS BLOCK 6
READY MIX CO.

•

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat. 10:00 a.m.
Worship
Sat. 900 a in

Worship Service
Evening Worship

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
Evening Worship
6:00 p
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a
Worship
11 am,630 p
Wednesday
7 p in
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p
Discipleship Training
6p
ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
Sunday School'

Jack Marshall - Franchise
Worships
Wednesday

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N. 12th

Call In Orders 753-7101

-The oldest independerrr repair hrp in

•fiirrat

Cunningham
Auto Repair

Aoe

Open Mon.-Fn. 7:30-5
619 S. 4th St.• 753-6831 • 753-3571

•

7
4.4.•

.•

•

11 00 a in
6.00 pm

11 sin
9 30 a in

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH,
Sunday School
9 30 a
Worship
10.30 a in & 6 p in
Wednesday
7p
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a
Worship
11 a m & 6 p m.
Wednesday
7 p m.

,41

*,

•
.
0

HARMONEY MENNONITE CHURCH
1/4 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
I000 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service

•

..

•

•

r

"•
a

•

•

• IP
•

• •.

•

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m
Church School
9:50 a.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 am.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
9:00 a.m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
,11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
900 a.m
Morning Worship
1000 a.m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:45 a.m
Church School
10:45 a.m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
MT CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
11100 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:45 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Worship
1045 a.m
Evening
600 p.m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Service
11:00 a in
Pastor William J Pratt

-

SEAFOOD

1,000 4044
Ssc-*

cr.

n

cp.EA

rt.E

I-101W^Fta CO

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

FAMILY STEAK
HOUSE

WAIT.

4.44,
ft.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

641 Super Shell

Free picku

Open Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m. Del/yery
Sun. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
South 12th
Phone 753-9131

READMOIIE
BOOK--CARD
Chestnut Hills
Murray

Great Selections...
•Bibles and Bible Cover,
Bible Index Tabs
•Bible Lesson Planners
*Precious Moments Bible
FREE Imprinting With Purchase

•

•
•

Warehouse
Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 West Main
Murray
'We have over 40 years'experience
in design and craftsmanship'
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

753-1962
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LEDGER & TIMES
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

10% Off discount on

1 dozen or
more for all churches.

1409 Main St. • Murray • 759-1736

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071
270-753-1304
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Murray Appliance
212 E. Main St.

753:1585
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Murray Bank
The

How Banking Shouk1 Be
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503 Walnut Street • 753-3062
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753-5719

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
630 p.m.

'4'.̀t '. •

;

612 S. 9th St.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11.00 a.m., 6:00 p.m

7."'-'77;7'
."744911seigpaypeeir••P

.

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9.00a m
1000 a m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worsfup Service
1100 a m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
11.00 a m
Worship
Sunday School
10 00.a m
OAK GROVE
1000 a m
Sunday School
1100 am &7 pm
Worship Service

,
1.1 -„.

•

Thornton Tile and Marble

PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9-30 a m
Bible School
.1130 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship

r• - :
0 --••••wo•siomeolipsiowimossou••••••••"1-7
-7,
.*

COLDWATER
Worship
1100 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.in
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
850 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a In
Church
1100 a.m. & 6.00 p.m
Wednesday
7:00 p.m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Worship
11 a.m & 6:30 p.m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.
Sun Ser.
10-11 a.m. & 7.00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
1000 arn
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship
10:30 a m &fipm
Wednesday Family Training
7 p in
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p in
Worship
1030 a m. & 7 p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Worship
MOO a m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship Serv
11.00-730 pm
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday
2-00 p m
Thursday
7:00 p m

INDEPENDEirr
BIBLE BELIEVERS
Worship
10:30 a.m.
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
1030 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.
LIVING WORD FELLOWSHIP
1619 Martin Chapel Rd
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
Wednesday - Life Groups
6:30 p.m.

604 S. 12th St.•753-7688

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
600 p.m.

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
1015 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7.00 p.m.
DEXTER
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
700 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship 7:30 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH C;F CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
950 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7.00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9.00 a.M.
Morning Worship
1000 a m
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
10-50 a.m
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
iSunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1003 a.m.
Morning Worship
MOO a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9.50 a.m. & 6 p.m
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10100 a.m
Evening Service
600 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
900 am
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
,
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
^
. 7 00pm

EPISCOPAL

Walter's Pharmacy

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
_ 600 p.m.

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620W. Main
Holy Eucharist
8 a in & 10:30 am.
Christian Education
9:15 S.M.
Wed. Holy Eucharist
5:15 p.m.

Look for our "Capsule Summary"
in every Friday's edition.

METHODIST

CHURCH OF CHRIST

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m.
Sunday
,
7 p m.
Wednesday

11 00 a
600 p
7 00 p in

CENTER
200 East Main Street • 753-8201

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Worship
8:00 a.ni
Bible Study
9:15 a.m

10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
12-3 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CH
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St.
Sunday Priesthood
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
1110 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
1210 p.m.

RE NTALSALES

LUTHERAN

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
10.14 Mum i . Murray

IMPACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
Sun Celebration Services
10 a m.
Wed Spiritual Training Classes 7 p m
Fri. Celebration Services
7 p.m.
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thursday Night
7.00 p.m.
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
7.00 p.m.

SUGAR CREEK
11 am & 6 p in
7 p in

WEST FORK
Morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

CHRISTIAN

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

=MD

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a in
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9.30 a.m
Worship Service
10-45 a.m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m.
Bible School
,
930 a.m.
Evening Service
6 00 p.m.

Sunday
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed

B.

NEW LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
6.30 p.m

.
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1000 Whilnell Road
Murray, KY
270 753 5626
Member FDIC
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Bible-centered
church shuns labels
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Murray Christian Fellowship is
a Bible-centered, college studentoriented campus-based ministry
- that shuns a label, according to
its campus minister.
Once a label, such as, conservative or fundamental, is attached,
"People will take that and do
something different with it," said
Brian Baldwin, the minister since
1996.
"We believe the Bible is God's
authority," Baldwin said, noting that
much of the group's 'teaching is
teaching students how to study the
Bible for themselves.
"We're a Bible-based ministry;
we always have been."
"Always" in this case means
since Nov. 1 I, 1968, when MCF
conducted its first service.
With support tcom area churches, it moved into its current Chestnut Street home just off campus
near Five Points in 1973.
It later bought property and
formed Life House, the pregnancy and abortion counseling center
that is now a separate, self-supporting entity. Baldwin said MCF
hosts a banquet each year for Life
House to honor its volunteers.
MCF, which counts among its
alumni U.S. Rep. Bill Redmond
(N.M.), has about 50 active members, Baldwin said.
"For the last three or four years.
we've had a real steady growth,"
he said.
Weekly services are at 7 p.m.
on Sunday and Wednesday, but
students have, almost since MCF
began, visited Fern Terrace Retirement Home on Thursdays to sing:
"That's always a high point of
our week," Baldwin said. "In fact,.
they have adopted (the residents)
as their grandparents."
There are also student leadership meetings on Tuesday nights,
and current and - potential members play wallyball on Thursday

More than 1,500 Kentucky Baptists gathered Nov. 16 and 17 for
the 162nd annual meeting of the
Kentucky Baptist Convention at
the Northern Kentucky Regional
Convention Center, Covington.
A total of 1,372 messengers
and 190 guests were register for
a day and a half of worship, fellowship and business.
Elected as officers were Dr. Terry
Wilder, pastor of Burlington Baptist Church, president.; the Rev.
Dan Ferguson. pastor of Second
Baptist Church, Hopkinsville, first
vice president; the Rev. Scott Kilgore of Living Hope Baptist Church,

nights, he said.
"It's a good way for them to
get to know, us," Baldwin said.
MCF usually conducts a weekend retreat to Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
in February, but annual events
"depend on what the student leadership catches fire to do," Baldwin said.
In the works is a May mission
trip to a church and school just
off the Navaho reservation in
Winslow, Ariz.
Baldwin noted that churches usually those who support MCF
usethe organizationas a resource,
especially for youth.
MCF sometimes gives testimonials or conducts entire services
at local and regional churches, Baldwin said. A student band recently conducted a one-hour musical
service at a youth rally in Union
County, he said.
"We try to give back to them
(churches)a portion of what they've
given to us," he said.
MCF also has two "smallgroups" programs consisting of
three to seven people with a student leader,. Baldwin said.
One is an evangelistic program
that recruits students on campus._
The other is an "in-house" program for MCF members, he said.
The latter "really gives students
a chance to get to know each
other a lot better and also to know
God," Baldwin said. "It gives students a place to bring problems
to."

second vice president; Wilma Simmons, secretary; and Joe Priest
Williams, assistant secretary.
Speakers were Dr. Jim Henry.
pastor of First 'Baptist Church,
Orlando, Fla., and the Rev. Mike
Caudill, pastor of First Baptist
Church, Hindman.
Messengers also voted to
approve a recommendation by the
Executive Board to increase the
Cooperative Program budget four
percent to $21 million.
The convention also kicked-off
a year-long celebration of the 75th
anniversary of the Cooperative Program, the unified giving effort

We at Brandon Auto
World welcome Mr. Gary
Key to our sales force.
Gary has been president
of the Callozvay County
Angus Association, he
has also been named
Supersweet Feeds Top Territory Manager 3
years in a row and presented with the
Trailblazer award for outstanding sales
performance. For the past 8 years Gary has
been in the automotive business.
Come by Brandon Auto World today and
meet Gary Key.
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Across from the Special Events Ctr. • Murray
1-800-455-5315 • 753-5315

Various churches have released service. Song leaders will be Curinformation concerning their serv- tis Darnall, morning, and Michael
D'Elia, evening. A short worship
ices on Sunday as follows:
service will be at 5 a.m.
Grace Baptist
Elm Grove Baptist,
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham
Dr. Todd Buck, pastor, will
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services. John Wood speak at the 8:45 and 10 a.m. and
is minister of music with Dwane 7 p.m. worship services. Special
Jones and Jennifer Wilson as music at the morning hour will
accompanists.
chdk War iing ix a solo by Clyde Ledlow and
"The Lily of the Valley" at the a selection by the Hays' extendmorning hour and "Jesus Is Lord ed family.
First United Methodist
of all" at the evening hour. ChurchThe Rev. Larry Daniel, miniswide Singing will start at 5:30
p.m. and a fellowship will follow ter, will speak about "What Christmas Tells Us About God" with
the evening service.
scripture from Luke 1:26-34 at the
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Ann Marie Mont- 11 a.m. worship service. Dr. Painela
gomery, co-pastor, will speak about Wurgler is director of music with
"Watching and Waiting" with scrip- Joan Bowker as organist. The choir
ture from Mark 13:24-31 at the will sing "An Advent Prayer."
10:45 a.m. worship service. The Lighting of the advent wreath will
anthem by the choir will be "Shine be Bill and Betty Milliken. Acolytes
On Us" with Amy Brown as direc- are Carrie Radke and Callie Dowdy.
tor and Mandie Green as organ- The Charge Conference will be
ist. The Stanley family will light Monday at 7 p.m. in the Hale
the advent wreath and the Rev. chapel with the Rev. Roger HopDavid M. Montgomery, co-pastor, son as speaker.
Westside Baptist
will be liturgist.
The Rev. Glynn M. Orr, pasMemorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, tor, will speak at the 10:30 a.m.
will speak at .the_. 10:50 a.m. and worship service. Tommy Scott is
6 p.m. services. His morning sub- minister of Music. A-quartet comject will be "What If the Prodi- posed of Martin Severns, John
gal Had Made Excuses" with scrip- Scott, Jerry Burkeen and Rita Burture from Luke 15:11-24. Paul keen will sing. No evening servAdams is minister of music with ice will be conducted.
Kathy Thweatt and Tonya ThompLake-Land Apostolic
son as accompanists. The sanctuThe Rev. B.A. Crawford, pasary will sing "Ring the Bells of tor, will speak at the 2 p.m. worHeaven" at the mornine hour.
ship service and at the Thursday
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pas- 7 p.m. service.
First Baptist
tor, will speak about "God Wants
Keith Inman, director, Colle'You': Not Yours" with scripture
from II Corinthians 12:13-18 at giate Ministries Department of Kenthe 11 a.m. worship service and tucky Baptist Convention, will
about "Reasons Many Give For speak at the 10:45 a.m. worship
Doubting Christ" - second in a service, and the Rev. Terry Garvin,
four-part series on "Doubt," with associate pastor, will speak at the
scripture from I Timothy 1:15 at 6 p.m. worship service. Mike Crook
is . minister of music with Lisa
the 6 p.m. worship _service.
_
Margaret Wilkins afid Linda
-Ray,
Church of Love
The Rev. Terry Mott and the Stalls as accompanists. The sancRev. Reba Carroll will speak at tuary choir will sing "Behold This
the 4 p.m. worship service at the Child" at the morning hour and
Fred and Linda Stalls will sing at
Weaks Community Center.
the evening hour.
Glendale Church of Christ
South Pleasant Grove
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
United Methodist
speak about "Learning to Hope
The Rev. Jack Dickerson, pasAgain" with scripture from Romans
5:1-5 at the 9 a.m. worship serv- tor, will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
ice and about "Job: A Man of worship service. Georgia Keel is
Steel" with scripture from Job choir director. Acolytes will be
42:12-17 at the 6 p.m. worship Kyle Erwin and Kent Erwin.

Promise Keepers is planning for
the "Millenium Weekend."
The week after Thanksgiving,
PK will send a 45-minute video,
"Light the Night," to every church
in America. The video features a
message of hope from nine of Amer-

through which churches support
Southern Baptist work.
Though not adopted by the
Southern Baptist Convention until

ican's preachers.
PK officials said"we hope America's churches will watch the video
together during multi-church gatherings on New Year's Eve."
On New Year's Day of the year
2000, PK and all the member

1925, the idea for the Cooperative Program started more than a
decade before at First Baptist
Church. Murray.

The Greg Vaughn family com- will share their full-time mission
posed of Greg and Eva and their efforts to serve the needy childaughter, Victoria, will speak dren of Honduras at the Good
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the Shepherd Children's Home, ZamaChristian Life Center Gymnasium rano, Honduras, Central America.
of the First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
Admission is free, but persons
Effie Kemp is sponsoring the will be offered the opportunity to
event for the Vaughn family who give a love offering. Kemp said.

Catholic campaign
continues this month
The Catholic Campaign for Diocese of Owensboro which
Human Development is a nation- includes Calloway County.
These proposals are due in the
al social justice program of the United States Catholic Bishops. It mis- Office of Catholic Charities on
sion is to address the root caus- March 24, 2000.
Submitted proposals should outes of poverty in American through
promotion and support of com- line, in detail, how the project
munity controlled, self-help organ- empowers low-income people in
izations, and through transforma- taking charge of their owh lives.
tive education of the non-poor.
The proposal should also have a
Each year in November, the significant number of low-income
Diocese of Owensboro participates people on its board or commisin the national Catholic Campaign sion and if it does not, should
for Human Development collec- explain why it does not meet this
tion, From that collection, a per- criteria.
centage of monies are retained to
Also the proposal should proprovide grant funding to local vide evidence that such a project
organizations which meet CCHD would enable long-lasting change.
criteria. The Diocesan Office of
For more information concernSocial Concerns administers and ing the grant proposals and/or
allocates the grant funding.
process can be obtained by callGrant proposals are being accept- ing Leeta Shuecraft, director,
ed for the funds. This is for the Catholic Charities at 1-270-68332 counties of the Roman Catholic 1545.

organizations of Mission America
call upon every Christian to make
their home a "Lighthouse" of prayer
and caring for their neighbors.
PK members said "they expect
that church services on the first
weekend of the new millenium
will be marked by dramatic prayer,
dedication and hope for our communities in this age."
Featured on the video are Dr.
A.R. Bernard, Brooklyn N.Y.; David
Bryant, New York City; Henry
Blackaby and Dr. John Maxwell,

Atlanta, Ga.; Dr. Tony Evans, Dallas,Texas; Pastor Jack Hayford, Van
Nuys, Calif.: Dr. Bill Kim, Los
Angeles, Calif., and Seoul, South
Korea; Bill McCartney. Denver,
Colo; Ed Silvoso. San Jose, Calif;
and others.
Video tapes will be delivered
nationwide the week after Thanksgiving for screening by pastors.
Any church that does not have a
video by Dec. 7 should call Promise
Keepers at 1-800-888-7595.

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%,75% and 90%
'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License #0181

YROMISt

The Murray Christmas Festival - 1999
presented by the

:k Word to the Wise: Moisturize!
The skin is the largest organ it the human body and is our pnmary protection against ex,ess ,01,:. beat.
sun. and infections
*More than 25i of people with diabetes base experienced some kind of skin problem
*Skin complications of diabetes include boils. abscesses. fungal and other infections. sery dry skin, thickening ot
the skin and nails. redness. itching. and "fissures- or cracks
'Yellowish brown lesions may appear when diabetes is uncontrolled they disappear when blow sugar is broughi
under control)
'Both men and women with diabetes need to pay special attention to their skin
'Bathe in lukewarm rather than hot water to present moisture loss from the heat
*NO use deodorant soaps. which deplete the skin surface of natural oils - use gentk, moistunzing soaps instead
moistunring creams, lotions or oils immediately after bathing and whik skin
•
completely dry. as this will help replenish natural oils and seal in moisture
' apply a sunscreen before going outside
heck your skin frequently and call your doctor if you notice any unusual discol.. ,ns or spots on your skin

Walter's
Pharmacy_
604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Saturday, December 4
7:00 PM
Sunday, December 5
4:30 & 7:00 PM
For free ticket information, please call the
church office at 753-1854
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Cowboys take
advantage of
Marino's rust

Young 'Cats
to battle for
Preseason NIT

played in six weeks," said coach
Jimmy Johnson, who was surprisingly calm after losing in his return
to Texas Stadium. "We just weren't
as sharp offensively as we needed to be."
Dallas remained unbeaten in
five home games and moved within a half-game of Washington in
the NFC East.
The Cowboys' offense was in
its sixth straight scoreless quarter
Thursday when Coakley provide the
kickstart they needed.
Marino began forcing passes,
leading to interceptions on three
straight drives in the fourth quarter. Coakley had the final one.
"Dan is a future Hall of Famer
who keeps his poise," Coakley
said. "We didn't know if we had
him rattled."
Miami's best drive went to the
Dallas 9 in the second quarter. It
ended when Marino's lob to rookie Nate Jacquet in the corner of
the end zone was tipped by safety George Teague and caught by
Deion Sanders. Sanders also had
the first of the three fourth-quarter interceptions.
"I had never got him before."
said Sanders, who made the 43rd
and 44th interceptions of his career.

• QB's return
not successful
By JAIME ARON
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) — On a
team of first-name-only offensive
stars like Troy and Emmitt, it's
the defense that's keeping the Dallas Cowboys afloat.
Dallas intercepted Dan Marino
five times, with Dexter Coakley
returning one of them 46 yards
for a game-breaking touchdown in
a 20-0 victory over Miami on Thursday.
This was the fourth game the
Cowboys defense scored a touchdown. Dallas (6-5) has won only
twice without points from the guys
whose main duty is to stop the
other team from scoring.
"We're getting better every
week.," defensive coordinator Dave
Campo said. "When you win the
turnover battle, you give your team
a chance to win."
The Dolphins (8-3) lost for the
second time in three games to fall
a half-game behind Indianapolis
in the AFC East. It was the first
time Miami was shut out in nearly two years.
"I think Dan was rusty, which
is to be expected since he hasn't

David Ki

ONWARD TO VICTORY: Dallas running back Emmitt Smith, playing with a broken hand, ran for 103 yards on 31 carries to lift the Cowboys to a 20-0 triumph over the Miami Dolphins on Thanksgiving Day.

II See Page 11A

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Like a college professor, coach Lute Olson teaches and his players listen. That's Arizona's formula for basketball success, and so far it's working just
fine.
Olson has his Wildcats in the championship
game of the Preseason NIT tonight against
Kentucky for a rematch of the 1997 NCAA
tournament championship game won by Arizona 84-79 in overtime.
The secret, Olson said, is getting his players to pay attention.
"Our kids believe in what we're trying to
do," he said after Arizona beat up Notre Dame
76-60 in the semifinals Wednesday night.
"After four weeks of practice, you hope
you've covered everything you're going to
face. I think we have. Our guys listen to us
pretty good."
That was evident against Notre Dame. Arizona's coaches thought the Irish were beginning to look a little tired and pointed that out
to the players. The Wildcats took their advice
and ran right over coach Matt Doherty's team,
which had won its first three games, including a stunning upset of Ohio State, a Final
Four team a year ago.
In some ways, Doherty said, losing was a
good thing.
"I want the players to hurt," the first-year
coach prior to the game. "We'll see how tough
we are. The winning was great, but now let's
see how we react after a loss. Are we gonna
accept it or are we going to come out really
mad on Friday'?"

See Page 11A

Frerotte passes Lions to 21-17 win over Bears
By HARRY ATKINS
to the strong safety slot vacated
AP Sports Writer
because Mark Carrier was serving
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) — Two a one-game suspension. -We gave
straight losses, mounting injuries. up a few big plays, but we won."
a depleted secondary. Ron Rice
Detroit (7-4) moved a half game
saw the Detroit Lions' season slip- ahead of Tampa Bay and Minping away.
nesota in the bunched NFC CenThe skid stopped, at least tem- tral. Both the Buccaneers and
porarily, as Gus Frerotte threw two Vikings play Sunday. The lasttouchdown passes and the Lions place Bears (5-7) started the day
— who once led 21-0 — held on only a game-and-a-half behind.
for a 21-17 win over the Chica"They hung in there very well,"
go Bears on Thursday.
Detroit coach Bobby Ross said.
The defense did the rest, hold- "I've said from Day One this seaing the resurgent Bears to 236 yards. son that this team has a lot of
"Our backs were against the character. They are not going to
wall." said Rice, who slipped over lie down. Even the two games we

lost, they never 'quit."
Frerotte, making his third straight
start while Charlie Batch's strained
right thumb heals. completed 29
of 42 passes for 309 yards without an interception.
He hooked up with Germane
Crowell for a 4 -yard touchdown
and hit Johnnie Morton with a 2yarder. Greg Hill rushed for 68
yards. including a 29-yard TD
romp for Detroit.
"We have to make a push."Frerotte said. "We have five games
left and we have to make a final
push."
Jim Miller, a career third-stringer

who passed for 779 yards and four
TDs in the Bears' previous two
games, rallied Chicago back with
help from some Detroit mistakes.
He was 25 of 37 for 204 yards
with one interception and had a
3-yard touchdown pass to Alonzo
Mayes and a 23-yarder to Marty
Booker.
"We can't fall down 21-0,"
Miller said. "It's tough to come
back from, but we had a chance
to win it. We had a couple of
possessions and we just didn't do
anything with the football."
Which is pretty typical this season, when few NFC trams stand

out.
The Lions scored on their fourth
snap of the game as Frerotte hit
Crowell on a slant. Crowell, who
had two steps on cornerback Terry
Cousin, easily won the foot race
to the end zone for a 7-0 lead.
Detroit's defense held the Bears
without a first down on four firstquarter possessions, but the Lions'
offense wasn't doing much until
midway through the second quarter when the running game got in
gear.
With Hill picking up 61 yards
on five carries, the Lions drove
73 yards in six plays, taking a

14-0 lead on Hill's touchdown
sweep around left end. Hill faked
out safety Chris Hudson with a
cutback at the 14 and scored
untouched.
On the first snap of Chicago's
next possession, Robert Porcher
hit Miller's arm during his throwing motion and the ball fluttered
into the arms of linebacker Scott
Kowalkowski who returned it 29
yards. Three plays later, Frerotte
tossed a TD pass to Morton and
the Lions led 21-0 with 1:37 left
in the half.
Then the Bears' offense caught
fire.

All-Star contest to
spotlight local talent
land, Calloway running back Jason
Hargrove and kicker Adam Scott
were named as alternates.
Assistant coaches Mark Robinson of Murray and Brian Wilmurth
of Calloway County were chosen to the coaching staff, which
also includes Graves County head
coach Anthony Hatchell, Lone
Oak head coach Courtney Neel.
Reidland head coach Dennis Long
and retired coaches Dan Hampton and Dennis Fisher.
Rick Fisher likes the all-star
game not only because it recognizes the region's top players,
but because it also gives those
players one last opportunity to
play at the high school level.
"It's been a lot of fun already,
and it has been a positive for
us because a lot of us ended the
season on a sour note." said Fisher, noting that the 12 schools
represented by the West squad
are no longer alive in the state
playoffs.
"This gives both the kids and

II Eight local
seniors to play
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Eight local high school seniors will have their prep careers
extended by one game Saturday
as members of the West team at
the West Kentucky Conference
East-West All-Star Game, scheduled for 1:30 p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Murray head coach Rick Fisher, a first-time head coach of the
West squad, will take five players from Murray and three more
from Calloway County on his
34-man roster.
Those players are safety John
David Thieke, nose guard Renaldo Hill, center Peyton Mastera,
defensive tackle Jeff Ballard and
offensive guard Adam Doss of
Murray and tight end Scott Lowe,
offensive guard Josh Burchett and
linebacker Josh Smith of Calloway.
Murray quarterback Justin Gar-

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & Times photo

ALL-STARS: Eight local football seniors were selected to play for the West squad in
Saturday's West Kentucky Conference East-West All-Star Game at 1:30 p.m. at Roy
Stewart Stadium. Pictured are (front row, from left) Josh Burchett (CCHS), Renaldo Hill
(MHS), Josh Smith (CCHS) and John David Thieke (MHS). (Back row) Peyton Mastera
(MHS), Adam Doss (MHS), Scott Lowe (CCHS) and Jeff Ballard (MHS).

II See Page 11A
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Westerfield's 44-yard field goal
with four seconds left capped a
thrilling comeback that saw the
Bulldogs rally with 17 fourth-quarter points.
"We always feel like we have
a chance to win if we have time,"
Mississippi State coach Jackie Sherrill said.
After the game, thousands of
State fans poured onto the field
and tore down the goalpost that

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
At the West Kentucky Conference East-West All-Star Game
Saturday, the offensive and
defensive coordinators for the
West squad will both be shaking off six years of rust.
And Murray High School
principal Dan Hampton and former Graves County coach Dennis Fisher are more than happy
to have that opportunity.
Murray head coach Rick
Fisher, as the head coach of
the West team, chose Hampton
and Dennis Fisher for his staff
as his two retired coaches for
Saturday's game.
Hampton, a defensive Coordinator for 14 years at Christian County, helped the Colonels
to state championships in 1982
and '84. He coached five more

• See Page 11A

Westerfield sent his second gamewinner,of the season through. Minutes later, they toppled the goalpost at the other end of the field.
"I never think about missing,"
Westerfield said. "I just go out.
there and try to relax and stay
focused."
Mississippi State quarterback
Wayne Madkin took the Bulldogs
88 yards, throwing a 38-yard touchdown pass to CI Sirmones to tie

it at 20 with 27 seconds left. Then, strong rushing game by Deuce
Eugene Clinton intercepted Romaro McAllister, who gained 134 yards
Miller's pass and returned the ball on 56 carries, to eat up the clock
27 yards to set up Wesierfield's — holding the ball 36:37 to Miskick.
sissippi State's 23:23. But could
It's the third time in school his- not hold off the Bulldogs in the
tory that Mississippi State (9-2, closing' minutes.
6-2 Southeastern, Conference) has • Mississippi State, which entered
won nine games, and the second -the game ranked first in the nation
straight year it has • won six con- in total defense and first in run
ference games.
defense, allowing just 60.5 per
Mississippi (7-4, 4-4) used a game. allowed Ole Miss rush for

63 in the first half.
Mississippi dominated the first
quarter, holding, the ball for 12:26,
running 23 -plays for 116 yards while
the Mississippi State offense managed just five plays for 13 yards.
But for all of the Rebels ability to grind out , yards and eat up
minutes, they go no closer to the
end zone than -the. Bulldogs 26.
Five penalties and two fumbles
helped stall them.
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Late field goal lifts Mississippi State in Egg Bowl
By MARY FOSTER
AP Sports Writer
STARKVILLE, Miss. (AP) —
The sound of Scott Westerfield's
shoe smacking the ball echoed
throughout the near-silent stadium.
An instant later the noise level
rose sharply as the ball sailed
through the uprights to give No.
18 Mississippi State a 23-20 victory over No. 23 Mississippi on
Thursday night.
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By RICHARD ROSENBLATT
AP Football Writer
Florida State might have to wait
a little longer to see which team it
will play for the national championship in the Sugai Bowl on Jan. 4.
No. 2 Virginia Tech (10-0) and
No. 3 Nebraska (9-1) are the top
contenders. But if the Hokies beat
No. 22 Boston College (8-2) and
the Huskers beat Colorado (6-4) in
today's games, the No. 1 Seminoles
still won't know who their opponent until Nebraska plays No. 7
Texas in the Big 12 title game on
Dec. 4, with the Bowl Championship Series standings having the final say on Dec. 5.
The No. 1 Seminoles (11-0)
completed their season last week.
What if Virginia Tech and Nebraska both lose? Then Tennessee,
Florida and Kansas State are
among the teams that could move
into title contention.
"We've got to come out like
we've done all season long pre-

i By

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
Pct GB
L
W
—
3 750
9
Miami
2
5 .583
7
Boston
3
6 .500
6
Orlando
7 .462 3 1/2
6
New York
8 .385 4 1/2
5
Philadelphia
5
8 333
4
Washington
7
167
10
2
New Jersey
Central Division
5 583
7
Charlotte
5 583
7
Milwaukee
5 583
7
Toronto
6 500
6
Detroit
6 .500
6
Indiana
5 .500
5
Cleveland
3
8 333
4
Atlanta
10 091 5 1/2
1
Chicago
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
L Pct GB
W
—
3 .769
10
San Antonio
5 583 2 1/2
7
Utah
3
4 556
5
Minnesota
5 500 3 1/2
5
Denver
6
4
9 308
Dallas
6
8 273
3
Vancouver
7
10 231
3
Houston
Pacific Division
1
889
1
8
Sacramento

753-8355
11
2 846
Portland
3 .750 1 12
9
Seattle
9
4 .692
2
L A Lakers
4 .667 2 1/2
8
Phoenix
4
7 .364
6
L.A Clippers
8 .200 7 1/2
2
Golden State
Thursday's Game
Detroit 107, Indiana 99
Friday's Games
Milwaukee at Boston, 6 pm
Vancouver at Indiana. 6-30 p m.
Washington at Charlotte, 6130 p.m
Cleveland at Philadelphia, 6:30 p.m
Atlanta at Detroit. 7 p m.
Houston at Portland, 7 p.m.
Chicago at San Antonio, 730 P.m
Toronto at Utah. 8 p m
Minnesota at Denver, 8 p m
L.A. Clippers at Seattle, 9 p.m.
Golden State at Sacramento, 9:30 p.m
New Jersey at LA Lakers. 930 P.m
Saturday's Games
Orlando at New York. noon
Charlotte at Cleveland, 6 30 p.m.
Waset,ington at Miami. 6 30 p m.
Boston at Atlanta. 630 p m
Chicago at Dallas. 7 pm
Vancouver at Minnesota, 7 p.m_
Philadelphia at Milwaukee, 7:30 p.m.
Denver at San Antonio, 7:30 p.m.
New Jersey at Phoenix. 8 p.m.
Toronto at Golden State, 9:30 p.m
Portland at L.A Clippers, 10 p.m
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"I really wanted one because I
felt this might be the last time 1
have a chance to get him."
Marino was playing for the first
time 'since he left a game in New
England on Oct. 17 because of a
pinched nerve in his neck. The
layoff left him with bad aim, little touch and without his usual
arm strength.
The result: 14-of-35 for 176
yards and as many interceptions
in four quarters as he'd thrown
in five previous games.
"I didn't have the feel in the
pocket," Marino said. "I was just
missing guys because my timing
was off."
Dolphins kicker Olindo Mare
also was off.
Mare, who had made field goals
in a team record-tying 20 straight
games and entered the game 29of-32 this season, missed from 52
and 47 yards and had a 47-yarder
blocked.
The game was scoreless until
Coakley's big play midway through
the third quarter.
The speedy linebacker was roaming between Rob Konrad and Yatil
Green when the ball went right
to him. He then followed a convoy of blockers down the left side
to easily score Dallas' fifth defensive touchdown this year.
"I don't think Dan saw me
buzzing out there." said Coakley,
who is generously listed at 5-foot10. "He just threw it in my hands."
The Cowboys broke it open in
the fourth quarter with two field
goals from Richie Cunningham and
a 65-yard touchdown pass from Aikman to Raghib Ismail.

"We knew we.were going to have
an awfully hard time moving the
ball 70 or 80 yards without making some big plays," said Aikman, who came off a two-game
layoff during which he was recovering from concussions. "We were
hoping to play good and take our
shots when we got them."
Aikman struggled, too, especially in the first half while Ismail
was in the locker room recovering from a mild concussion. He
ended up 16-of-29 for 232 yards
and he became the 22nd quarterback to surpass 30,000 career yards
passing.
Emmitt Smith, playing his second straight game with a broken
right hand, had 103 yards on 31
carries.
Before the game, Johnson shook
hands and spoke for about 30 seconds with Cowboys owner Jerry
Jones, further burying the feud
that tore them apart after their
second straight Super Bowl victory in 1993.
Johnson was booed and cheered
during pregame warmups, then got
full-scale jeers when the Dolphins
were introduced prior to kickoff.
"It was different for Jimmy
Johnson to be here and it was important for our team and fans to come
out and get a nice win," Jones
said. "Yes, I am happy."
Johnson also was the loser in
the last Thanksgiving game in
Texas Stadium between these teams.
On a snowy afternoon exactly
six years before, Miami won 1614 on a last-second field goal after
Dallas' Leon Lett dived on a
blocked field-goal attempt and fumbled it, giving the Dolphins another chance.

By PETE IACOBELLI
AP Sports Writer
BAYAMON, Puerto Rico (AP)
— Can Chris Mihm play for
Texas? Who will play for Mateen
Cleaves at Michigan State? Can
anybody play with DePaul's Paul
McPherson?
Injured stars and rising ones are
making the biggest noise after
Thursday's first round of the Puerto
Rico Shootout.
No. 18 DePaul might have gotten the biggest break with Mihm's
leg injury. He came down hard
early in the 20th-ranked Longhorns' (2-0) 88-71 victory over
Arizona State (1-1). Mihm grimaced his way to 19 points- and•hobbled to the bench the final 10 minutes.
"I don't know right now how
it'll be tomorrow," Mihm said.
"We'll work on it overnight."
In other games in the tournament, it was No. 3 Michigan St. 82.
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years at Hopkinsville ending in
1993, and will resume that role
Saturday.
"This is a big honor for me to
get to do this, and I'm very grateful to Rick Fisher fpr asking me,"
Hampton said.
"It's a privilege to be around
the top players in the region, as
well as some of the top coaches.
This is a perfect situation for me,
personally, to do something I like
to do. I'm looking forward to it,
and I think it's going to be a lot
of fun."
Dennis Fisher, who will serve
as the West team's offensive coordinator, began his coaching travels at Fulton County, where he
was an assistant coach for four
seasons before taking the head job
for six more years.
He then spent four campaigns
as the defensive coordinator at
Graves County. After one tour of
duty as the head coach at Pulaski County, Fisher returned to Graves
.
County, ending his career in 1993
after four seasons as the Eagles'
offensive. coordinator.
Fisher appreciates having the
opportunity to coach again, espe•cially because of the lasting friend-ships between coaches and players that can be forged.
"The thing about coaching that
most people don't' get is that the
camaraderie you develop with the
kids is something so special," Fisher said.
"The educational profession is
unique because relationships you
can have with people can last a
lifetime. I still see players that 1

California.
On Saturday, it's Vanderbilt at
No. 6 Tennessee; and No. 16 Georgia at No. 20 Georgia Tech.

Providence 58; No. 18 DePaul 114,
American University of Puerto
Rico 69; and South Carolina 73,
Virginia 71.
In Thursday's only other top 25
game, No. 10 Kansas beat Georgia
88.-78 in the Great Alaska
Shootout.
Even without Mihm. Texas can
count on Gabe Muoneke and Chris
Owens, who combined for 46
points.
"That's the kind of team we
have," Muoneke said. "We know if
we remove Mihm's effort, we lose.
So somebody has to step up."
There's no doubt where Cleaves,
the Spartans' All-American guard,
will be — next to Michigan State
coach Tom Izzo with his stressfractured right foot in a black plastic cast. He's still about six weeks
from recovery and Izzo can only
ask Cleaves for advice and support.
"It's going to take everybody a
while to get used to, even me," Izzo
said. Still, the third-ranked Spartans

If anybody should be mad, it
ought to be the Terps, who came
from far back to catch Kentucky
in the second half but couldn't
finish the job.

From Page 10A
In the consolation game, Notre
Dame plays No. 24 Maryland,
which lost to No. 11 Kentucky
61-58 in the other semifinal.

III All-Star contest ...
From Page 10A
the coaches another chance to play
some more football and be successful."
Fisher also appreciates the
WKC's efforts to highlight area
gridiron standouts, and help them
earn a shot at playing at the collegiate level.
The process, which begins every
spring with a skills combine for
incoming seniors, also develops
friendships between the players
and honors those players for their
accomplishments and showcasing
their abilities.
- "This kind of thing will heir

these kids get better and better,
and hopefully this will be a springboard for several of these kids to
get to the next level and have a
future in football," Fisher said.
"This is something the WKC
has been trying to do for a long
time, and we're one of the few
conferences in the state that tries
to get this kind of recognition for
its players."
Tickets to the game are $3 for
adults and $2 for children. They
will be sold at the gate. The West
learn will hold its final practice
:today at Stewart Stadium from 23:30 p.m.

oceans," O'Brien said, referring to
BC's 24-23 win over the Orangemen on Oct. 30. "They're going-to
play hard, and that's all we can ask
of them. Then you go out there and
either you're good enough or
you're not. Fortunately, we've
found ways to win."
Virginia Tech has won the last
three meetings, with BC managing
a total of 14 points.
Nebraska has a seven-game winning streak over Colorado, but the
past three games have been close.
The Huskers won by two points last
year, three points in '97 and five
points in '96.
Quarterback Eric Crouch leads
an offense ranked sixth nationally
in rushing at 260.1 yards per game,
while the defense is second in yards
allowed (234.5) and third in points
allowed (11.4). Crouch, who ran
for 158 yards and two TDs in the
Huskers' 41-15 win over Kansas
State two weeks ago, has 694 yards
and 13 TDs rushing.

and Richardson scored II points as
the Blue Demons led 65-34 by
halftime and gradually pulled

rolled to an 82-58 victory_ over
Providence.
Cleaves was happy with his
team's performance, especially
Morris Peterson's 18 points and
point guard David Thomas' four
assists in the win against the Friars
(1-2)."We not going to let this stop
us," Cleaves said. The Blue Demons (2-0) haven't
been tested this year with blowout
wins against Howard and, here,
American University (0-1) of
Puerto Rico, 114-69. But it has
brought them a new star in Paul
McPherson, whose 23 points came
largely through the air.
"I can probably get higher than
Vince Carter,- McPherson said of
the NBA's current highlight film
phenom. "I've been saving a couple
of extra moves for Texas."
McPherson and Quentin Richardson, who scored a quiet 23
points for DePaul, ended this one
quickly. McPherson scored eight
points in an 18-2 run first-half run

Michigan State (2-0), the only
member of last year's Final Four
that's still undefeated this season,
will have to get through South
Carolina, which held on to defeat
Virginia, 73-71 in its tournament
opener.
Marius Petravicious and Antonio Grant each scored 14 points as
the Gamecocks' size eventually
wore down the Cavaliers (2-1).
South Carolina, the only 3-0
team in the tournament, has its own
injury problems. Grant, its leading
scorer and one of two upperclassmen on the team. went down a bad
knee three times before finally
coming out.
On the losers' side. Virginia
coach Pete Gillen will play his old
team. Providence, on Friday. Gillen
left two seasons ago to replace Jeff
Jones for the Cavaliers.

"We're younger and we don't
have the experience," coach Gary
Williams said. "We're a different
team. We have to stick close to
what we do."
Like Maryland, both Kentucky
and Arizona are young teams,sometimes painfully young. Olson is
quick to point to a starting lineup that features an all-freshman
backcourt of Gilbert Arenas and
Jason Gardner.
"We start two freshmen, two
sophomores and a junior,- Olson
said. "None of them played last
year."
A perfect example is 7-foot-1
Loren Woods, who had 13 points,
10 rebounds and tied a school record
with seven blocks. A year ago, he
was invisible, even at his size,
sitting out after transferring from
Wake Forest.
"The biggest problem I had last
year was I wasn't playing," he
said. "The coaCh told me not to

get antsy, that my time would
come. He really settled me and 1
went from there."
Now, like the other new faces,
he's playing and pleasing Olson.
"At this stage of the season,
we're in good shape," the coach
said. "We're young and we need
games to get to do things better."
The .same thing goes for Kentucky, which lost four starters from
last season's 28-9 team.
Coach Tubby Smith's Wildcats
lost their poise and a 16-point
lead against Maryland before recovering in the last six minutes to
hang on for the victory. They
looked, well, young, which is, of
course, what they are.
"It's our third game," Smith
said. "It's early yet and we're still
trying to figure out who we can
go to, what plays we can execute
at particular times."
That's how it is for teams in
November. By March. they hope
to have that riddle solved.

CALLING ALL HILMITERIS.—

coached 10 or 15 years ago, and
still call my high school coach
Coach.—
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No. 18 Mississippi St. beat No.
23 Mississippi 23-20 on Thursday
night.
• The Hokies are shooting for the
second perfect season in school history, the first since 1918 when they
were 7-0.
So far Virginia Tech has dispatched the previously ranked
teams it has played this season —
31-7 over Virginia, 62-0 over Syracuse, and 43-10 over Miami.
Tech, which leads the nation in
scoring at 41.7 points per game, is
directeitl2y redshirt freshman quarterback Michael Vick, who has
1,550 yards and nine TDs passing,
504 yards and seven TDs rushing.
The Eagles, behind quarterback
Tim Hasselbeck and running back
Cedric Washington, are having
quite a season themselves. Right
now BC is headed to the
insight.com Bowl, but could move
up to the Gator Bowl with an upset.
"I said after the Syracuse game
that our kids have hearts as big as

• Young 'Cats ...

II Hampton, Fisher ...
From Page 10A

pared to play the game of our life,"
Tech defensive end Corey Moore
said. "We win that game and we're
playing for the national championship. I firmly believe that.
"I think it would be just an absolute tragedy if we don't get a
chance to play for the national
championship."
The Huskers are trying to focus
on Colorado instead of figuring out
how they can move ahead of the
Hokies in the BCS standings.
"There has not been any talk
amongst our team about anything
other than Colorado," Nebraska
coach Frank Solich said. "I have
not heard one word uttered."
In other Top 25 games today,
it's No. 7 Texas at No. 24 Texas
A&M; Ohio at No. 12 Marshall;
No. 17 Arkansas at LSU; and No.
25 Louisiana Tech at Southern

Injuries make difference at Puerto Rico Shootout

II Cowboys .
From Page 10A
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Seminoles await Sugar Bowl opponent
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KANKAKEE, Ill. (AP) — Ora
Thomas knows all too well the
worry of waiting for a new kidney.
She did it with her daughter,
30-year-old Angela. who received
a transplant in 1996 after waiting
four years. And she did it again
with her son, Isaac, now 21, who
got a new kidney four months ago
after 10 years on 'dialysis.
Now she must worry about her
15-year-old daughter — and herself.
Mrs. Thomas has been waiting
for a new kidney for three years.
Her youngest child, Tamara Gardner, is showing signs of incipient
kidney disease.
"Now I've got to keep an eye
on my baby daughter." Mrs.Thomas
told the Chicago Tribune in Thursday's editions. "She has to get
check-ups every six months."
Doctors say the cluster of kidney disease in the Kankakee family is apparently hereditary, but
far from fully understOod.
Isaac Thomas suffered from a
condition known as familiar

glomerulonephritis, while his mother and sister were diagnosed with
a condition known as focal segmental glomerulosclerosis. Physicians say neither condition is typically thought of as hereditary.
But Dr. Craig Langman, chief
of nephrology at Children's Memorial Hospital in Chicago, where
Isaac Thomas received his kidney,
said he is convinced the family's
problems are genetic.
So is Dr. Daniel Batlle, chief
of nephrology at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital in Chicago,
where Angela Thomas received her
transplant. -Genes are getting more
and more important, but our knowledge is still limited," he said.
As doctors search for answers, HELPIN
G HAND...Lydia Eaker from Calloway Middle helps
Ora Thomas continues to wait.
Southwest Elementary kindergarten students make fruit.
"My doctor already told me it's
going to be a while, so I'm not
worried about it. I just hope to
get one before I turn 50," said
Mrs. Thomas, 44. "They say when
you turn 50, it's hard to get a
transplant because so many other
problems have arisen by then."

Remember
Local Charities
when giving this Holiday Season!

Attorney: Doctor
innocent of diluting
children's vaccines
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (AP) -said. "That would have more than
The attorney for a California doc- covered the vaccine costs."
tor charged with cruelty to chilLiebman, 59, was investigated
dren for allegedly diluting vac- after one of his nurses reported
discrepancies in the serum levels
cines says his client is innocent.
"We absolutely and completely in vaccine vials last spring, accorddeny the charges," said John Wag- ing to an affidavit filed in supener. attorney for Dr. William Lieb- rior court. The Food and Drug
man, who is accused of using Administration confirmed the vacsaline solution to weaken vaccines cines had been diluted, the affifor hepatitis, polio, diphtheria and davit said.
Authorities contend Liebman had
other diseases.
Both Wagner and Mann Coun- been diluting vaccines since 1997.
ty Assistant District Attorney His practice vaccinates 35 to 40
Edward Berberian declined to dis- children a year.
cuss a possible motive. But WagLiebman. who has offices in
ner told the Bay City News Ser- San Rafael and Novato, faces three
vice that it wasn't a cost-cutting felonies and one misdemeanor,
move.
including a count of willful cru"If he was trying to save a few elty to children.
dollars. he would have stopped
He has agreed to turn himself
giving away balloons to kids," he in on Monday, Wagner said.

Employees want necktie rule dropped

MILWAUKEE (AP) — Two
workers - in the m-edical examin---er's office have,filed formal complaints about a policy requiring
employees to wear neckties.
That's ALL employees. Even
Patricia Martin and Daphne
Moutry-Allen told the state's Equal
Rights Division they want to have
the rule abolished and are seeking compensation for humiliation

and discrimination. Both women
have rejected- settlement offers.
"Obviously I am concerned
about retaliation, but you get to
the point where enough is enough,"
said Martin. a forensic investigator. "I don't need to look like a
man to do my job."
Their complaints are scheduled
for a hearing Dec. 3 at the state
office building in Milwaukee.
The I 1/2-year-old rule came
about after the men in the office

filed a union grievance complaining it was unfair they had to wear
ties on the job. They said ties can
drape on a corpse while they work
or could provide a way for distraught family members of the
deceased to choke them.
After an arbitrator sided with
the men, Medical Examiner Jeffrey M. Jentzen ruled both genders would wear ties in the office.
"If this prevails, what's next?"

asked Jeff Hynes, Moutry-Allen's
attorney. "Are women going to be
required to wear wingtip shoes
and suspenders?"
Gender neutral does not mean
mandating the same dress for men
and women, said Ellen Bravo, a
spokeswoman for the Milwaukeebased 9to5, National Association
of Working Women.
"It's ridiculous. Let's be honest," she said.

Woman wrongly arrested files damage claim
SAN RAMON, Calif. (AP)'—
A woman who was lured into
police sting by the promise of

A.INT AL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

free computer and arrestn for a
crime she didn't commit has filed
a damage claim with the county.

$500
18 Months
60 Months

$500

5.65%

Sharon Renae Ruth drove 327
Lt. Obie Anderson said he didmiles to San Ramon from her n't know why Ms. Ruth was sent
home near the Oregon border on the notice.
Sept. 19 after receiving a notice
Ms. Ruth's claim, which says
that said she had vi69 a comput- deputies injured her shoulders and
er in a sweepstakes. She said she caused her severe anxiety, asks
was met by people wearing sweep- for unspecified damages. If the
stakes T-shirts who sent her behind county rejects it, she can sue in
a curtain, where a woman grabbed court.
her by the wrist and arrested her
"There was a mistake," Anderon a warrant for possession of
son said. "It was corrected. I don't
methamphetamine.
remember any concern or any
According to her claim, she
injury::
was later told she had been misMs. Ruth said officers gave her
taken for a different Sharon Ruth.
Contra Costa County Sheriff's $5 for gas, a pizza dinner and
officials said Ms. Ruth was released "Anderson Sweepstakes" T-shirts.
within 15 minutes of the arrest She and her boyfriend, who was
after an officer checked her iden- with her, turned down the officers° offer-of -a night at a hotel.
tification. -

$500

Substantial penalty for early
withdrawal. These annual percentage yields are effective
November 24, 1999.

PeoplesBank
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Sale ends Nov. 30, 1999

110 East Sycamore • 753-1423
,Across from Calloway County Animal
Shelter)

GRANITE, Md.(AP) — A ramshackle house featured in "The Blair
Witch Project" is to be razed,
angering neighbors who say the
building's significance extends
beyond the hit movie.
Officials of the state Department of Natural Resources have
ordered the two-story, gabled Griggs House destroyed, saying it's a
nuisance and a hazard.
But residents of Granite, a rural
area about 13 miles west of Baltimore, say the 19th-century house
in Patapsco State Park may have
played an important role in the
community's history.
The Maryland Historical Trust
put the Griggs House on its inven-

tory of potentially historic properties 20 years ago, noting its
architectural style. But trust officials who reviewed plans to demolish the building did not find the
dwelling significant.
Beverly Griffith, a member of
the Granite Historical Society, says
more research is needed.
The house won't be torn down
before next Wednesday. DNR
spokeswoman Susan O'Brien said
it could be spared if residents find
new evidence of historic significance.
"Blair Witch' has nothing to
do with the value of the property as far as the park staff is concerned,- she said. .
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NEW YORK (AP) — A plainclothes police officer caught in a
firefight escaped serious injury
when a bullet ricocheted off his
cellular phone and grazed his stomach.
The 29-year-old officer, whose
name was withheld because of the
nature of his. duty, was wounded
Tuesday night when three men
tried to rob him and his partner
during an undercover cocaine sale
in a Bronx apartment, police said
today.
The bullet probably would have
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As the suspects tried to flee,
they encountered Sgt. Robert
Delamey and Officer William
Morales, who fired a total of 10
shots at them, striking one in the
leg. The suspects were arrested on
attempted murder and attempted
robbery charges.

Pets die in kennel fire
DEWITT TOWNSHIP, Mich.
(AP) — An early morning fire at
a central Michigan kennel killed
58 dogs and seven cats while many
of their owners were away celebrating the Thanksgiving holiday.
Only 31 pets escaped the blaze
at the Samarkand Kennel, just
north of Lansing, DeWitt Township veterinarian Dr. Stephen Thimmig said Thursday. 1
The cause of the fire was not
immediately known.
"The owners of the kennel are
beside themselves with grief and
can barely speak," Thimmig said.
He said one of the dogs that

NASA to attempt

hit the officer directly in the stomach had it not bounced off the
cellular telephone, police said.

The injured officer was listed
in stable condition at Jacobi Medical Center.

died in Thursday's fire was a Doberman named Titan who had assisted rescue workers in North Carolina in the aftermath of Hurricane Floyd. Titan's owners lost
two other dogs and two cats in
the blaze. he said.

BAD CUSTOMER, GOOD CUSTOMER...Students from CCHS
presented a skit involving good and bad customers service
encounters. They are (from left) Jessica Mitchell, Jessica
Ottway, Shayna Millizer, Shanna Kelso and Tod O'Bryan.

Retired U.S.'general
critical of planning

WASHINGTON (AP-)--- The
The *El Paso Times reported
downing Of an F-117A stealth fight- Wednesday that the Air Force, in
er in March in Yugoslavia was response to a Freedom of Infordue in Part to a "breakdown in mation Act request by the Texas
mission planning by U.S. com- newspaper,officially confirmed that
manders in the field, a retired gen- • the stealth. fighter had been shot
eral who oversaw the Air Force's down: But the Air Force provid• fleet of aircraft said Wednesday. ed no more information. The airRetired Air Force Gen. Richard craft had been from Holloman Air
BOSTON (AP) — An orthoHawley, former head of the Air Force Base at Alamogordo, N.M
pedic surgeon was ordered to underThe pilot, whom officials have
Combat Command headquarters at
go continued training for perrefused to identify
: was rescued
forming arthroscopic knee surgery Langley Air Force Base in Vir- by Air
Force commandos after he
ginia, said in an interview with
on the wrong knee of a patient.
ejected safely and is back with
Dr. John J. Walsh of Malden Associated Press Radio that the. 8th Fighter Squadron
at Holloman.
was found to have committed mal- sophisticated plane was the wrong
An Air Force spokeswoman,
one
for the mission.
practice by failing to check the
Capt. Laurel Schere, said the fact
"Before that airplane took off that
patient's paperwork before beginthe stealth fighter had been
ning the operation. In a consent from Avian°, there was better than shot down by Serb
air defenses
order Tuesday, the Board of Reg- a _S0-50 chance it would be shot "has been acknowledged before,"
istration in Medicine reprimanded down. Those are unacceptable even if this was the first time that
him and ordered him to undergo odds," Hawley said. Aviano is the the Air Force had put it in writSO hours of risk management train- air base in Italy used by NATO - ing.
forces in the 97-day air campaign.
'ng.
As to Hawley's allegations, she
said, "In that he is _a retired general, I'm not going to venture to
speak on his behalf."
The Air Force convened a board
Large Inventory of
to investigate the incident but withheld its results.
Residential & Commerical
In the interview, Hawley blamed
U.S. commanders in the field ar..i
other military - planners for not
ti
a
;op
e... 6
properly understanding the strengths
and weaknesses of the $45 mil• New unit sales • Sercice for most brands • Bags for most brands
lion, radar-evading fighter.
Featurtng Panasonic & Simplicity
"They put the '117' into a sit209 S. 3rd St.• 753-5341
uation that it wasn't designed to
handle, so we lost that airplane,
and I attribute it as much to a
breakdown in our mission planning as to anything else," Hawley said.
Hawley, who retired from the
Air Force as a four-star general
on June 11, said "stealth" does
not equate to invisibility.
"It's a fine plane. ... But it
encountered defenses we knew it
AN& not designed to handle and it
didn't need to get put in that situation," Hawley said.

Doctor
punished
for blunder
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PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
Officials maintain that the metJust two months after- metrics and rics problem was not discovered
management doomed the last mis- in time because rules were not
sion to Mars, NASA is about followed, insisting that the space
attempt the trickier task of land- agency's policy of "faster, better,
ing a probe on the Red Planet to cheaper" missions played no sigsearch for water, study the cli- nificant role.
mate and analyze the atmosphere.
"Starting about a year ago, four
Much more than science is now— -interplanetary spacecraft were
riding on the Mars Polar Lander: launched in 3 1/2 months. All four
It's become a test of NASA's abil- spacecraft worked. That's a fairly
ity tb explore the solar system on imptessive record." said JPL Direca shoestring budget, a trial of the tor Edward Stone. "And the cost
"faster, better, cheaper" way of of those four was one-third the
doing more missions with less cost of the Galileo mission (to
Jupiter)."
money.
"The tension on the team is up
But analysts who follow NASA
by several factors because of what disagree,arguing that shortcuts were
happened," said Richard Cook, the taken because the program is
spacecraft operations manager at increasingly understaffed and crews
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laborato- are overworked.
"They're basically trying to take
ry, referring to the loss of the
Mars Climate Orbiter in Septem- 15-gallon trips on 10 gallons of
gas," said John Pike, director of
ber.
"People want to get back to space policy at the Federation of
having the feeling that we can in American Scientists.
fact do things like this," he said.
He said the loss of the lander
Polar Lander is headed for a would force NASA to take a hard
Dec. 3 touchdown roughly 500 look at "cheaper, faster, better" —
miles north of the planet's south something the report did not do.
pole, the first landing in the region.
"It's sort -of like going after
Scientists hope layers- Of dust and the Watergate burglarsand ignorpossibly ice will reveal secrets of ing Nixon," Pike said. "This report
Mars' climatic past during the 90- seemed to be more focused on
day mission.
fixing the blame on incompetent
Researchers want to find out middle managers than on fixing
what happened to the water that the problem of not enough peois believed to have flowed across ple."
the planet. Instruments will measA return to the days of billiOnure vapor in the atmosphere while dollar missions every 10 years is
a claw attached to a robotic'arm unlikely, but some suggest taking
will collect samples to be cooked steps to make the interplanetary
and analyzed for water.
exploration program less ambitious
But before anything can be stud- or update rules so they are
more
ied, the lander must 'arrive safely in line with the tight-budget
era.
at its destination — something the
Space agency officials say the
Mars Climate Orbiter failed to do. landing is not an impossible
misThe orbiter and lander were both sion. Staff have been added. Navmade by the same company and igators are double-checking every
managed by the Jet Propulsion aspect of the lander's entry, descent
Laboratory.
and landing. Scientists are workAn investigation confirmed the ing to make sure data can be
orbiter burned up in or bounced returned.
off the Martian atmosphere Sept.
"Everything that can be done
is being done," said Carl Pitcher.
23 because its builder, Lockheed NASA's science director for solar
Martin Astronautics, used pound system exploration. "There is no
and feet instead of metric units aspect of this mission that is not
in a file critical to navigating the being re-examined to make sure
$125 million probe. It was quick- it is the way it needs to be."
ly determined the same problem
One of the benefits of "faster,
does not affect the lander.
better, cheaper" is that the loss of
But more troubling, were find- a single spacecraft is not devas-ings that JPL failed to communi- Eating to the entire program, like
cate concerns with Lockheed -and the 1993 disappearance of the $1.
that navigators had a lack of knowl- billion Mars Observer.
edge about the orbiter. JPL was
Smaller, less expensive spacealso faulted for understaffing and craft now launch to Mars every
inadequate training in the Mars two years — when the orbits of
program.
Earth and Mars are properly aligned.
NASA's investigation uncovered But the km of the lander could
potential problems with the !an- stall the campaign.
der, too, including one involving
"The science of this particular
the cold start of thrusters whose mission is not decisive, but mainpulses will gently guide the $165 taining the momentum of the cammillion, 1,270-pound probe toward paign is," Said Robert Zubrin, presthe sirface. A fix has since been ident of the Mars Society. "In that
found.
sense, there's a lot riding on this."
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Jazz ensemble
to give first
concert of year

Turkish quake relief group collecting funds

The Murray State University
Jazz Ensemble gives its first concert of the year Nov. 30 at 8 p.m
in Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State University campus.
The concert carries as its theme
"A Tribute to Duke Ellington," as
the ensemble celebrates the 100th
birthday of the jazz legend.
The concert also marks the debut
of the ensemble's new name, as
the premier jazz group on campus will now also be known as
the "Jazz Racers."
This concert will be the first
for the group under its new director, Robert Murray. Murray is also
the trumpet instructor at Murray
State.
He comes to Murray after having been on the road the last three
years with the internationally
acclaimed Dallas Brass.
Murray, completing his doctorate at the University of North
Texas, lists in his jazz experience
stints with Qunicy Jones, Cab Calloway and Ray Charles.
Murray, commenting on this
year's ensemble, said, "I really
didn't know what to expect when
I got here this fall. The level of
experience in the group was quite
varied at the beginning of the
term, but they've really grown as
an ensemble.
"I've really enjoyed the work
we've done over the past few
months. I really- encourage people
to come out for this concert because

I believe there in for a fun evening.
"The first half of our concert
is a mixture of charts from several big bands, such as Thad Jones,
the Tonight Show Band, Stan Kenton and Count Basie. In the second half, we present our tribute
to the Duke with selections that
really take in a number of styles."
When asked about any of the
featured soloists for.the evening's
proceedings, Murray commented,"I
hesitate to mention any individuals because this is a group effort,
and everybody in the band is featured in some way. They -art a group that understands the importance of the ensemble".
Tuesday evening's concert culminates two days of performing
for the ensemble, as they will have
completed a tour that took them
to Dawson Springs, Owensboro,
Henderson, Madisonville and
Evansville, In. Admission is free
for the concert.

LOS ANGELES •(AP) — Jack
Klugman won a key court battle
in a palimony case that reduces
potential judgments against him
by nearly .$4 million.
Los Angeles. Superior Court
Judge Kurt Lewin ruled Wednesday that Klugman's ex-girlfriend
Barbara Neugass. 57, isn't entitled to proceeds from the 1997
sale of Klugman's Temecula ranch,
and can't be compensated for furniture, art and other personal items
left in the house.
Lewin said the jury will continue to consider whether Neugass
is entitled to financial support from
her 18-year relationship with the
actor.

Klugman, 7-7. has denied ever
living with Neugass and says he
never promised to support her for
life.
Neugass sought $300,000 for
the value of her personal property, about $3 million in lifetime
support and $1.5 million from the
sale of Klugman's ranch and thoroughbred breeding business, which
sold for twice that amount.
Her lawyer, William Glucksman, said the judge found she did
not have a partnership claim to
the ranch and had ample opportunity to retrieve her items before
the house was sold.
Glucksman said his client has
reduced her claim to $900,000.

On Nov. 12, a 7.2-magnitude
earthquake shook the northwestern part of Turkey, killing hundreds of people and leaving hundreds more homeless in the winter weather.
The quake came after the 7.4magnitude tremor on Aug. 17,
which killed 17,000 people in the
same region and left more than
half a million homeless.. Many
still live in tents.
The Friends of the Turkish Earthquake Victims, made up of a group
of Turkish and American students,
faculty, staff and friends of Murray State University, have been
collecting money since August to
help make a difference in the relief
effort.
Fugen Muscio, group co-chair,
said group members collected more
than $8,000.
"We're extremely happy with
the generosity of the community,"
Muscio said. "They contributed
and extended their well wishes to
the earthquake victims."

In September, Muscio visited
her family in Instanbul, where
parts of the city were in rubble.
"I did not visit the devastated
areas, but I saw how people reacted, whether they lived in the devastated areas or not," she said.
"The first eaohquake was a hard
enough burden economically and
socially. Imagine how it must be
after the second one."
Dr. Michael Basile, also a cochair of the group, who has recruited Turkish students in his capacity as director of the Institute for
International Studies at Murray
State, is also in disbelief over the
second deadly tremor.
"I can't imagine how people even
sleep at night. It's a scary place
to be," he said.
As part of the relief effort, the
group collected money at a yard
sale, Study Abroad Fair at Murray State, Make a Difference Day
and a relief walk.
Murray State student Holly
Carter organized the walk around

the campus under the supervision
of Dr. Roger Weis, director of the
American Humanics program at
the university. The American
Humanics Student Association,
Institute for International Studies,
El Meson and China House sponsored the event.
Group members, including a
representative from the Red Cross
in Murray, also collected money
through local civic organizations
and churches.
On behalf of the group. Muscio and Basile thanked community members and the media for
their continuous help with the relief
effort.
"We feel they made a difference," Muscio said. ."People were
involved wholeheartedly, understanding the situation and identifying with the victims."
The problems in Turkey are not
over. Citizens continue to struggle with aftershocks and with the
likelihood of another strong earthquake hitting the same area. Mus-

cio said the Red Cross is still accepting donations for the cause.
To continue to help, individuals or groups may make cash or
check contributions payable to the
American Red Cross. "Turkish
Earthquake Relief' must be written in the memo section of the check
or enclosed on a note with cash
donations.
Donations can be sent to the
American Red'Cross at 607 Poplar
St., Murray, KY 42071, or contact Jan Basile of the Red Cross
at (270) 753-1421.
An alternative address is the
Turkish Embassy Earthquake Victims Relief Fund at do Riggs Bank
N.A. Department #:0572, Washington, D.C. 20073. Checks sent
to this address should be made
payable to the Turkish Embassy
Earthquake Victims Relief Fund.
In addition, Basile and Elva
Walker at Murray State's Institute
for International Studies in Woods
Hall will accept cash contributions.

Plain English preferred
WASHINGTON (AP)
For
centuries, legal documents have
been filled with the kind of stilted language used when President
Clinton's impeachment trial ended
early this year.
In a long and meandering sen40
tence, the Senate "ordered and
adjudged" that Clinton "be, and
he is hereby, acquitted of the
charges in this said article." In
other words, the Senate let him
off the hook.
But it does not have to be that
way, say legal experts who suggest writing in plain English:
Too %any lawyers use "words
on sterotanificially puffy,up ways of expresing ideas," says
Bryan A. Garner.. editor-in-chief
of Black's Law Dictionary.
Using clear language, he says.
"will give you power as a writer.
... Good legal writing makes readers feel smart. Bad legal writing
makes readers feel stupid."
Plain-English advocates say
many documents — wills, contractors. even airplane emergencyexit row cards — can be written
so that ordinary people can understand them.
"Legal issues well presented are
inevitably interesting, not horing_.-

Garner told new lawyers for the
Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue law
firm during a seminar this month
in Washington.
Through his Dallas-based LawProse company, Garner travels the
country teaching lawyers and judges
how to eliminate the mumbo-jumbo
from their writing.
He and others are campaigning
against writing they consider overdone, such as the long-standing
use of "give, devise and bequeath"
in wills.
"I defy any lawyer to find a
case where a judge says it's not
good enough to say 'I give my
car to my sister,— said Joseph
Kimble, a professor at the Thomas
Cooley Law School in Lansing,
Mich.
President Clinton last year
ordered use of common, everyday
words in federal documents that
explain how to get a benefit or
service — or how to comply with
an agency requirement.
-By using plain language, we
send a clear message about what
the government is doing, what it
requires and what services it offers,"
Clinton wrote in announcing the
initiative. "Plain language saves
the government and the private

Some phrases, such as the oath
to tell "the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth" are used
to convey a sense of gravity in
the courtroom. "A little bit of mystique is good; it gives a little bit

sector time, effort and money.'
U.S. District Judge Lynn N.
Hughes of Texas says lawyers too
often "string together legal cliches and buzzwords from the factual context of their case in a random mush."
"I ask people if they talk that
way with their children," Hughes
said, offering as an example, "I
have fixed breakfast and the same
is on the kitchen table."
The judge said he would never
rule against someone because of
badly written court briefs. "But
there's no real way to tell how
many marginal points were lost
because they were not effectively
conveyed," he added.
Seattle University law professor Laurel Oates said consumers
want documents "they can pick
up and understand." She is cofounder of the Legal Writing Institute, an organization of plain-English advocates.
Some legal writing has become
standard because lawyers re-use language already tested in court, she
said. Also, some phrases are intentionally ambiguous — such as
"due process" — to allow flexibility from one generation to the
next.

of prestige to the law," Oates said.
But some legal language is just
plain silly, Kimble said.
One unnecessary phrase in many
documents, just before the signature line, is, "in witness whereof
the parties have affixed their signature." Kimble said, "All you've
got to do is sign the thing."
The phrase, "know all men by
these presents" often is used at
the beginning of important documents. "We have no clue what
this means," Oates said.
The chairman of the Securities
and Exchange,Commission, Arthur
Levitt, will be honored in • January for plain-language rules for
securities offerings.
Annetta Cheek, plain-language
coordinator for the National Partnership for Reinventing Government, said some lawyers resist
simpler writing, arguing that it
"just doesn't look like a regulation; it's too easy to read."
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Civil War groups merging
SPRINGFIELD,Va.(AP)— The
two largest Civil War preservation
groups are merging as they try to
raise $16 million to save endangered battlefields in 10 states, from
Brandy Station in Virginia to Prairie
Grove in Arkansas, the groups
announced.
The Civil War Preservatioi,
Trust, created from the merger of
the Civil War Trust and the Association for the Preservation of Civil
War Sites, hopes to save more
acreage by joining forces.
"We're paving over important
parts of our history. We are obliterating our past," James Lighthizer, the new group's president, said
Tuesday. "With every passing day
the price of these sites goes up
and the chance of destruction
increases."
The organization's first major
goal is to raise $16 million that

would allow it to obtain $8 million in federal funds dedicated by
Congress for Civil War battlefield
preservation. The federal money
will be available for 18 months
under the 2-for-1 matching program,
said Carrington Williams, the new
group's chairman.
_....-Three Virginia battlefields would
be targeted for preservation: Brandy
Station,Third Winchester and Cedar
Creek. Other battlefields sought
for preservation include Averasboro in North Carolina South
Mountain in Maryland; Piyville
and Mill Springs in Kentuc y; Port
Gibson,Champion Hill, and Corinth
in Mississippi; Honey Springs in
Oklahoma; and Prairie Grove in
Arkansas.
The group also hopes to preserve land in West Virginia,
Louisiana, Tennessee and Georgia.
Civil War preservationists say

battlefields face a greater threat than
ever because the nation's economic
boom has increased suburban
sprawl and development.

The groups, with a combined
membership of 40,000, have set
aside nearly 10,000 acres at more
than 50 sites in 15 states.
The Association for the Preservation of Civil War Sites, headquartered in Hagerstown, Md., was
founded in 1987 following the loss
of Chantilly battlefield in Fairfax
County. The Civil War Trust, based
in Arlington, was formed in 1991
following a federal effort to preserve historic land in Manassas,
which cost the federal government
$250,000 per acre.

•

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — City
officials are considering redirecting a 1 percent hotel tax increase
from farmland preservation to Rupp
Arena renovation.
Officials plan to seek permission for the increase, which would
boost the current 11.6 percent hotel
tax rate, during January's General Assembly session.
Originally, they planned to direct
revenue from the increase, anticipated at about $900,000 annually,
to a measure that would pay
landowners not to develop rural
property. That plan is expected to
cost up to $100 million over 25
years.
On Monday, though, Lexington-Fayette Urban County Council member David Stevens told the
budget and finance committee that
supporters of the rural land measure will look elsewhere for fund-

ing. Meanwhile, the city will seek
to have the hotel tax increase dedicated to a proposed $45 million
project to overhaul Lexington Center, which includes Rupp Arena
and a convention center.
The city also will be seeking
$30 million in state financing for
the renovation project.
As for the .rural land program,

city 'officials plan to seek a share
of the state's multimillion-dollar settlement with tobacco companies
to fund that measure, the Lexington Herald-Leader reported.
If the General Assembly declines
to approve the hotel tax increase,
the city likely would seek a local
tax proposition on next November's ballot, the paper said.
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Secretary of the Interior Bruce
Babbitt recently said that one acre
of Civil War battlefield is lost to
development every 10 minutes.
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MSU to appoint new residential college heads
uling informational meetings and
polling tenured faculty to see who
might be interested in applying
for the openings to be filled for
the 2000-01 academic year.
"This is a natural progression
of rotation within the system," said
Dr. Don Robertson, vice president
for student affairs.
According to Robertson, when
the program began four years ago
the initial intent was to get it
started off with a solid foundation that would eventually follow

Along with increasing enrollment, Murray State University is
expected to add another dimension of growth next year with the
appointment of several new college heads to its popular residential college system.
Four of the university's eight
residential colleges will begin the
first fall semester of the new millennium with newly appointed faculty heads.
The Office of Student Affairs
is currenth in the process of ached-

with a transition of new leadership.
"This rotation is good because
you have new folks coming into
the system and yet you also keep
the stability of veteran faculty representatives," Robertson noted.
He said the positive impact of
the charter college heads was evidenced by all of them renewing
their commitment after the first twoyear term.

heads. Most notably was the desire
to return to full-time teaching and/or
increase the time available to spend
with their families. One of the
vacancies is the result of retirement plans.
James I. Schempp, faculty head
at Woods College and associate
professor in the department of
speech communication and theatre,
has announced that he will retire
at the end of this term, completing 30 years of service to MSU.
Other vacancies to be filled will

Several factors influenced the
forthcoming exit of the college

be that of Ted Brown, faculty head
at Regents College who will return
to full-time teaching as associate
professor in the department of English; Dr. Allen White of White
College who will be returning to
his position as associate professor
in the department of journalism
and mass communications; and Dr.
Rosemarie Bogal-Allbritten, professor in the department of sociology, anthropology and social
work, who was appointed to fill
a one-year term created last August
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The famous unique back support system designed in
cooperation with leading orthopedic surgeons No morning
backache from sleeping on a too-soft mattress'

Includes our large selection ofleather!
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when Dr. Nancey France was granted a leave as head of Richmond
College.
Robertson notes that while
replacing half of the college head
positions will be challenging, it is
a task that was anticipated from
the beginning of the program.
"Our goal is to have as many
faculty as possible experience the
college head position because it
gives them another dimension of
working with students."
Clarence Maxey, national communication coordinator for the Residential College Association and
Residential College Council (RCC)
president of White College, said
he is looking forward to interacting with a new college head.
"I've had a very positive experience working with Dr. (Allen)
White, but change is also good,"
Maxey said.
Maxey, a senior education major
from Hopkinsville, said the residential college system promotes better communication among residents
and participation helps students
develop leadership skills.
"The residents at White College are very close-knit and have
pulled together during periods of
crisis," he said.
Dr. Ted Brown describes serving as faculty head of Regents
College as "one of the most rewarding aspects of my professional
career" and said he has especially enjoyed working with students,
staff and other faculty in a different away from the regular classroom.
"The residential college system
has helped retention by giving students numerous ways t6 be
involved," Brown said. "Opportunities are available for those who
choose to participate."
He feels it is important for the
college head replacements to be
someone with high energy and a
flexible schedule.
Justin Rouse, a junior organizational communications major
from Murray, has watched the residential college system develop
from the very beginning and sees
the role of the college head as a
main support link to the Residential College Council.
Rouse, who serves as RCC president of Elizabeth College, where
Schempp is retiring as faculty head,
said the years of university experience acquired by the faculty heads
helps them be a real advocate for
the students, serving as a liaison
with various departments across
campus.
"The faculty heads are crucial
to the building," Rouse said. "They
have a vital role and must be
active in guiding the students by
listening, helping and offering support. The college heads have the
opportunity for a great job and
can make it what they want to.
"Since it started, new things have
been added to the program. Each
building develops its own personality, and the impact of different
college heads will help the family grow."
Rouse said he thinks the students appreciate the open communication that they have found
interacting with the current faculty heads and feels it is important
that those considering the position
be willing to put in the necessary
time and be willing to listen to
the students.
"James (Schempp) is both my
mentor and friend," Rouse said.
"If I have a problem, I can just
go to him and he listens. It's really been nice to have a relationship with a faculty member on
that level."
Being faculty head of Elizabeth
College for soon to be four years,
Schempp knows that the position
is a very "time intense job."
"I've had the time of my life
while
serving,"
Schempp
exclaimed. "It's a great way to
end my career at Murray State."
Schempp said one thing he's seen
change since the inception of the
program is a gseater empowerment
of the students.
"I think the interaction of the
faculty,heads has enabled and facilitated this empowerment of students taking a greater responsibility for their environment," he said.
Robertson said there is no doubt
that implementing the residential
college system has been a tremendous boost to retention efforts at
Murray State University.
-We have more -students than
ever before involved in campus
activities. Retention rates of freshmen to sophomore status have
increased over the last few years
and certainly residential colleges
have been a major factor in that,"
he said. "College heads have been
very proactive in making that happen."
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CHICAGO (AP)- A new survey finds only about a quarter of
U.S. households contain married
couples with children - a trend
that may mean more than half of
the nation's children won't be living with both parents after the
turn of the century.
The annual General Social Survey, conducted by the University
of Chicago's National Opinion
Research Center, found only 26
percent of households have married couples and kids, compared
with 45 percent in the early 1970s.
The survey, released today, paints
an even starker picture of marriage in the 1990s than U.S. Census officials, who found that married couples with children younger

"We are a very marriage-happy
than 18 fell from 50 percent in asked in previous surveys. Smith
society. There's a basic ideology
1970 to an estimated 36 percent said.
of all families in 1997.
Americans are becoming more that building a family means staTom W. Smith, director of the accepting of divorce - due in bility," says Bahira Sherif, a prosurvey, said if current trends con- part to the fact that many people fessor of individual and family studtinue, most households won't even who are starting families may be ies at the University of Delaware.
contain children - largely a tes- products of divorce themselves, said
What's missing, she says, are
tament to the increasing number Stephen Kraus, a Connecticut-based
tools - and role models the
of people waiting to have chil- market researcher.
young people need to teach them
dren and the ever-growing num"It's very much a sense of tolworks. That leads
ber of baby boomers becoming erance. People can do what they how marriage
believe that divorce rates
to
her
"empty nesters."
want," says Kraus of Yankelovich won't be dropping anytime soon.
Surveyors found that Americans Partners, a market research and
seem to be accepting of what consulting firm that tracks attiIn , conducting the survey,
Smith called he "modern fami- tudes about family, among other researchers interviewed 2,832
ly."
things.
Americans age 18 and older
For example, 67 percent of
One researcher says that's between February and May of last
Americans surveyed last year dis- because Americans continue to see year.
agreed that parents ought to stay marriage as an ideal - even if
The 1998 survey also found
together just because they have - they don't think it's always best that:
children. That question was not to get or remain married.
- Fifty-six percent of adults

Charity organization investigates medical claims
NEW YORK (AP) - Operation Smile, the charity that sends
surgeons abroad to fix the cleft
palates and lips of some of the
world's poorest children, has promised to investigate allegations of
shoddy medical practices.
The charity has garnered millions of dollars in donations from

the likes of Bill Gates and Goldie
Hawn since its founding 17 years
ago and has won numerous awards.
But critics in the United States
and abroad say the organization
has placed volume and publicity
over the children's safety. Concerns have been raised in China,
Bolivia and Kenya.

Last year, four children died
during or after surgery, The New
York Times reported today. Operation Smile officials acknowledged
losing 12 other patients since 1982.
Deaths from cleft palate or lip
surgery are considered rare in the
developed world.
Physicians in China have

accused the Operation Smile surgeons there of assembly line medicine. The Times quoted a Chinese report as saying the surgeons
"prioritized numbers treated at the
cost of quality and safety."
Charity co-founder Dr. William
Magee Jr., a plastic surgeon, dismissed the allegations as untrue.

s servegents
rewardssional
specialtudents,
a difclass-

were married, compared with nearly three-quarters in 1972, when
the survey was first taken.
- Fifty-one percent of children lived in a household with
their two original parents, compared with 73 percent in 1972.
percentage of house-

holds
riiide up of unmarne-dp-eople with no children more than
doubled to 32 percent last year,
compared with figures from 1972.
- And the percentage of children living with single parents rose
to 18.2 percent, compared with
4.7 percent in 1972.
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GMC 2500 Ext. Cab SLE Pickup St. #
00046.1 Maroon/Gray, V-8, Auto, NC, P/W, P/L,
T/C, Only 4,000 miles
$24,986

Dodge 1500 Club SLT Pickup St #99422.1
White, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette,
17,000 miles
$19,995

Dodge 1500 SWB SLT Pickup St

#00032.1

Tan, V-8, Auto, NC, P/W, P/L, T/C

$14,986

Chevrolet Venture LS St. # 00219.1

Tan, V-6,

Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, TIC, 27,000 miles

$15,995

Chrysler Town & Country LXi St # 00095.1
Tan, V-6, Auto, Leather, All Power, 19,000 miles, 1
owner
$21,986
Dodge Avenger ES St. # 00085.1 Tan, V-6,
Auto, P/W, P/L, T/C, Cassette
$10,986
Dodge Intrepid ES - St. # 512 V-6,Auto,NC,
PNV, P/L, Power Seat, Only 37,000 miles
$11,986

2 Days Only • Friday & Saturday • November 26 & 27

Mercury Cougar XR7 St. # 00069.1 V-8, Blue,
P/W, P/L, T/C, Power Seat, Cassette, 31,000 miles
Reduced $11,995

GMC Jimmy SLE - St. # 99229.1

organimajor
the resdevelop
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ad as a
e Resi-

V-6, P/W. P/L, T/C

Burgandy, V-8, Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, 43,000
$12,986
miles

Dodge 1500 Conversion Truck - St. #
00087.2 Black/Gray, V-8, Leather, 57,000 miles

Nissan Maxima SE - St. It 00099.1
Chevy S-10 LS St. #00198.1

Blue, PS/PB, A/C,

$6,995

.29 8,
:
Dodge Dakota Club Cab - St. It 001666
5
Black, Auto, NC, P/W, P/L T/C, 58,000 miles

S11,995
Ford Ranger Ext. Cab XLT - St. It 00135.2
.....$9,995
Tan, V-6, A/C, PS/PB, 62,000 miles

Monesson
Gas Logs

Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup -St
#99146.2, Blue/Tan, A/C, PS/PB, 41,000 miles
Reduced $10,995

Dodge Intrepid - St. # 00063.1

White, V-6,

$7,995

Auto, A/C, P/W, P/L, T/C, 54,000 miles

Chevy Tahoe LS St It 00214.1

Register for our
Grand Prize Drawing
Saturday, Nov.27 at 3:00 p.m.
for a set of

4D, 4WD, Red,

$18,995

V-8, Auto, AIC, PNV, P/L, T/C

Ford Escort SW St. # 00185.1 White, A/C, P/S,
$6,995
P13, Only 35,000 miles
Dodge Dakota Sport St. # 00088.2 V-6, Auto,
V8,450
$8,450
-8,

A/C. Cassette, Red, 64.000 miles

Ford Thunderbird LX - St. # 99266.2

Selected
Lighting
up to

ti®M ®JJ

$7,995

PiW. P/L, T/C, 73,000 miles.

Olds Achieva

St. #00131.1 40, Green, Auto,

$5,496

A/C, PP/W, P/L, 65,000 miles

Ashley Wood
Stoves
up to

CeJJJ

Plymouth Acclaim st. # 00202.1
NC, PAN,

V-6, Auto,
T/C, 1 owner local car, 64,000 miles
$5,995

:
1995
Pontiac Bonneville SE - St.# 99221 2A5
$7,995
Power, Leather, 79,000 miles

Plymouth Laser - St. It 00106.1 A/C, PS/PB,
$3,995
Auto
Lincoln Continental - St. It 99356.1
All Power, Leather
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Reduced $16,995

Ford F150 XLT LWB Pickup - St. #00220.1
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40, 4W0,

Silver,

Reduced $7,995

Toyota Corolla DX - St. It 514.1 4D, Blue;Auto,
$4.995
A/C, P/W, P/L, 79,000 miles
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company." )
Includes Two Battenes, Charger. Flashlight
and Carn.ng Case
....10uanbtles

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816
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1984 Srebuilt en
repair $1
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Excellent
435-443

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Ad

753-1916

Display ids
$6.25 Column Inch.60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
kla•I kw. Hama 6 1.-Aa Perual

Jra., `,I.oppIng Goode. $2 00 extra for Wuxi Ada 4d•

fiX Stpep,

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

•

•

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musick
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

020

V'rs )14mcory
IN MEMORY OF
C. EUGENE JONES
'
&
DORTHEA COOPER

is keeping it's
tanning bed...

We love him dearly, but God loved him
more. -Just like the lovely flower that
blooms today and then passes on to bloom
again in God's heavenly garden tomorrow. He was a loving husband and father
for fifty-eight years.

•••

He had a smile tor everyone all through
his nine years of illness.
Thanks to Bro. Glynn Orr, the doctors,
nurses, therapist and especially the Home
Health Care. He loved all of you.
Thanks also for being so gracious in the
death of my dear E;ister, Dorthea Cooper
and in the illness of our son Cody.
We count on your

IL

prayers.

GOD BLESS EACH OF YOU'
Mary Belle Jones

TANNING
SPECIAL
until Dec. 31st
300 min.'20.00
NEW BULBS!!
615D South 12th
753-1682
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking
Smoky
river.
Mountains, TN
Horsedrawn carriage, cabins.
jacuzzi. ordained ministers,
no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
http .1www.heartlandwedding.com.
DISPLAY Homes Wanted,
siding windows, patio
rooms, no payments until
March 2000_ All credit qualifies. Payments starting at
$89 a month Call 800-2510843
FOR sale top soil. 7535522.

020

Te‘is! Lite House
75 1-0700

020
Notice

Notice

GET MARRIED- Smoky

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE19?
Unless still in School
or College, their family group hospital
insurance may have

expired due to age.
Our most popular
Major Medical. Policy
offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable rates. For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance, Inc.
753-4199

ALMO Country Store
& Crawford's BBO
Crawford's BBC) has Old
Fashion Hickory Smoked
BBO. We have Pork BBO.
Chickens, Tenderloin, Pork
Chops. & Ribs
Open 7-days a week until
Christmas M-F 6am-6pm.
Sat 6am-5pm.
Sun 10am-5pm.
753-1934.
Located at the intersection
1824 & 464
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Anytime!

Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels. ordained
ministers,
complete
arrangements,
honeymoon!, family
cabins,
breathtaking
views
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274
Vacation
lodging.
800-634-5814
HEARTLAND

Shuttle,

Inc.
Daily shuttle service to
and from Nashville AirportCall early to make your
reservations...
before the holidays.
270-554-7527.

MACHINE • Quilting. Full
size
$31.50
Murray
Sewing Center, 759-8400.
CATFISH Dinners nightly
'free local :•11irr. servic•
at Sandra Os Diner- Hwy MEDICARE RECIPIENTS94E 753-FOOD M-F 10-2 Are you using a Nebulizer
Machine9 Stop paying full
price
for
Albuterol
Atrovent, etc Solutions
Medicare will pay for them
We bill Medicare for you
CARPET I& FloOR COVERING
and ship directly to your
door MED-A-SAVE
..gwa
‘
di
• I
rz.:CW00C
800-538-9849
"xe
ti•-t4
;•. et set',47,!:ro,
ORDER holiday pies and
cakes now Sandra D's
Installation Experience
••••••-•••••-•••
Hwy 94E 753-FOOD
•
44,
Ii
•
Ind
&hind Our Work
z
WEDDING BELLS IN THE
SMOKIES- A unique wedding chapel offering everything for less Special offer
,)41S. I mi. to Tom Taylor Trl. right 1500 yds.
Ceremony, pictures, video
flowers $115 Give us a
call. 800-922-2052

"ttiO

753-7728

CASH CANCER PLAN

•

Now available a first occurrence cancer policy that will pay $10,000,
$20,000, $30,000, $40,000 or even
$50,000 cash upon diagnosis of internal cancer or malignant melanoma,
Money back feature: If you have not
had a claim in 20 years, you will get
back 100% of the premium you have
paid and,the policy will be paid up for
life. Monthly rates for each $10,000
Age 2046.00 Age 3048.00 Age 40= $12.00
Age 50 = $19.00 Age 60 to 64 = $29.00.
For details, limitations & exclusions call:

McCONNELL INSURANCE
AGENCY,INC.
905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199
".•

•

DEBT Problem? We can
help

with

Bankruptcy
Business &
Consolidation Loans Call
toll free 1-877-392-1641
Good or bad credit. we
ha ie a solution
050

mortgages.

Lost and Found
FOUND Siberian Husky
In front of MSU Dorms on
11;16 Call 762-6437
LOST black Lab 9 months
old- 70Ibs Black collargreen tags Last seen at
624 N 4th Call 753-0593
474-9709
LOST Pug Named
-Ginger" Light tan, very
old Has trouble seeing
hearing We're very worried Please call 759-1171
Last seen on Magnolia
Dnve

•••••

25 wd. max.
1 insertion
70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

060

CLASSIFIED
060
Help Wanted
A Cultural Experience
awaits you! Open your
home
to
foreign
a
exchange student Girls
and boys available from
various countries. Call 800SIBLING for more information.
ATTENTION
Flatbed
Owner/
operators
Company drivers. $1000
sign on bonus Top income.
top miles. top benefits. Call
Liberty Transportation. 1800-867-7294. After hour
pager 1-888-228-0817.
ATTN: Mothers and others
Work from home! Earn an
extra $500-1500 PT or
$2000- 4500 FT per
month. Call 877-221-1630
or visit www jcdesigns.com
BE A Partegal- Up to $50
an hour. Process simple
forms No experience or
degree necessary. Must
own computer. Call 7 days
a week 800-688-3188 or
800-773-3738.

DRIVER,
Experienced
Drivers. $1,000 sign on
bonus, 39c a mile and
assigned conventionals
0/0's- 82c a mile, paid
fuel taxes, base plates/
permits and zero down
lease
option
Praline
Carriers 800-277-6546
DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages' Boyd
Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377). EOE.
DRIVERConvenant
Transport- S1.000 sign on
bonus for exp company
drivers.
800-441-4394,
Owner Operators, Call
888-667-3729 Bud Meyer
Truck Lines Refrigerated
Hauling Call toll free 877283-6393 solo drivers and
contractors.
DRIVER- OTR Top Pay,
Home time, Benefits:
Experienced Co. drivers
and owner/ operators
needed. Call toll free
877-763-7483;
www heartiandexpress.com

DRIVER-

paid

JAW
Call Tom @
1-800-826-4908
DRIVER
Home Every
Weekend. 97% no touch.
Company exp. start up to
33c a mile (Includes .03

bonus). Free insurances.
4011< retirement Owner
Operator- .820 a mile (LJE)
(Includes .02 bonus). Paid
liability/ Cargo Inc. Paid
fuel taxes Optional insurances available. Paid toll/
scale receipts. Qualify for
orientation in 2 hours.
EPES Transport
800-948-6766.
www.epestranport.com
DRIVERS- OVER THE
ROAD, 35 states. Flat with
sides, late model conventionals. 3 years experience. Start .300-.33C a
mite + benefits Call 800444-6648. $1,250 Sign-on

Minimum 26 years old.
clean MVR, No all's. Call
Jim 800-368-8789.

CABLE TV Technician
If you are looking for a career. Charter Communication and industry leader in
the telecommunication
field is seeking individual
to serve as Installer/ Technician in the Murray &
Mayfield area. Jobs include installing cable,
Trouble Shooting, Maintaining tools and plant.
Must have the ability to
work heights. have good
driving record and good
reading, writing & organizational skills. Pay is
based on experience.
electrical aptitude is a
plus. Good benefits and
4011< is also available
Send all inquires to Charter Communication 906
South 12th Street Murray.
KY 42071.
•

DRIVER- We get you
home with great pay,
bonuses, full benefits. 90°c
no touch and late model
conventionals Class A
COL/ HazMat required.
Cardinal Freight Carriers
800-935-3131 www.cardlog corn EOE.
DRIVER/ Inexperienced
Earn up to $35,000 the
first year' Tuition reimbursement available
800-237-4642
'
DRIVERS, Due to expansion of our fleet Star
Transport is now hiring
OTR drivers No experience necessary will train
Full benefits, good miles
For more into on this
unique opportunity call
WANTED Operator for 888-877-9348 or 800-548small dredge at Paradise 6082 IL
DRIVERS, Experienced
Resort 436-2767
and students needed.
C
0 L training provided
WENDY'S
Immediate employment'
Grow With C's
Opportunity is knocking - Benefits, retirement, up to
$40K You pick the employcan you answer the challenge? If you base maner, no employment conagement experience and
tract. Call"'now' 800-842want an opportunity sshere
6760
your future is truly unlimitDRIVERS. OWNER
ed. NC may have an oppor- ,
tunity for you. We promote
OPtRATORS- No escrow.
from within and are lookbase plate free, equipment
ing for individuals to
insurance, home weekdevelop to multi-unit
ends, 2500-3000 miles per
responsibility.
week, planned back hauls.
MANAGERS a, ASSISTANT
MANAGER%
L&N Transportation, Inc
.40+ Stores
800-632-4332 Louisville.
'Virtually unlimited
KY
income potential
*Incentives for Store
DRIVERSAttention'
Managers
Company drivers, inde•A clear track to total P&L pendent contractors and
responsibility
fleet owners Mawson &
.401(k) program
Mawson. Inc is looking for
..Competitive starting
salary
qualified flatbed drivers
*Liberal medical and denRegional opportunities now
tal coverage
available! Great pay and
•Vacanon.s
benefits Call now for more
"Fully paid training proinformation' Call Sherrie at
gram
'Tuition reimburserner,
800-262-9766
,Locally'
Contact:
Call Jerry at 800-7
83-5413
.
Randy Heathcou
Wend 's
OTPI truck driver needed to
111 Chestnut Street
haul automotive parts
Marra,. KY 42071
Voice Mail: 270-210-2520 Home most weekends and
EOF
holidays Call 901-2475871

conventional.
Excellent
benefits package. Rider
program No Haz Mat
required Sign on bonus
Hornady Truck Line. 800441-4271 ext. ET-135.
ELECTRICIAN
Needed
with 5 years experience
Knowledge of carpentry a
plus Call 753-0834 for an
appointment.

155

510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

100

Help Wanted

for

KITCHEN help needed
Sandra D's No phone calls
please 1 mile on 94E

experience Apply at 104N

CLASSIFIED

--1111111111111--""

Business
Opportunity

API

SECURE Your Future. Up
to .37 cents a mile to start. MARKETING In Natura
full benefits, new conven- Herbal & Botanical Swiss
lionals, great home time Skin Care. Cosmetics &
Regional or OTR drivers Nutritional Products Call
needed call Arctic Express. Pam Perry. 270-522-8758
800-927-0431. www.arcticexpress.com
SHONEY'S Inn
1503 N. 12th St
Murray. KY
Now Accepting
applications for Desk
clerks, night Auditors.
housekeeping and part
time maintenance worker.
SINGERS!
Gospel,
Country. Call 800-3394204 for appointment to
come to Nashville and
audition for Major record
producers. www.wcin.ac
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime salad bar
attendant
&
daytime
cashier Also night time
dishwashers Please apply
in person, located in BelAir Shopping Center
START Your own business!
Set your own schedule
Control your own income
Sell from your home, at
work, through fund raiser.
Be
an
Avon
Representative Call 888942-4053.

TRUCYbRiVER
LABORER Wanted
TRAINING
Call between 6 & 9pm
West KY Technical College
753-2041
Truck Driver Training. Did
LEADS, leads, leads you know that many comIndividual life and health panies offer over $30.000
agents needed in your the very first year? Not to
area to service members of mentionlabor unions For an inter- 'Guaranteed Home time
view, call Don at 800-736- '401K Retirement Plans
0207
'Paid Vacations
LOOKING For part time for 'Satellite Communications
evenings & weekends
Train in Mayfield.
Must be flexible & willing to
Kentucky'
work some holidays Must
ASK ABOUT TUITION
have computer & phone
REIMBURSEMENT'

5th St Suite 208, Murray.
LPN, Green Acres Health
Care is currently seeking a
part time relief LPN & a full
time LPN for 2pm-10pm
EXERCISE SPECIALIST
shift. Please apply in perBaptist Family Fitness has son
or
call
Debbie
an immediate opening for a Davidson, at 247-6477
qualified
Exercise NOW Hiring waitress &
Specialist. Requires work dancers
at the Foxy Lady.
experience in a health/ fit- Pans. TN No experience
ness environment and a
needed $500. week, guarB.S degree, in exercise
antee for Dancers
science or related field.
Prefer certificatibn from a NOW taking applications
recognized professional for full time Grocery Dept
organization. This is a full Clerk Must be clean and
time position with excellent neat in appearance. Apply
benefits and competitive in person at D&T foods 623
wages. Apply to: Human S 4th St., Murray. Ask to
Resources
Western speak to Frank only.
Baptist Hospital. 2501 PART Time Help Needed
Kentucky Ave., Paducah, Murray Sewing Center
Apply in person Bel-Air
KY 42003 EOE.
HELP wanted, general Shopping Center.
labor We are looking for NURSES Aide Prefer
dependable permanent full expenence but will train
time' help This lob has a Mature person who enjoys
wide variety of duties rang- working with the elderly
atmosphere
ing from cutting the grass Pleasant
to being an aircraft good working conditions
Apply in person Fern
assistant
mechanics
Terrace
Lodge 1505
There is much opportunity
for one to learn General Stadium View Drive EOE
skills and tools are a plus OPERATOR & Laborers
Call between 8 & 4 @ experienced case back hoes Apply at 1272 Old
(270) 437-3940
Valley
Road.
TRACTOR TRAILER DRI- Fern
VERS- No experience, no Louisville EOE Employer
problem' Get a job and
COL training S30.000 & up
to start Call 800-999-4317

(270)744-8866
EEEO WE'D
WANTED Hard worker to
do roofing labor Work
temp work
full time
489-6125
WANTED: middle aged
lady to stay with 66 yr. old
lady_ Share expenses,
must drive. Call 489-2602.
070
Position Wanted

Wa
Ott

160

Computers

5 piece
year al
7466

GATEWAY Computers..
Factory direct. $0 money
• down. Some credit problems okay. Pentium-III 500low monthly payments. Ask
about waiving first payment. Call OMC: 800-4779016.
INKJET Printer users save
as much as 90% on ink
cost. Refill ink cartridges.
Call Computer Knights.
Inc 1-877-889-7969.
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121.

19C

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.

Toe
Nee

Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted

Cal
(4

140

Want to Buy

ii

CASH paid for good, used
rifles. shotguns. and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S
12th,
Murray.

19!

FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all Call 753-3633
OLD Log House or log
barn To be dismantled &
moved 830-997-8161

21
FIR
$35
436-

150

Articles
For Sete
GOLD stove with hood
self cleaning oven. Clean
looks new Medium blue
recliner. Excellent condition. Call 759-1048
HEATING: Furnace parts
most brands. Janitorial.
Ruud, Heil, Tempstar,
Rheem, Ducane & more.
Visit
our
website
wwwcallallied.corn, or call
1-888-830-6020.
8am-

KI

31

,4:30pm. Mon- Fri
"KISS
YOUR
CABLE
GOODBYE,"- Only $69.
BRICK layer new in area Includes 18" Little Dish
heeds work 1-901-243- System 40 channels for
S19 99 a month. Toll free
4126 Smitty
888-292-4836. C.0 D. or
credit card. FED EX

12X
Red
dry
759
12X
Red
94
stov
270
199
Ca
$14
at 7

Delivery!
DEPENDABLE Structured LP tank. 1000 gallon for
activities Nights & week- sale or trade. 618-658ends available Openings 6631.
STEEL BUILDING SALE.for all ages 767-9349
EXPERIENCED
House 5,000 + sizes 40x60x14,
Cleaning
Reasonable
Rates 492-6267
PROFESSIONAL HOUSE
CLEANING'
Affordable rates,
satisfaction guaranteed.
Very dependable.
Free estimates.
Good references.
Call 436-2102.

GiftIdeas

$9.094.
50x75x 14,
$12,275.
50x100x16,
$16,879
60x100x16,
$18.261
Mini-storage
buildings. 40x160, 32 units,
S16,914. Free brochures
www sentinelbuildings com
Sentinel Buildings. 800327-0790, extension 79
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Tan at home Buy direct
and save' Commercial/
home units from $199 Low
monthly payments Free
color catalog Call today
800-842-1310

On-site Commercial & Residential

SAY GOOD BYE TO YOUR BOSS!

Computer Consulting

NOW YOU CAN HE AN OWNER
OPERATOR WITH NO MONEY DOWN!
1997-1999 FREIGHTLINER CONDO
100% NO TOUCH FREIGHT.
SLOW AND POOR CREDIT OK!
EARN UP TO $1,000 A WK. OR MORE!
DO YOU NEED A CDL?-15 DAY COI.TRAININ(•

Troubleshooting • Installation • Repairs
Upgrades • Training • Networking
• Programming

26 YRS. CALL

USED
Excelle
0118

Special Price

Developmentally Disabled/
Mentally Retarded individual in contractor's home.
Must be 18 years old with
HS diploma/. GED and
meet other requirements.
Background
check
required. For more information contact Patna
Bridgeman,
Respite/
Residential
Services
Supervisor. Four Rivers
Behavioral Health, 2850
Adams Street, Paducah,
KY 42001 (270)442-5088
INSTALLER'S NEEDED
FOR SATELLITE- DSS,
and Dish. All of Kentucky
Must have own truck and
tools. Only dependable
apply Plenty of work. Call
800-250-7735

WE HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS MORE THAN

KEN
Dryer
MAYTA
Self cl
matchin

530 Services Offered

060

services

catalog
Slot Wo

500 Used Trucks

INDEPENDENT
Contractor to
provide
Family Home Provider

Bonus.
DRIVERS Excellent miles
Top starting pay plus
More! bonuses Home weekly. All

permits.

room

495 Vans

DRIVERSNationa
Distributors new plan'
Singles =.30 dpm. Teams
=.35 cpm. Trainers =.25
cpm (all miles) South &
West Lanes. conventional
tractors Great benefits
800-334-9677 ext. 596 or
522.

'Home regularly-weekly
'Weekly settlements
"81c per mile - Loaded or
empty
*No Northeast
"Highway Master
Mobile Communication
*Fuel card
'Fuel taxes filed
*Permits paid
'Passenger program
*Safety awards

Industry's easiest lease
purchase program! No $
down' Own a 1995 Condo
Cab Volvo in 24 months.
Free & clear' Guaranteed
revenue per loaded mile,

490 Used Cars

Help Wanted

OWNER OPERATORS
FOR FLAT
BED DIVISION

Trucking

Due to
factory h
for im
"25'x'30,
crated)
ask for s
SLOT
boxes' E
gifts Un

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles

060

Help Wanted

DAYTIME help between
10-4 and 4-close shift.
Must be able to work weekends. Ask to speak to a
manager between 2-4
Mon-Fri. Wendy's 1111
Chestnut St Murray.

Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

060
Help Wanted

LOST: Boxer' Brown Male
Neutered Named Bo Los
in Blood River area. $100
Reward. 270-436-5397.
270-436-2730
LOST: sunglasses w/ "S"
on one lens. Metal frames.
Reward (work) 753-9595
(home) 753-6732.
FOUND: Between Stella &
Lynn Grove in Jones
Sparkman area. Male, either Malamute or Husky.
Has orange collar. 4354050 after 5prn

FREE Pregnancy
4.

YARD SALES

050
Lost and Found

Kut N Kurl

Every dav we cherish the love of our
church friends and neighbors for their
support by their prayers, food, cards, visits, phone calls and encouragement in the
illness and death of our der husband C.
Eugene Jones Sr.

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

2x2 ad
$14.00

ri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m

Mon. 3 p.m.

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

1x2 ad
$7.50

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
14 day 64 pc. word ref day foe each addit.onal 1:011!01:U11,< ad,
3,cis 56.115) n.

Deadlines

Publish

John R. Laffoon
(270) 759-0431

I-890-253-3047
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
150

460
Articles
For Sale

ne

REMINGTON 20 gauge
Youth model pump shotgun Like new $200 ,
1984 S-10 Blazer Good
rebuilt engine Trans needs
repair $1000
Trigger Trombone
Excellent condition $675
435-4432
REPO BLDGS
Due to yearend inventory
factory has 3 steel BLDGS
for immediate sell (1)
-25i30J1)41x56 (still
crated) 1-800-581-5843
ask for shipping
SLOT Machines. juke
boxes! Excellent Christmas
gifts. Unique for your game
room. Super prices. Free
catalog. 888-442-7568.
Slot World_
155
Appriences
KENMORE Washer &
Dryer $250 753-2533
MAYTAG Electric stove
Self cleaning oven &
matching hood $250
753-5949.
refrigerator
USED
Excellent condition. -7530118.
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES

PRICE Reduced' 1999
14x80 Gateway Mobile
Home. 3br, 2 bath with
Northern
installation.
Vaulted ceilings & appliances. 753-3938.
280
Mobile Homes For Rent

Ward-Elkins

Natura
al Swiss
etics &
ts Call
2-8758

puters
money
dit prob-III 500ents Ask
irst pay800-477-

1995 16x80 Belmont 2br,
2 bath on 2 acres 12x 24
covered front porch 12x12
covered
back
porch
$38,500 Call 753-0434
4 lots 120fV200f1 1997
16x70
mobile
home,
garage, & other out buildings Coleman RE 7594118 Also 12x65 rent to
own
MOBILE home for sale_
Mid-1970's 12x65, 2Br..1
ba. Washer and dryer
hookup This is a very
clean, total electric, mobile
home. It has central H/A,
double oven. cooktop,
refrigerator, $ built in entertainment center Must be
moved. Asking $4,800.00
Must see. Call @ (270)
527-0682 Iv. msg.
MOBILE HOME LOANS 5% down, Refinancing/
Equity Loans. Free sellers
kit. Land or home loans
Repo and assumable
loans
Green
Tree
Financial, 800-221-8204;
800-554-8717,

On the Square
753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
5 piece dining room set
year old. $150 OBO. 7537466

# Crass
)
'

3BR, 112 bath $275
month 753-6012
FOR Rent or Sale, 2BR,
2 bath. 16'x60' in country.
5 miles from Murray Court
House. On Paved road.
• 901-782-3245.

COMMERCIAL building fo
rent on Chestnut St 437
4943

1 OR 2br apts near down
own Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
1BR APT. Partially . furnished. Washer/ dryer
available. No pets. 7679037.
1BR like new, dishwasher.
w/d,
available
now
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR, Clean. Close to MSU.
Stove, refrigerator, low
income, Equal Housing
Opportunity. Call
436-5685
1BR duplex apt, Very
clean,
nice
area
Appliances furnished Call
753-8588
2BR duplex central h/a,
appliances
furnished
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR
Duplex
1302
Valleywood Dr
$375
month 759-4406
2BR
Water
upstairs
included $285/mo plus
deposit 489-2296
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances furnished $300mo
Coleman RE,
753-9898
28R. Water, sewer, gas,
garbage. $250 753-8355
2BR 1 bath Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444

TRAILER In Country.
$250. month plus deposit.
References required Call
474-8056

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Et eryday" Discount Fria,

ers save
• on ink
rtndges
Knights.
69

-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
Kimball'Universal -Broyhill
Pulaski -Restonic Basset -Kesler

g„i
Downtown
Murray

LACE.
Softwar.
tes
ice
e 121

Free
Financing

Farm Equipment

m.-7p m

TOBACCO GROWERS

Accepted

Need A Steamer?
Call Motor Parts
Bearings for
an ALKOTA
steamer at
753-8311

od, used
and pisSporting
12th.
toque or
ectables,
S. 1 piece
33
e or log
iantled &
161

I

ce parts
anitorial.
empstar.
& more.
website
rri, or call
8am-

MOBILE home for rent
2Br., 1ba. central electric
heat & window air Washer
& dryer hook up. Has
refrigerator and range. You
pay utilities Rent is $275 a
month & $275 deposit Six
month lease minimum. Call
@(270) 527-0682 Lit msg.
WIDE mobile home suitable for a couple Deposit
and references Call 4928348

ll)
Heavy Equipment
1978 BANTIAN Track Hoe
Aodel C-475. Call
436-5727, 753-2533.

Firewood
FIREWOOD for sale
$35.00 a rick Delivered
436-5014

ith hood
n. Clean
iurn blue
nt condi8.

?I

Musical

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Estates: Fox
COACH
Meadows. located in the
heart of Murray's finest residential communities. offer
City Police and Fire
Protection Lots with City
Water, sewer and trash
pick up furnished $95
753-3855.
LOT for rent 492.848P

gallon for
618-658-

KIMBALL Spinet Piano
$600 753-5929
or 767-1275

G BEDS
Buy direct
Mmercial/
$199. Low
ruts Free
all today

MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street. Murray.
Guitars. Amps. Strings,
Picks, etc Hours.
10am- 6pm Mon- Fri
9am- 3pm Sat

irs
ng

Homes For Sale

AKC Doberman puppies
for sale
Born 10-13
Ready 12-1 but will hold tit
Christmas $200 Call in
Murray 519-8656
AKC Miniature Dachshund
puppies 7 weeks old Red
$150 901-247-3727

NEW Mountain Cabin
5/AC/ stream- $49,900
New cabin in private wooded setting with incredible
views 5 minutes- 80,000
acre Catoosa Wildlife
Management Area and
Obed River Perc, survey.
power and tel Financing
Call now 800-814-9965,
ext 7513

12 acre lot 28x60 home
Livestock & tobacco barns
577,000 345-2270
1712 Farmer Ave
3BR, 2 Baths, LB
place w/ gas logs, kitchen.
utility room w/ built-ins
large den w/ built-in cabinets, fenced in back yard.
w/ building in back , great
office or hobby house 7537122
2BR, 2 bath home 807
North tilt-IS!. Must see to
appreciate' Call 753-1769
3BR. 2 bath brick Central
gas H/A, fenced backyard
possession
Immediate
Low 60's 206 Woodlawn
759-9246

AKC registered Miniature
Dachshunds Red shorthaired 8 weeks old 270435-4656
AKITA puppies AKC flashy
pinto colors $300 270382-2214
BASSETT puppies AKC
1st
Have
Registered
shots Ready for good
home 753-4937 before 5
437-4914 after 6
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
GOLDEN Retriever Puppy
Male. 4 months old
Wormed & Shots $200
Call 474-8340
Houses For Rant
LHASA Apso puppy for
sale to good home and
1BR HOME Good loca
adults only. $75.00 Have
lion $425/mo Call Mur-Ca
papers but not available
Realty 753-4444
Reason to sell- going to
2134:1, 1 Bath house for rent
hospital
No breeders
Stove. refrigerator. washer
Gas heat. $350 / month please Call after 3PM
plus deposit. No pets weekdays 270-436-2780
please' 4 Miles South of TWO Female and one
male AKC Shih Tzu pupMurray Call 492-8566
pies Very healthy Dam &
2BR 2 bath Liv.. kit., tam.
Sire on premises Call 759rm. laundry, closed in
4621
porch, covered patio, huge
garage 4 mu south 641 at
Phillips Dr 492-8120
3BR brick w/ carport
Lawncare
provided HORSEBOARDING avail
Located 2 1/2 miles west of able. Full or partial care w
pasture optional New facil
Murray @ 541 Airport Rd
Available now $550/mo. ities w/ indoor arena 3
miles from town. 270-759753-3125 or 759-5547
3537
CHARMING 3br, 1 bath
home. Located on large PAINT Colts 2 weanlings
farm Home has w/d hook with good bloodlines and
ups, garage & storage lots of color. 1 Tobiano
space. Available now No 1 Overo
pets Deposit required. Call Llama for sale. 5yrs old.
after 5pm for more informa- Registered male Halter
broken. Call 492-8302.
tion at 753-7463.
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath
home In Canterbury $700
rent, references & deposit
required 753-5703

400
Yard Sate

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-540. On Center Onve.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081.
MURRAY LOCK
& STORE
Presently has units
available. 753-2905.

(Heated)
805 Doran Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Treasures from the
past, gemstones.
collectibles, electrical
appliances,
variety of old salt &
pepper
shakers,
etc.

GARAGE
SALE
1402 Oak Hill
Dr.
Follow signs
off Doran Rd.
Sat., Nov. 27

YARD
SALE
(Multi-Family)
1306 Doran
Sat., Nov. 27
7 a.m.-11 a.m.
Women's
Plus
sizes, toys, books,
knick knacks, boys
clothing and much,
much more!

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

753-8302 or
753-9621

CONCRETE block bldg.
120x5Oft. 2500 sq.ft. in
12X50 2br, 1 bath trailer. sales & offices. 3500 sq ft.
washer in storage. Gas heat. Lg
Redecorated,
dryer included Must see parking lot. Located 701 S.
4th St. Call 436-2935
759-8669
trailer.
house
12X60
Reduced. Must sell. Hwy
94 & 280. Remodeled with
1,000 sq. ft.
stove & refrigerator. $4900.
Office/Retail
270-522-0159
1994- 2br. 2 bath C/11/A
move`
or
stay
Can
1608 121 N • 753-5690
514,500 Leave message
at 753-6509

MUR-CAL Apartments has
openings for 1 & 2br apts
Rental assisted Apply at
902 Northwood Dr Mon,
Wed & Fri 759-4984 TDD
Equal
888-662-2406
Housing Opportunity
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm

FOR RENT

NICE DUPLEX, 2br, 2
bath
Fully
equipped
kitchen
including
microwave Washer and
dryer. carpet and tile Yard
maintenance
included
Security deposit and lease
No pets
753-9240

Sa0i1165

EASTSIDE

ad in classifieds every day for a month for
only $185 and Shopper 2nd month $195.

Call 753-1916 For Details

Need Furniture? Bedding?

119 Main • 753-6266

Wiggins Furniture

VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
Townhouse
appliances
furnished with w/d, central
gas h/a, $500, 1month
deposit 1 yr lease No pets
753-2905

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

fr

••••• •

,•
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Lots For Sate
F you live in a late model
mobile home and are rent
irug a lot, you can own your
own for about the same
price. Lot sizes 3/4 to 1
acre, prices $10,000 to
$12.000, includes water,
septic, and driveway 10
mmn. north of Murray. Also
land/home packages available. Call 270-437-4838.
MURRAY Estates Lots for
sale. city limits. Private
country style living Watch
for our entrance on 94W.
Call 270-435-4487 or 1888-673-0040
REASONABLY
Priced
building lots now available.
Located just South of
Murray off 641. Green
Plains Estates offer several
attractive lots in affordable
price
Owner
ranges.
financing available Call
evenings at 753-7463 or
489-2205
Farms For Sete
21 acres 94 Fleetwood
28x64 30x40 barn 3 separate pastures all fenced
approx 1 acre stocked
pond Located in the Shiloh
area. call 759-9954

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract.
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review post,ed data, then please call.
270-441-2253.
12 acres, blacktop road,
woods pasture. creek.
$18.950 753-9302. terms.
5-275 acres Coldwater
area Owner financing
489-2116 or 753-1300
6 3 acres 7mi southeast
56950 753-4984
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
available Pick your wooded hillside choice of
acreage from 2 on up
Restricted 1 tract with
pond located 5 minutes
North of town Call for'privale showing today 7532905
460
Homes For Sala
ALM() area. Approximately
3360sq.ft. home. Has two
separate living areas.
Great for large family. inlaws, or rental. Only
89.500 Call Kim
Park
Avenue Properties. 270362-4224 or 362-4148

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.5%, APR 8.9% - 30 yr. fixed
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
floors & hardwood floors installed.

(270)

94E to Van Cleve, 2nd house on right.
(Garage in back)
Saturday, Nov. 27 •7 a.m. -?
Antiques, collectibles, dolls. ceramic
banks, dishes, furniture, glassware,
lots of clothes, shoes stoneware,
linens, salt & pepper sets, baskets, old
iron gate & lots more. Too much to list.

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

lkot

EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
2 bath, brick. Double lot.
town's edge.
Easy financing
753-4109/ 759-8093.
NEW 3373 sq ft home on
5 acres. 3 bedrooms, 3
baths, LR. DR. breakfast
room, large utility room,
bonus room attached
garage. Also has separate
30x60 garage. Puryear
area. 901-247-3070..
UNDER Construction
Murray Area
3br. 2 full bath 21.2 car
garage 314 acre corner lot
901-247-5648

Used Trucks

1986 FORD
Pick-up.
Engine runs but not great
Many, many new parts.
Best offer Call 436-5914. If
no answer, leave message.
1995 DODGE Ram 1500
Club Cab SLT Sport Tow
pkg . posi, auto, loaded
Sharp truck' $13.500 obo
753-8111
1997 FORD Ranger XLT
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Dark blue. Excellent
Additions. garages. decks.
condition. Very low miles.
remodeling, vinyl-siding.
5 speed. CD player, A/C
20Yrs experience
Call 759-9203
753-5592.

470
Motorcycles &ATV's
1995 YAMAHA Timberwolf.
$1800 753-0736
99 Honda 300 Fourtrax.
Ridden very little. Call
before 2PM M-F 436-2118.
480
Auto Parts
WAREHOUSE Auto Parts
Great prices Huge inventory. Foreign & domestic
Shipped direct to you
800-655-4492

eg-ter-McCia;
LINCOLN
Us. Highloa,
45 South

451.0
247-934*)
I -800-874-0256

FIVE TO DRIVE
Pre-Qualify Yourself For Financing
Bankruptcy, Repo, Slott Pay - No Problem'
I 5500 Cash or Trade Down
Jeri
• -2 Si 301.1 Gross Income
Proof of Insurance
4 Proof of Residence
Call Kenny at
c Valid Misers License
12701247-9300 or 18001874-0256
610
Campers

Spoil Utility Vehicles
1990 Ford Bronco. Eddie
Bauer. V-8. 5sp 4wd
Looks and runs great
$6700 753-0188 after
5PM
1997 CHEVROLET Tahoe.
White. leather interior.
Excellent condition 7532769
490
Used Cars
996 FORD Escort LX
2dr 5 speed 43.xxx
753-1527

MERCURY
Ma?field
Kentucks

1989 Jayco
equipped $2500
2921

Fully
382-

Leer off white,
fiberglass topper $75
759-9610 after 5
REDUCED 26 ft Champion
Telstar Fully equipped'
refrigerator. (gas & electric).
AC.
generator.
microwave, and gas range
1989 Ford E350 Chassis.
460 V-8 low mileage. 3545161
520

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, painting, remodeling. repairs. sidewalks,
etc No job too small.
492-6267
COMPLETE HOME
REPAIR
Specializing in Drywall,
Ceramic,
Plaster,
Fencing
Concrete,
Carpentry,
Flooring.
Roofing. Doors. Water
Damage. Termite Damage.
Fire Damage. Servicing
Most of Western KY 24hr
Emergency Service. Free
Estimates.
270-354-5138.

Boats & Motors

:1ri

Nascar
Auction

4

CONTRACTING
Roofing, vinyl siding, addiFOR sale -1411 crappie
tions, decks, kitchen
ooat-20 hp Johnson motor, remodeling, restoration
depth finder with new
work Guaranteed Quality
trolling motor reasonable
Work 25 Years experiCall 436-6076
ence Call Walters
FOR sale houseboat Contracting. 753-2592
8'x36' all alurhinum. Hull
CUSTOM bulldozing &
needs restoring or make a
backhoe work. septic sysgood work boat for lake
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm.
Flat bottom. 753-3734 Ask
Horace Sholar
for George
CLOSETS.
CUSTOM
Epoxy covered wire shelving Free estimates
Interior Solutions
Edward Peery
Nascar
270-753-4499
Auction
D&D ROOFING

CLASSIFIED

NASCAR AUCTION

Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Services. "Cleaning" vinyl
siding, horhes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways. parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Completely
Insured,
Mobile. Phone 502-7594734
ELECTRICAL
New construction
'emodeling, or just replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

Saturday, Nov. 27, 1999 • 10 a.m.
From Murray. KY take Hwy. 121 North to National Guard
Armory on Hwy. 121. Watch for auction signs. Front door
entrance.
This Is merchandise from Twin Hills they didn't move to new location on
Hwy.45 North. Steve Halsell,owner.
Selling cars & banks of the old drivers and the upcoming dnvers - Winners
Circle die cast collections - pit crew die cast sets - Jeff Gordon gas pumps hank
- Superman car - Earnhardt Sr. & Jr.'s and others - 1999 Cup Champion Dale
Jarrett - Patty Maise car - license plate holders - collector knives - nice afghans
- magnets for ref. - Monopoly games - cup holders - key rings - funny cars backpacks - rugs light switches-- car mats - T-shirts - 50th Anniversary T-shirts
& caps. This is only a partial listing. This is a large lot of merchandise. Come
on out and do your Christmas shopping. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link. & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Dickie Farley
759-1519.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays-

--:"4":0,01,simposiminsmor,
•
•• -. •

•
4
.••`-„

or

759-1591

A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions,
Remodeling Vinyl Siding.
Garages Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings.
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Quality
Workmanship.
Affordable
Rates.
trcensed
753-7860 753-9308
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up
436-2867
ALL
Carpentry,
All
Electrical. Home building,
additions
remodeling,
porches, decks Rotten
floors, sagging
roofs
Home & Mobile repair,
vinyl siding References
Licensed & insured Call
Larry Nimmo Day- 7539372 Night- 753-0353
Accept \Arsa or Mastercard
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking_ 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands Kenmore, 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling,. foundations, etc. 436-2113.
CARPENTER.
Painter,
Handyman Remodeling,
Repairs. Roofs Concrete &
more Call 759-8034
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home. boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113

"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

(270) 753-844 DAYS
(270) 753-03S5 NIGHTS

GARAGE SALE

CLASSIFIED

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect )
•Steady income history

Short Term Lease w/Option
Available Jan. 1, 2000

-

f.

Acreage

1992 OLUS Achieva S
Auto, P/L. Tilt. cruise
$3,000 767-0912 after
5 30pm
1995 DODGE Avenger.
Silver, 89,xxx, excellent
condition $8900
759-4979W or 753-9382H
'94
ESCORT
station
wagon LX Automatic. A/C,
1 owner 92.000 miles
$3750 753-2479
GREEN
1993 Honda
Accord EX. 72,xxx, sunroof, PS, PB. cassette,
auto locks & windows One
owner Call 753-1742

Global Mortgage Link

University Plaza
1203 Chestnut St.
(Next to Dennison-Hunt)

40'X40' metal building
gas heat Located at
406 Sunbury Circle
Call 436-2935
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

VERY Nice 2bIt duplex
C/H/A, appliances furnish
W/D hook up, yard maintenance included No pets
Call 615-907-4955

For the best possible prices.
since 1958

440

3000 sq. ft. Building
Prime Retail Location

STORAGE

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
5100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today'
753-8668.
Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 3BR apartments
Please call 753-8221
EHO

SAVE $20 wo this 2x2 consistency

TENNESSEE
Lake
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
slip $24,900 Beautifully
wooded,
spectacular
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course' Paved
roads, utilities soils tested
Low. low financing Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext
6041

GARAGE SALE
Storage Rentals

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Office Space

Services °tiered

Lake Property

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

Otter ends 11 30.99

ci
1119

RETIRELAKELAND
MENT COMMUNITY. 2br
garden home apt, beautiful
location near KY Lake.
supportive services, activities, scheduled transportation and on site amenities
utilities
Partial
$360.
included. 270-354-8888
SIS EHO

Business Rentals

Country Sq.

G SALE
40x60x14
50x75x14,
Ox 100x 16,
Ox100x16,
ni-storage
. 32 units
brochures
Idings.corr
ngs. 800soon 79.

DUPLEX. 2BR. 1909B
Westwood Dr Nice. 7538002.
EXTRA nice 1 br, 1 bath,
appliances furnished, with
wid, central gas h/a, 1yr
lease. 1 month deposit
753-2905.
FOR rent 2 nice apts 7535731

490

Pets & Supplies

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Mobile Homes For Sale

CABLE
nly $69
'tile Disr
nnels tot
. Toll free
,O.D. or
ED EX

2BR. duplex near university, quiet neighborhood,
stove refrigerator furnished. No pets. 1 yr. lease,
deposit.
5300/mo
+
Available Dec .4th. Call
753-5421 after 4:30PM or
leave message.
Available
now
3BR
Appliances
furnished,
C/H/A Coleman RE 7594118
4BR. 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
CLEAN, small 1Br,. freshly
painted, near college.
includes water. 5250./mo.
104B Williams 759-5534

LAKELAND WESLEY
VILLAGE. 1BR atrium apt,
utilities included Rent
based on income, 62
& older, handicapped
or disabled Supportive
services, meals on
wheels site, scheduled
transportation and activities Beautiful Ky Lake
location 270-395-4493
Barbetta EHO
MAKE University Heights
Apts your home "Now
Available" 1 & 2br rental
assisted apts. These are
apts for families, disabled.
handicapped, senior citizens, wheel chair accessible. For more info call
270-759-2282. Mon, Wed
& Thurs. 9am- 5pm. 1734
Campbell Street. For
hearing impaired only call
1-800-247-2510.
Equal
Housine Opportunity
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FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
Rooting,
HANDYMAN,
Carpentry. Plumbing. Yard
Work, Porches & Decks.
Any lob
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500.
JONES Body Shop still
serving Murray for over 28
years. Insurance work wer
come. --ifFree estimates
270-753-0706
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

BOSTON (AP) — A man convicted of gunning down a 9-yearold boy counting candy on Halloween five years ago has been
released from prison as prosecutors investigate evidence that may
clear him.
Donnell Johnson, 21, was twice
convicted of first-degree murder and
was serving an 18- to 20-year sentence in the killing of Jermaine
Goffigan. Jermaine was killed on
his birthday, Oct. 31, 1994, after
returning from a birthday-Halloween party. He was among a

753-0530
FREE to PR1MESTAR
Customers!!

Come see us at our new location

408 N. 12th St.
-rxeirr -P12za Hut,www.woodsateirite.com

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates

Emergency Water
Removal. Furniture
FREE Estimates
Call Today

24 Hr Service

753-5827
PLUMBING REPAIR SERVICE All work guaranteed
Free estimates
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs fast service
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL HOUSE
CLEANING
Affordable rates, satisfaction guaranteed, very
dependable.
Free
Estimates. Good references. Call 436-2102.
.SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Ftembval, Insured with full
line #of equipment. Free
estima;es. Day or night,
753-5484.

Cleanup Sert a,,

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Nov:

Hedge Trmuning Full Line of
Equepnwn,
Tree 4 Stump
Renlimal

27, 1999:

You change radically this year. through
expenence as well as • through internal
transformation. Release old ways and
recognize that you are getting more in
touch with the real you. Popularity is
high. Others are there for you, often presenting many different views. You might
feel bogged down by your day-to-day
life. but in the long run you will tune that
up. Get plenty of exercise. If you are single, a relationship appears on the honzon
when the weather warms up. If attached.
you'll find your sweetheart instrumental
in helping you process internal changes.
Be open about what you are thinking.
LEO opens doors for you.

Commercial & Residential
*VINYL SIDING
*ROOFS - STREAKED
*INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
•SiDEWALKS
*DRIVEWAYS
*VINYL FENCES
Free Estimates
1401 Garland Ct
Murray, KY

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Posin ye:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average: 2-So-so; I -Difficult

T&R&W
ASPHALT
Paving & sealing
Free estimates
Still time to do before old
man winter hits
18 years experience
Toll tree, 1-877-644-0049
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal. dethatcbing, aeration. overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates
759-9609
VINYL
Replacement
Windows. Siding, roofing.
room additions, plumbing
repairs. and electrical
repairs Fully insured labor
& material. Guaranteed!
759-9414.
YARD TECH
Full Lawn Care
Dependable & insured
437-4723

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Allow your imagination to take
off. Another approach works well with a
child or new love interest. The heat in an
existing relationship soars upward. Don't
get down about a money' matter: you'll
work your way around it. A fnend surpnses you again. Tonight: Your job is to
have fun!
TAURUS ( April 20-May 20)
*** Pressure builds around the homefront. Be willing to work with another
and relate closely. You find a common
point and can make key decisions. A
partner or associate clearly understands
vou. Don't be negative with a family
member. Tonight Entertain at home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Communication opens up arid
allows you to express your feelings.
Others hear you and respond Sometimes
you are the most judgmental when it
comes to you! Don't push another away;
try to understand what is bothering him..
Tonight: Go with an unexpected change
of plans.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)"
*** Clear out errands and projects.
You might not feel like socializing, but

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489 6125

BEAU'S
Affordable Prices
•Replacement Windows
•Vinyl Siding •Metal Roofs

474-2233
1-800-606-1208

Max11 1,are,soott
General Contracting

& Remodeling
Specializing in small homes •

(270) 489-2842
Check Out Our
Classified
Section!
abGER &TimF_s
1001 Whitnell Ave.
753-1916

lei that be OK. Change plans, let go of
worry and do what you want. Others will
understand. A key friend could be a bit
abrupt; just let it go. Don't stand on ceremony. Tonight: Treat yourself well!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Your personality melts barriers.
Others come to you full of humor and fun
ideas. Why not go with the flow? Listen
to your basic instincts with a family
member who, at times, is contentious.
'Never lose sight of your objectives.
Tonight: Beam in what you want.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Listen, rather than talk.
Emphasize family and secunty; be clear
about what you need and want. You feel
good in the company of another and want
to share with him. Be careful when
changing plans. even though you definitely need some quiet time. Tonight:
Vanish!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You are full of fun and liveliness Your flirtatious nature comes forward when dealing with a friend. In fact,
this relationship could become a lot
more, if you let it. Be careful, however, if
attaChed: your partner might be touchy or
quite upset. Tonight: Where your friends
are.
SCORPIO (Oct:23-Nov. 21)
*** Take the lead as you deal with
others Confusion surrounds a family
memher and his plans Finances play a

group of people gathered in a
courtyard when two youths apparently aiming at rival teens tired
17 shots into the crowd.
Johnson was freed Tuesday on
personal recognizance by Juvenile
Court Judge Paul Lewis, who said
there was "substantial new evidence." The release had been
endorsed by prosecutors. A special grand jury continues to investigate the case.
Friends and relatives applauded and wept as the judge announced
his decision to release the young

major role in what you finally choose. A
must appearance proves to be very
important, especially to a partner.
Recognize that he is a bit out of sorts.
Tonight: Out and about.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Make an effort to touch base
with fnends at a distance or with out-oftown visitors. Get into the uniqueness of
the holiday. Fatigue could start taking a
toll; take a break from all the festivities
this afternoon. Tonight: Whatever you
can do from your favorite chair.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Close contact reveals a valuable new insight and a different take on a
partnership. You don't always have to
stay guarded: reveal what is going on
with you. Caring flows between you and
your significant other. A child acts up,
but it could be the result of exhaustion or
overload. Tonight. Dinner for two!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
**** Popularity mounts and, with it.
so do invitations., You could be neglecting a roommate or close family member
in the whirlwind of Thanksgiving weekend. Get together with friends. You
might notice how much a pal in your life
has changed. Tonight: Where the parties
are.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Pace yourself. hut do get into a
project. You also might need .or want to
go to the gym to work off some of that
Thanksgiving dinner. Others look to you
to help them plan the remainder of the
weekend, but be careful just how responsible you become' Tonight: Easy does it!

man who entered prison as a teenager.
"If you have faith in God, you
can move mountains and that's
exactly what we've been doing
for five years, moving this mountain," Johnson's mother, Robin,
said after the hearing.
Johnson looked up at the sky
as he left the courthouse and said
he just wanted to go home with
his family.
Defense lawyer Stephen B.
Hrones has said prosecutors told
him Aug. 30 that new information came to light exonerating
Johnson and implicating three other
people.
An alleged gang member facing federal charges told prosecutors this summer that Johnson wasn't involved in the murder and
implicated others, according to local
news reports. One of the new sus-

pects reportedly resembles Johnson.
Johnson testified at trial that
he was watching television at home
when the boy was killed. His
mother and grandmother both supported that claim, but he was convicted twice in 1996 as a juvenile.
Debbie Haskins, the dead boy's
mother, was overcome by emotion and collapsed upon hearing
of Johnson's release, said her niece,
Tiffiane Taylor. She was treated
and released at Brigham and
Women's Hospital.
The victim's family objected to
prosecutors' decision to support
Johnson's bid for freedom.
"Why does Donnell Johnson,
who has been convicted of this
crime, have to be on the streets
while this investigation is going
on?" said Dorothy Haskins.

"A Subscription to the
Murray Ledger & Times...
What a Great Gift"

teach t

vent p
strang
don't s
substa

Opinions
Entertainment
The Arts
Food
...and much
more

'Local RatE

BORN TODAY
Actress Robin Givens (1964). singer
Eddie Rabbitt (1944), actor Fisher
Stevens (19631

St. # 00062 A/C,LS, Cassette, Aluminum Wheels, Much More

*GMAC smartlease with approved credit. 36 month, 36,000 mile Closedend lease-$397.38 due at lease signing, includes 1st month payment,
license, title and county tax.

2000 Chevrolet Prizm
St. # 00043 A/C,Auto Transmission, AM/FM Cassette, Much More

*GMAC smartlease with approved credit. 36 month, 36,000 mile closedend lease-$426.89 due at lease signing, includes 1st month payment,
license, title and county tax.

MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530
Completely Erected IncL • ; Concrete F
Al' Ouahly flu
Noi Pre Fab Carpc-nter

concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. *1 studds. 16"
O.C.
G 7 1/16 Blandex
undersiding
H. masonite. wood or vinyl siding

*GMAC Smartlease with approved credit. 36 month,36,000 mile closedend lease-$1,562.70 due at lease signing (cash or trade), includes $1,000
down payment, 1st month payment, license, title and county tax.
"Whatever It Takes. We Want To Bo Your Car or Truck Company."

We offer you. FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

imizai
lieluxe Models

MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE
N. 4th St.
762-0000

401

1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18:201
LARGE 2 CAR (22:22)
2' CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24:30)

S3.825
S4.625
S4.925
S5 125
55.725

1', CAR (12:20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22:22)
2 CAR (24:24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24:30)

55.025

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

INKAK2T4P0WI*

istered
.h th
Som
ever.
dents,
divorc
somet.
tests t

*3 months
$18.75
*6 months
$37.50
*1 year
$75.00

Does Your Car Need

B. 12'. footing
C. Polyurethane
under cor,crete
D. Anchor bolts in
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St. # 00113 P/W,P/L, Tilt, Cruise, CD Player, Much More

I. Selt-supporting 2x6
trusted ratters 2 ft.
0.C.
J 1/2" plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
Steel service door
0. 2:4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2:10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

light: u

crazy

2000 Chevrolet Silverado Ext. Cab

A. 4" concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh

DEA
freckles
DEA
genetic
skin pig
and do
are mos
who fre

medical treatment may involve some
pain, but it's also highly beneficial
Modern injections, given properly, are
barely noticeable, blood tests should
hurt for only a few seconds. There are
many reasons why doctors don't use
high-pressure vaccination guns: these
devices are suitable only for mass
inoculations, and there is some pain
- especially if the child moves his or
her arm at the time of impact. In
other words, for routine low-volume
childhood inoculations, the guns are
not superior to the plain old needle
and syringe.
Many parents have successfully
emphasized to their children that
occasional pain is unavoidable, In
medical circumstances, a responsible
adult will be present with the child to
offer emotional support and comfort.
Actually, many of the tears in pediatnclans' offices are due more to fear
than to pain. I think that it's important
for parents to soothe children while

Ten years ago
DEAR ABBY: This is the time of the street." \he re the parents who
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NEW YORK (AP) - Late fall
is the one time companies traditionally allow employees to switch.
health plans. This year, the choices before America's workers involve
a host of changes.
Most employees choosing a
health insurance option for 2000
face higher premiums and higher
co-payments for prescription drugs
and office visits. Premiums are
rising on average about 8 percent
for 2000, the biggest increase since
1993.

.et

Consumer demand for more flexible health plans is one reason
premiums are rising so fast. Another factor is the escalating cost of
prescription drugs, which at many
plans is increasing by about 20
percent.
However, workers are seeing less
bureaucracy, gaining more flexibility in choosing doctors, getting
coverage for alternative treatments
such as acupuncture and gaining
Internet access to health information from their insurer. Some corn-
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panies are providing report cards
that grade various health plans.
Many companies, in fact, are
so desperate to find employees
that they are willing to absorb
much of the premium increases
themselves. And health maintenance
organizations are dropping restrictions.
The nation's largest health insurer, Aetna U.'S. Healthcare, is adding
an "open access" type of HMO
that lets members use specialists
in the plan's network without first

getting approval from., their primary care doctor.
Added flexibility, though, could
United HealthCare, the nation's
second-largest managed care insur- end up costing employees through
er, is dropping all pre-authoriza- higher premiums.
tion requirements and giving doc"People want lots of freedom
tors the final say on all patient of
choice, and that is more expencare matters.
sive," said Bill Sullivan the forHMO Illinois, owned by Blue mer
president of Oxford Health
Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois, Plans, which
operates in New York,
is even letting its members for New Jersey and Connecticut.
the first time choose a chiroprac- Oxford is one of several health
tor as a primary care doctor. Until insurers that provides discounts to
now, all HMOs required a med- members who visit acupuncturists.

massage therapists and other alternative health providers.
Most employers now otter workers a three-tiered prescription coverage plan. In this system, workers pay a nominal fee for generic drugs (usually about $5), a higher fee for the insurer's preferred
brand-name drugs (usually $10 to$15) and an even higher fee for
brand-name drugs that are not on
insurers' approved lists ($25 or
more).

Bradford College to close doors after 2000 graduation
HAVERHILL, Mass. (AP) —
Confronted with dwindling enrollment in the face of increasing
costs, Bradford College has decided that the graduating ,class of
2000 will be its last.
"We have simply run out of
options," said Karen Sughrue, a
trustee and Bradford alumna.
The decision to shut down —
made unanimously over the weekend by the board of trustees —
was announced at an emotional
campus-wide meeting Tuesday.
Administrators decided to tell the
school's 600 students before the
Thanksgiving break so they would
be able to discuss their plans with
their families over the holiday.
Bradford's closing comes at a
time when small, liberal arts colleges are struggling to compete
with the name recognition and vast

financial resources of the nation's came when this year's freshman tion inferior.
top schools.
class fell short of projected enroll"It was better to maintain integriBetween 1990 and 1997, 167 ment by 32 students — a small ty," said Scott, who assumed the
institutions nationally shut their number for most schools, but a presidency 1 1/2 years ago.
doors, said Jacqueline King, direc- sizable decline for an institution
With only a moderate-sized
tor of federal policy analysis for of Bradford's size.
endowment — Scott again would
the American Council on EducaThe administration considered not disclose the numbers — the
tion. Of those, 112 were private, slashing the budget in an effort school is financed primarily through
two-year colleges.
to reign in costs, but chose not student tuition, currently about
to
for fear of making the institu- $25,000 a year ipcluding room
Massachusetts had not seen a
private four-year school such as
Bradford close in recent memory,
although a number of two-year
schools have merged, said Clare
Cotton, president of the Association of Independent Colleges and
Universities in Massachusetts.
Bradford has been operating at
Bring us 12 of your favorite familg photos, and
a "substantial" deficit in the sevenwell print a large
figure range for several years, said
President Jean Scott, who declined
1" x 17"catendar
GREA14r
to give specific dollar amounts.
just for you!
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and board.
Bradford will continue to operate through the spring term, and
will graduate the Class of 2000
in May. The school will work with
its undergraduates to help them
enroll at other area institutions.
The faculty of 33 full-time professors and staff of about 125 will
be out of jobs, and will be eligi-

ble to collect unemployment benefits.
"People are really shocked,"
said Mike Ruggiero, a senior and
president of the student Senate.
"They were completely devastated
when we got the news."
"It's like someone died," said
Kelly McCormick, a junior from
Auburn, N.Y.
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Menus for the various lunchrooms in the city and county

schools for the week of Nov. 29
to Dec. 3 have been released by
Judy Clark and Janice McCuiston, food service directors for Murray City and Calloway County
Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional
change. are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary
Breakfast
Monday - waffles; Tuesday 'scrambled eggs and toast; Wednesday French toast sticks; Thursday - SauSage,
gravy and biscuit; Friday - cinnamon
pastries. Cereal. toast, milk and juice
are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - hamburger, ham and
cheese sandwich: Tuesday - pizza.
chef salad w/crackers; Wednesday chicken nuggets. peanut butter sandwich; Thursday - sliced turkey, gravy
and roll, peanut butter sandwich; Friday - pizza, chili, crackers and pimento cheese sandwich. Peanut butter
sandwich available Monday and Friday. Vegetables. fruit, milk and juice
are available daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday - Honey buns: Tuesday scrambled eggs, bacon and biscuit;
Wednesday - Poptarts; Thursday sausage and biscuit; Friday - Danish.
Cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, juice
and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - vegetable beef soup and
grilled cheese sandwich, tuna fish
sandwich, pizza; Tuesday - ravioli
w/corn bread, ribette sandwich, hamburger; Wednesday - chicken sandwich, burrito w/cheese sauce, pizza;
Thursday - salisbury steak and roll.
cheeseburger; Friday - foot-long chili
dog, fish sandwich w/cheese. pizza.
Vegetables, fruit and milk are available daily.
Murray High
Breakfast
Monday - turnover; Tuesday - breakfast bagel; Wednesday . - coffee cake:
Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Friday - cinnamon roll. Toast, cereal.
cinnamon toast, milk and juice are
available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets, grilled
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - baked potato bar, stuffed crust pizza. tuna salad
plate; Wednesday - spaghetti and meat
sauce, ham sandwich; Thursday - chili
w/cheese sticks, turkey. sub; Friday chili cheese dog, fish sandwich
w/cheese. Pizzas. hamburgers. cheeseburgers, potatoes, vegetables, fruit and
milk are available daily.
'CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool
Breakfast
Monday - cinnamon pastry. sliced
peaches: Tuesday - Danish roll, diced
pears; Wednesday - French toast stix
w/syrup, sliced peaches: Thursday graham crackers w/peanut butter, apple-

sauce; Friday
no school. Milk i
served daily.
Lunch
Monday - hot ham and cheese
sandwich, potato wedges, raw veggies and dip, gelatin; Tuesday - hot
dog on bun, carrot and celery sticks,
chips, Little Debbie, fruit juice.
Wednesday - baked ham w/roll, green
beans,fried okra, gelatin w/fruit; Thursday - oven fried chicken, scalloped
potatoes. California blend -vegetables.
mixed fruit, roll; Friday - no school.
Milk is Served daily,
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - cinnamon roll; Tuesday.
- biscuit w/sausage gravy; Wednesday - French toast stix w/syrup; Thursday ,- sausage and biscuit; Friday cake donut. Cereal toast, fruit juice
and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - pizza. fish sandwich.
peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Tuesday - sack lunch day. - hot dog on
bun, ham and cheese sandwich;
Wednesday - crispy steak nuggets
w/roll, hamburger on bun, grilled
cheese sandwich; Thursday - taco
'salad w/cornbread, chicken pattie
sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Friday - cheese burrito, pig in
a blanket, grilled cheese sandwich. Chef
salad, fruits, vegetables and milk are
'available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - ham and cheese biscuit;
Tuesday - Danish; Wednesday - ham
and cheese biscuit; Thursday - chicken on biscuit; Friday - breakfast pizza.
Cereal, toast, biscuit, fruit juice and
milk and available daily.
Lunch
Monday - spaghetti w/meat sauce
and texas toast, hamburger on bun;
Tuesday - pizza, hot dog on bun:
Wednesday - chicken and dumplings
w/cornbread, ham and cheese sandwich; Thursday - taco salad w/cheese
and roll, fish sandwich; Friday - enchiladas, corn dog. Vegetables, fresh fruit,
cold sandwiches, fruit drinks, tea and
milk are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - steak on biscuit; Tuesday - breakfast pizza; Wednesday. chicken on biscuit; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy: Friday - cinnamon raisin biscuit. Cereal, toast,
donuts. Poptarts. muffins, fresh fruit,
fruit juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chili/cheese crispito
w/Mexican cornbread, hot ham and
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - sack lunch
day - turkey and cheese sandwich,
ham and cheese sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, pizza; Wednesday - chicken vegetable soup w/crackers, taco burger on bun; Thursday -bar-b-q chicken w/roll, Chuckwagon
sandwich; Friday - foot long hot dog
w/chiti, Sloppy Joe sandwich. Pizza.
hamburgers, cheeseburgers, fries, chef
salads, vegetables, cold sandwiches,
fresh fruit, fruit drinks, tea and milk
are available daily.
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